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Overall Aim and Thesis Structure
Overall Aim
The aim of this thesis is to explore the concept of wearable chemo/bio-sensing for
real time sweat analysis during physical exercise. In order to fulfil this aim two
different approaches have been followed, a technological one, which involves the
fabrication of wearable micro-fluidic devices and a more fundamental approach,
which investigates the capabilities of functional materials, ionogels and ionic liquids,
in the realisation of wearable biosensors, e.g. lactic acid.
The fabrication and performance of wearable micro-fluidics devices, where the
sensing active area is enclosed inside a micro-channel, are described in Chapter 3
and 4. The detection technique has been chosen with respect to the target analyte but
taking into account the wearability of the whole system and the interrogation
approach required to make the signal easily accessible to the user.
In Chapter 5 new approaches for the realisation of lactic acid biosensors have
been investigated, giving priority to the flexibility and to the easy integration of the
sensor into an electronic circuit (organic electrochemical transistor). In order to
improve the life-time of the biosensor, novel matrix formulations for the lactic acid
bio-receptor using ionic liquids have been meticulously investigated in Chapter 6.
In the last experimental chapter, Chapter 7, a new patterning technique is
described for the realisation of micro-fluidic platforms based on capillary forces,
describing its possible impact on the development of future wearable biosensors.

Selected publications and author contribution
This thesis includes one literature survey chapter, one book chapter accepted for
publication, three original papers published in peer reviewed journals, two submitted
publications and one future work and perspectives chapter. The core theme of the
thesis is the development of wearable sensors using micro-fluidic devices. The ideas,
development and writing up of all the papers in the thesis were the principal
responsibility of myself, the candidate, working within CLARITY: Centre for Sensor
Web Technologies, National Centre for Sensor Research, School of Chemical
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Sciences, Dublin City University under the supervision of Professor Dermot
Diamond and Dr. Fernando Benito-Lopez.
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Chapter Overview
A detailed overview of each chapter together with the particular contributions from
the research collaborators (where applicable), are given below:
Chapter 1: Body Sensor Networks and Personal health management: An
Overview
This introductory chapter gives an overview of the reason behind the development of
wearable sensor devices, giving particular attention to the concept of Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) and Body Sensor Network (BSN). Additionally, an overview of the
integration of chemical/bio-sensors into wearable platforms is provided, as this is the
core of the thesis.
Chapter 2: Properties and Customisation of Materials for Bio- and ChemoSensing in Biomedical Applications
This work, accepted as a book chapter, discusses the most recent examples of using
novel material, such as Ionic Liquids, metal- and carbon-based nanoparticles and
their composites, for the development of sensors in point-of-care devices. The
possibilities of tuning the properties of these materials for sensing the target analytes
is critically discussed, with a major focus on those systems that can have of
immediate impact in the sensor market.
Chapter 3: Concept and Development of an Autonomous Wearable Micro-fluidic
Platform for Real Time pH Sweat Sensing
This work, published as an original article, illustrates the development of a wearable
colorimetric sensor for pH sensing. The two main focuses of the investigations are on
the reduction of the electronic components dimensions in the detection system and
on the micro-fluidic design and fabrication for performing real-time sweat analysis
during physical exercise. This work has been done in collaboration with the
engineering department at the NCSR, in particular with Dr. Shirley Coyle, who
developed the electronic components of the detection system.
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Chapter 4: Real-Time Sweat pH Monitoring Based on a Wearable Chemical
Barcode Micro-fluidic Platform Incorporating Ionic Liquids
This work, published as an original article, illustrates a colorimetric micro-fluidic
sensor for real-time pH detection. The sensor integrates four different sensing areas
creating a barcode for wide pH spectrum detection, which can be detected by mean
of a camera during cycling activity. This work has been done in collaboration with
the engineering department at the NCSR, in particular with Mr. Cormac Fay, who
developed the imaging processing algorithms.
Chapter 5: Organic Electrochemical Transistor Incorporating an Ionogel as
Solid State Electrolyte for Lactate Sensing
This work, published as an original article, describes the integration of an ionogel
(encapsulated Ionic Liquid in a polymeric matrix) in an organic electrochemical
transistor (OECTs) for the detection of lactate. Moreover, an example of a flexible
conformable OECTs is given as a futuristic prospective on wearable biosensing. This
work has been done in collaboration with the Department of Bioelectronics (Ecole
Nationale Superieure des Mines, Gardanne, France), in particular with Dr. Dion
Khodagholy, who manufactured the OECTs and tested by myself during a research
visit at the Department of Bioelectronics (France).
Chapter 6: Probing the specific ion effects of biocompatible hydrated choline
ionic liquids on Lactate Oxidase biofunctionality
In this work, recently submitted as full research paper, describes the use of hydrated
Ionic Liquids for the stabilisation of Lactate Oxidase (LOx) in solution.
Spectroscopic techniques are employed in order to gain a better understanding of the
ILs effects on the bioactivity LOx. This work has been done in collaboration with:
the School of Chemistry of Monash University (Melbourne, Australia), in particular
with Dr. Vijayaraghavan Ranganathan, who synthesised some of the Ionic Liquids
used in this study and the Department of Bioelectronics (Ecole Nationale Superieure
des Mines, Gardanne, France), in particular with Assistant Professor Roisin Owens,
who gave relevant insight on the enzymatic activity of LOx.

xii

Chapter 7: Fast prototyping of paper-based microfluidic devices by contact
stamping using indelible ink
In this work, recently submitted as full research paper, presents the development of a
single step technology for the realisation of paper-based micro-fluidic devices using
just a indelible ink and a stamp, generating operative micro-fluidic structures in less
than 10 seconds. This work has been carried out in collaboration with the
Department of Electronics and Computer Technology (University of Granada,
Spain), in particular with Miss Nuria Lopez-Ruiz, who came as visiting researcher to
DCU and worked under my supervision, helping on the development of the
technology.
Chapter 8: Future Work and Perspectives
This chapter suggests possible following paths of the work presented in this thesis.
New strategies for the development of the electronic-free micro-fluidic pH sensor
and novel approaches for the realisation of the wearable lactate sensor are presented.
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Thesis Abstract
In the last decade, we have witnessed an exponential growth in the area of clinical
diagnostic but surprisingly little has been done on the development of wearable
chemo/bio-sensors in the field of sports science. In particular, the use of wearable
wireless sensors capable of analysing sweat during physical exercise can provide
access to new information sources that can be used to optimise and manage athletes’
performance. Lab-on-a-Chip technology provides a fascinating opportunity for the
development of such wearable sensors.
In this thesis two different colorimetric wearable microfluidic devices for realtime pH sensing were developed and used during athlete training activity. In one case
a textile-based microfluidic platform employing cotton capillarity to drive sweat
toward the pH sensitive area is presented that avoids the use of bulky fluid handling
apparatus, i.e. pumps. The second case presents a wearable micro-fluidic device
based on the use of pH responsive ionogels to obtain real-time sweat pH
measurements through photo analysis of their colour variation.
The thesis also presents the first example of sweat lactate sensing using an
organic electrochemical transistor incorporating an ionogel as solid-state electrolyte.
In this chapter, optimization of the lactate oxidase stability when dissolved in
number of hydrated ionic liquids is investigated. Finally, a new fabrication protocol
for paper-based microfluidic technology is presented, which may have important
implications for future applications such as low-cost diagnostics and chemical
sensing technologies.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Chapter 1

Body Sensor Networks and Personal Health
Management: an Overview
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1.1

Wireless Sensor Networks and Personalised Health

Recent advances in the hi-tech sector and wireless network technologies have made
worldwide access to low-cost, low-power multifunctional miniature sensor devices a
reality. Each sensor represents a node that when inter-connected with other nodes
can establish wireless sensor networks (WSNs).[1] WSNs have been recognised as a
revolutionary way to perform ambient sensing in a wide range of application
domains. This is because of the reliability, accuracy, flexibility, cost effectiveness
and ease of deployment of wireless sensors using this communications infrastructure.
WSNs can be used for military applications, habitat monitoring, infrastructure
monitoring, agriculture and environmental monitoring. Another important field of
application of WSNs is in healthcare monitoring and management.
Amongst others, one of the main challenges for modern healthcare is to
provide improved services to an increasing number of people using limited financial
and human resources. In this context pervasive healthcare is considered a solution to
many existing problems. Pervasive healthcare can be defined as healthcare to anyone,
anytime, and anywhere by removing locational, time and other restraints while
increasing both its coverage and quality.[2]
The concept of pervasive health seeks to empower the individual with the
ability to manage and assess its own state of health and healthcare needs. The use of
point-of-care and/or wearable sensing devices could provide useful tools to
overcome problems derived by infrequent clinical visits of patients to hospital
structures and lack of data during daily activity and sleep time.[3] Long-term trend
analysis will then reduce the potential severity of an illness if this is diagnosed
during its early stage or when warning symptoms are manifesting. Moreover, in the
case of rehabilitation a wearable sensing system could monitor the recovery process
and detect complications as they arise.

1.2

Body Sensor Networks (BSN)

Body sensor network (BSN) technology refers to a sensor network made of devices
that can be implantable and/or wearable devices capable of sensing biological
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information from the body and transmitting it wirelessly to a base station device,
such as mobile phone, personal computer, etc.[4]
A typical body sensor network is composed of tiny, lightweight, low-powered
wireless sensors placed on/in patient’s body to monitor vital signs, providing realtime feedback of chronic conditions, progress of recovery from illness, physiological
condition during sport activities and other physiological conditions. The general idea
of BSN is shown on Figure 1.1. The use of wireless technology can provide a
significant improvement compared to conventional sensors used at the hospital level,
which restrict the mobility of the patients because they are normally bulky and
wired.[5]

Figure 1.1. BSN based wearable personal health care system. (Adapted from reference [6])

To date one of the main areas of BSN research is the use of wearable sensors to
sense physiological parameters such as heart or respiratory rate.[6] However,
relatively little has been done on the development of wearable chemical sensors for
real-time monitoring of diverse bodily fluids such as tears, sweat and urine. In the
following sections of this Chapter, several examples of wearable systems presented
in the literature are discussed, encompassing both physiological and chemo-/biosensors, with a particular focus on the latter.
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1.2.1

Monitoring of Body Parameters

The majority of the existing wearable technologies are based on physical sensors
(electrodes, thermistors and accelerometers) that respond to changes in their
immediate environmental proximity, e.g. electric fields, heat and movement. Smart
fabrics and interactive textiles are a relatively new area of research with many
potential applications in the field of biomedical engineering and on future
development of wearable sensors. The ability of smart textiles to interact with the
body provides a novel means to sense the wearer’s physiology and respond to the
needs of the wearer. The advantage of this technology relies on the integration of
sensors in the clothes that are worn on daily basis, providing the capacity to
continuously monitor the physiology of the wearer.
The most common physiological parameters that have been studied using these
kinds of sensors are electrocardiography (ECG),[7-9] electromyography (EMG),[10,
11] breathing,[12, 13] and body movements.[14-17]
ECG records the electrical activity of the heart from the skin surface and it is
typically measured using silver chloride electrodes coupled to the skin with a gel. For
instance, in clinical settings twelve electrodes are used, and these require wires and
adhesive electrodes to be placed on the body. To overcome the limitations given by
conventional ECG system, flexible conductive yarns, fully metal yarns, or
natural/synthetics blended with conductive fibers have been knitted into garments to
develop textile electrodes.[18] A study by Paradiso et al.[19] showed good
correlation between fabric electrodes and traditional silver/silver chloride electrodes.
Similar results were also obtained for the measurement of the electrical activity of
muscles using surface EMG. In fact, it was shown that the signals from textile
electrodes are in good agreement with traditionally measured surface EMG
signals.[20]
Textile strain gauges and pressure sensors can also be integrated on textile to
detect body movements such as breathing movements and foot pressure. Textile
based strain sensors have been demonstrated using stretch fabrics modified with
inherently conductive polymers[21] or carbon loaded rubbers.[22] Stretching of these
textile sensors leads to a change in conductivity of the material, providing
information about the breathing rate. Pang et al.[23] realised a skin-attachable strain
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gauge sensor using two sandwiched layers of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
modified with Platinum nanohairs (Figure 1.2-top). Within this system the
interconnection and the electrical resistance of the nanohairs change upon the
application of stimuli such as pressure, shear and torsion, as shown in Figure 1.2bottom. The system was successfully applied for the measurement of heartbeat on
the wrist.

Figure 1.2. (top) Skin-attachable strain gauge sensor on human wrist. Scale bar 5 cm.
(bottom) Detection and decoupling of pressure, shear and torsion loads with each timedependent signal pattern of resistance ratio. (Adapted from reference [23])

The use of optical systems, for the realisation of smart textiles, is another
common approach. For instance, blood oxygen saturation is normally estimated by
pulse oximetry,[24] wherein the absorption of two different wavelengths of light
through the tissue is measured. Photonic textiles using OLEDs can offer an
alternative to conventional LEDs to create a textile based pulse oximetry system.[25]
Sinusoidal shaped optical fibres stitched on textile have been employed for
monitoring breathing.[26] Upon illumination of the fibres with a laser from one end,
the light is detected using a photodiode placed on the other end of the fibres. The
curvature of the bends affected the light attenuation through the fibre and the
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analysis of the bending of these fibres was used to recognise the breathing
movements of the wearer’s upper body.
More recently the new trend on wearable sensors is the realisation of
“conformal tattoo sensors”, which adhere to the surface of the skin maximising the
wearability of the sensor. Kim et al.[27] realised a stretchable epidermal electronics
system (Figure 1.3-top) capable of sense a wide range of physiological parameters.
The tattoo-like sensor showed reliable signals when tested for the measurement of
ECG and EMG signals during simulated walking and standing activity. Moreover,
the tattoo was also successfully applied for the remote control of a simple video
game through movements of the neck using EMG signals. Additionally to this, the
epidermal sensor presents high stretchability and adaptability to the body contours
within different configurations (Figure 1.3-bottom), an important breakthrough for
addressing future research.

Figure 1.3. Image of the epidermal electronic sensor (top) and its application on skin when
undeformed, compressed and stretched (bottom). (Adapted from reference [27])

Given the range of physiological signals that can be sensed, there are many
scenarios and configurations to which wearable sensors can be applied. Therefore, an
increasing interest on the field has brought a rapid growth in the number of EU
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funded cooperative research projects on the development of these systems, such as
MOBIHEALTH, WEALTHY, MYHEART, among others. [28]

1.2.2

On-body Chemosensing – Sweat Analysis

As previously stated, most of research to date in the field of wearable sensing
focuses on physical transducers, mainly because of the technical barrier that
wearable chemical sensors still need to overcome. These include sample collection
and delivery, sensor calibration, ruggedness, lifetime and power consumption.
Furthermore, wearability is probably the most important requirement that these
sensors must fulfill without loosing functionality and, above all, compromising the
wearer’s comfort and/or safety.[3]
In a typical chemo-/biosensing scenario, samples must be delivered to the
active surface on the sensor for a reaction to occur and the signal to be generated. For
wearable chemo-/bio-sensors, the delivery of the sample is an issue closely related to
the bodily fluid that has to be analysed. In most cases, the gold-standard fluid for
diagnostics is blood. However, with wearable sensors the use of blood can be a
limiting factor, for example, through drastic negative impact on the wearer’s
comfort. Although it is possible to find in the market wearable or semi-wearable
sensing platforms for the detection of glucose[29] and lactate[30] in blood, much
efforts, from the scientific community, have been put on the establishment of
analytical methods wherein alternative bodily fluids can be employed, such as
interstitial fluid,[31-33] tears,[34-36] saliva [37-41] and sweat.[42-47] The transition
from blood analysis to other bodily fluids will provide less invasive approaches to
sampling.
Integrated biosensors in contact lens can enable analyte targets in tears to be
monitored, e.g. glucose, and this could represent a more convenient approach
compared to conventional finger-picking sampling for glucose sensors. Badugu et
al.[48] demonstrated the use of disposable contact lenses embedded with boronic
acid-based fluorophores for the colorimetric detection of glucose. The contact lens
changes colour according to the amount of sugar in tears, and is monitored by the
wearer by simply looking into a mirror and comparing the colour to a pre-calibrated
colour strip (Figure 1.4).
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Electrochemical detection of tear biomarkers is also another common
approach. Yao et al.[49] integrated a three-electrode electrochemical biosensor on a
contact lens, while Kagie et al.[36] described a miniaturised flexible electrochemical
biosensor suitable for insertion into the lacrimal canaliculus for amperometric
detection. Although for the two systems the miniaturisation of the electronic
components can be easily achieved, the integration into a wearable platform together
with a battery for the supply of energy could compromise the effectiveness of the
sensor.

Figure 1.4. Potential methods for non-invasive continuous tear glucose monitoring using
bore doped contact lenses (left) and schematic representation of the possible tear glucose
sensing device (Bottom). (Adapted from reference [48])

Saliva is another interesting body fluid for monitoring different analytes and
biomarkers, but no wearable chemo-sensors have been developed using saliva as the
target fluid. However, the use of the saliva can be quite difficult due to the presence
of mucus (making the sample viscous) and residual food and blood, which can
induce misreading of the sensor.
Sweat is probably the most accessible fluid to be collected by a garment or
from sensors integrated on smart vests.[50] Sweat is a body fluid naturally produced
during physical exercise and emotional stress, and many relevant physiological
analytes such as sodium, chloride, potassium, calcium, ammonia, glucose and lactate
are normally dissolved in it.[51] Sweating is primarily a mechanism of body
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thermoregulation to avoid dangerous increases in body temperature, related with an
elevated metabolic rate of the individual.[52] For instance, sweat test of sodium and
chloride concentration is the gold standard technique for the diagnosis of cystic
fibrosis (CF).[50] Analysis of sweat loss and sweat composition can also offer
valuable information regarding hydration status and electrolyte balance. The analysis
of sweat composition can provide information regarding the physiological condition
of the body and the health and well-being of the individual, especially during sports
activities.[53]
Although several wearable real-time sweat sensors have been reported, to the
best of our knowledge, no chemo-sensing platforms are commercially available in
the market yet. The BIOTEX project was pioneering in the field of sweat analysis
using wearable sensors.[54] The platform was developed using a textile-based
system to collect, analyse and perform chemical measurements of sweat pH, sodium
content and temperature (Figure 1.5-left).[55] This project will be briefly discussed
in Chapter 3, where the second generation of such system is realised. Following a
similar approach Salvo et al.[56] employed humidity sensors embedded on a textile
to measure sweat rate. Recently, a sodium sensor belt (SSB) was developed by
Schazmann et al.[43] to perform real-time measurements of sodium concentration in
sweat using Ion Selective Electrode (ISE) technology, Figure 1.5-right. An
application of the SSB was found for the comparison of sodium concentration in
sweat in healthy and CF positive people during exercise.

Figure 1.5. BIOTEX multiparametric patch containing pH indicator, conductivity, sodium,
and temperature sensors (left) and the Sodium Sensor Belt (right). (Adapted from reference
[55] and [43], respectively)
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The development of suitable devices for continuous analysis of biomarkers
dissolved in sweat, such as glucose and lactate has received relatively little attention.
Wang et al.[57] demonstrated the possibility to print electrodes in clothing for the
realisation of biosensors. Carbon strips were printed directly on the elastic waist of
underwear, offering a tight and direct contact with the skin (Figure 1.6). The sensor
was capable of maintaining its electrochemical behaviour after several cycles of
folding or stretching of the supporting textile, indicating the potential application of
this sensor configuration for the development of wearable electrochemical chemo/biosensors. Moreover, a similar screen-printed electro-chemical sensor was also
fabricated on underwater garments.[58]

Figure 1.6. Image of screen-printed carbon electrodes on an underwear boxer. The two
insets show the voltammetric response to different concentrations of NADH (left) and the
morphology of a screen-printed electrode (right). (Adapted from reference [57])

It is clear that wearable chemical sensors have the potential to be employed for
the continuous monitoring of the physiology of the wearer. This means that the
wearer is kept informed of his/her well-being and can be actively involved in the
management of their personal health, making pHealth (pervasive health) feasible. In
this perspective, another field of impact for wearable technology is sports science,
wherein diverse physiological conditions can exist during prolonged periods of
training.[59] The opportunity to gather important information about the physiological
status of the person during sport activities could potentially provide huge benefits for
athletes, who can get personalised training regimes and rehydration/nutrition plans
for future better performances. [60, 61]
16

1.3

Sweat Sampling: Micro-fluidics in Wearable
Sensing

One of the main challenges regarding of sweat analysis is the difficulty of obtaining
a valid sample, in particular when real-time information of sweat content needs to be
gained during physical exercise. Difficulties arise from the high risk of crosscontamination of the samples during collection, handling and post-run analysis.
Different sweat collection techniques have been employed over the years. Most
common sweat collection techniques involve the use of patches (Figure 1.7-left) [62]
and capsules made from flexible adhesive membranes using Parafilm.[63] A
commercially available technique involves the use of pilocarpine intophoresis, in
which a macroduct system is used to collect the sweat.[64] Shiffers et al.[65]
proposed the whole body wash down technique (Figure 1.7-right), in which sweat
loss from the whole body is determined by weighing the subject before and after
exercise and collection of all fluid lost during the training period. However, the main
limitation for these techniques is a substantial sampling to analysis delay (which can
be from several hours to days in the case of the patches), with lack of real-time data
of the body condition during physical efforts. Clearly, real-time information would
give better understanding of the athletes’ physiological state during training.

Figure 1.7. Commercially available patch for sweat collection (left) and set-up for sweat
collection using the wash down technique (right). (Adapted from references [66] and [65],
respectively)
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In order to design viable autonomous wearable chemosensors, different factors
need to be considered in order to achieve reliable systems capable of monitoring
physical and/or bio-chemical conditions in real time. As already mentioned,
sampling is crucial since the sample needs to be collected and delivered to the active
sensing area where the analytical signal will be generated. Another important
requirement to take into account is the flexibility of the device in order to be
wearable and adaptable to the body contours (minimising the discomfort to the
wearer), with respect to the integrated detection system. Therefore, real-time sweat
analysis when performed during exercise is a great challenge for sensor fabrication
due to the need for on-body fluid handling, sensor deployment and data management.
If all these issues can be accomplished, the obtained devices will be capable of
providing immediate feedback on fluid loss and variations of sweat analytes, giving
prompt and reliable information of athlete performance and/or general health.
Micro-fluidics is an emerging area that is impacting in several fields, especially
on the development of personalised health care and point-of-care diagnostic
devices.[67] Amongst others, the main advantage of using micro-fluidic system is
given by the possibility to deal with micro-volumes of the target sample, obtaining
exactly the same information that is provided by standard analytical techniques.[68]
Despite this, sweat is still a largely unexplored bodily fluid for analysis using microfluidic systems.
Although the realisation of a system capable of fulfilling all the required
specifications will not be easy to achieve, in this thesis it is proposed that the
employment of micro-fluidic technology is an effective means to succeed where
other methods have failed or showed limitations on the sampling of sweat. In
particular, because micro-liter volumes of sweat are needed to perform these
measurements, the fluid handling system of the sensor can be simplified and the size
reduced. However, the main advantage relies on the possibility of integrating the
sensing active area inside the micro-fluidic channel, thereby minimising delay
between sampling and analysis of the specimen.
With regard to the sensing materials, a more detailed overview will be given in
the next chapter, in which emerging materials recently used for the development of
chemo/bio-sensors are discussed in detail.
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Abstract
The great challenge in the bio- and chemo-sensors field is the fabrication and
delivery of devices that must be reliable, low-cost, minimally invasive, little to no
calibration and with extended operational lifetime. In recent years materials science
has offered appealing means to tailor the desired properties and challenges of these
sensors. This chapter reviews exciting developments in materials science including
the use of ionic Liquids (ILs), ionogels, conducting polymers (CPs), metal
nanoparticles (NPs), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene and nanocomposites in the
preparation of (bio)chemical sensors.
Keywords: Sensors, biosensors, biomedical devices, wearable sensors, ionic liquids,
conducting polymers, nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, graphene, nanocomposites,
ionogels.
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2.1

Key Challenges in Molecular Sensing for Biomedical
Applications

Low power chemo/biosensing devices capable of monitoring clinically important
parameters in real-time, represent a great challenge in the analytical field as the issue
of sensor calibration pertaining to keeping the response within an accurate
calibration domain is particularly significant.[1-4] Diagnostics, personal health and
related costs will also benefit from the introduction of sensors technology.[5-7] In
addition, with the introduction of REACH regulation, (acronym for Registration,
Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemical Substances) unraveling the
cause-effect relationships in the epidemiology studies will be of outmost importance
in order to help establishing reliable environmental policies aimed at protecting the
health of individuals and communities.[8-10] For instance, the effect of low
concentration of toxic elements is seldom investigated as physicians do not have
means to access the data.[11]
Implantable devices, which in the past brought much hope for continuous
monitoring of chronic medical conditions, have made little progress in the last
twenty years. The major mechanism of failure is the biodegradation of the sensing
layer and the changing diffusional barrier that arises from the host’s response
towards the implanted sensor.[12] Current devices cannot be used for prolonged
periods of measurement because of endogenous interferences, fouling etc.[13-15]
However, there are few examples of commercially available sensors that are suitable
for short-term continuous monitoring of clinical relevant markers. For instance, the
Abbott Freestyle Navigator, which continuously monitors glucose, has been
successfully applied for over five days in trials.[16] In addition, recent work has
demonstrated continuous performance of indwelling glucose biosensors for up to
four months in rats and up to one year in pigs.[12] However, the ultimate goal of an
implantable sensor that would automatically trigger the release of insulin remains
very far from realisation.[17]
From this point of view it is significant to note that glucose sensors account
for approximately 85 % of the biosensor industry, and that these sensors are based on
the employment of enzymes.[16] In this regard, the physical and chemical stability of
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enzymes and their cost represent often a major hurdle in the sensors development.
Therefore, materials, which provide a stabilisation of the enzymes or which can work
as selective catalysts mimicking the proteins function, are of outmost importance. In
addition, sampling represents another important aspect of consideration in order to
deliver minimally invasive sensors and, in this regard, easily accessible body fluids,
i.e., sweat, saliva and interstitial fluids, rather than blood offer a paradigmatic shift in
the sampling strategy.[18-25] For instance, sweating may assist the removal of toxic
elements, e.g., heavy metals, from the body,[11] and the design of robust trials for
accessing the analytical levels of these elements in the sweat would help establishing
therapeutic protocols.
Interstitial fluids have also received attention because of the advantages that
this media offers compared to blood, i.e., easily accessible, painless sampling and
reduced risk of infection.[12, 26-29] However, an important fact often overlooked is
that the sample volume of the harvested interstitial fluids is low, i.e., 10 µL h-1. Few
examples based on the sampling of interstitial fluids have actually been reported and,
even for glucose, a commercial device which can reliably monitor its concentration
appears elusive. To date, there is no unanimous agreement on the typical delay
between the glucose levels measured in interstitial fluids and whole blood
samples.[14, 28-30] Microspikes and hollow microneedles have been employed to
harvest the interstitial fluids, and the integration of these structures with a sensor in a
micro-fluidic device is an attractive possibility. For example, Trzebinski et al.[27]
functionalised the top layer of a microspike array suitable for piercing the skin with
an enzyme layer allowing the detection of glucose or lactate in buffered solutions.
However, using functionalised solid microneedles array for in vivo sensing is
challenging because of the potential structural deformation upon their insertion into
the skin, which, for instance, may drastically change the sampling dynamics thereby
introducing an unpredictable delay in the time from sampling to detection.
The integration of on-body sensors into textiles allows monitoring
physiological parameters in a non-invasive fashion and it has generated considerable
research activity across many important biomedical applications such as sports,
exercises and personal health.[31] At present, only wearable electrodes to monitor
heart rate[32] and wearable respiration devices are commercially available and the
goal of producing reliable chemical sensing garments seems largely unmet.[33]
Producing wearable chemical sensors, which must be comfortable during daily
26

activities, reliable and available at affordable cost is a challenging task.[34] In
addition to these challenges, population growth and ageing population profiles will
significantly affect the cost of health care systems and the future sustainability of
healthcare services will rely on the adoption of new low-cost technologies, with the
shift to much more personalised and home/community-based healthcare systems.[19,
35-38]

2.2

An Outline of Clinical Markers

2.2.1

Molecular Clinical Markers

The concentration of ethanol in blood is strictly regulated and the breath analysers
market has successfully matured in order to enforce drink-driving legislation.
However, it is interesting to note that the ethanol level in sweat has a significant
clinical relevance as it correlates well with its concentration in blood.[31] Lactate
concentration in blood is a fundamental parameter for the diagnosis of clinical
disorders such as hypoxia, and drug toxicity.[39] It also gives information on the
extent of hemorrhagic shock in trauma patients[12] and of myocardial ischemia.[10,
13, 40-42] In Sports Science lactate levels in blood are measured in order to
determine the so-called anaerobic threshold which is a fundamental aspect in
optimising the athletes training.[10, 43-45] Therefore, there is considerable interest
in developing less-invasive, real-time devices for the measurement of lactate in sweat
and saliva, as the lactate concentration correlates with that of blood.[10, 31, 43]
While sensors for the determination of lactate in saliva have been reported in the
literature,[10] a key challenge is their integration in a wearable platform which
allows real-time analysis. One example of such a wearable sensor would be the
integration into gum shields.
Cholesterol[46] and urea[47] have been standard parameters for the diagnosis
of cardiovascular disorders. The development of low-cost sensors for these analytes
has received remarkable attention in the literature. Similarly, ammonia sensors have
been investigated especially for point-of-care applications, as high levels of
ammonia, which is a product of the urea degradation, is associated with renal
dysfunction[48] and other pathologies.[49] Interestingly, ammonia concentrations in
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human breath correlate well with the levels of urea found in blood.[50] However,
commercial sensors for home-testing or point-of-care are not common and tend to be
relatively expensive. For instance, portable ammonia detectors cost more than 400
euro (www.gasmonitor-point.co.uk/ammonia-gas-detectors, www.draeger.com).
In addition, some molecules of interest are difficult to detect, such as
bilirubin and nitric oxide. Bilirubin is a tetrapyrrole formed from the breakdown of
the heme in red blood cells, whose concentration in blood serum is normally in the 110 µM range and is associated with liver functionality.[51, 52] Nitric oxide (NO) has
multiple critical functions in biological systems, e.g., as a neurotransmitter, cytostatic
agent, blood pressure regulator and it is thought to be implicated in the pathogenesis
of several diseases, e.g., gastric tumor. Spectroscopic measurements of bilirubin in
blood are difficult because of interferences such as pH effects, and biosensors based
on bilirubin oxidase are hampered by the relative instability of the enzyme.[51]
Studies on NO are further complicated by its chemical reactivity with hemoglobin,
oxygen and other biological species which results in a half-life ranging from 6 to 50
seconds.[53]

2.2.2

Ionic Clinical Markers

Monitoring of pH has received attention because of its clinical relevance. For
example, pH in sweat may be related to acid build-up in muscle cells during exercise,
and pH in wounds maybe associated with the wound healing process.[54] On-skin
pH

meters

and

electrodes

can

be

obtained

from

Hanna

instruments

(www.hannainst.co.uk) but they are not designed for continuous monitoring. Levels
of sodium, potassium and chloride in sweat have been used for diagnostics of cystic
fibrosis.[19, 36, 55, 56] Real time monitoring of the sweat electrolyte content could
also be important for regulating hydration/dehydratation issues, an issue which can
be fatal in some cases.[57, 58] The so called dietary minerals, e.g., Ca2+, Cl-, K+,
Mg2+, etc. have an important physiological role and when present at excessively high
and low levels can be harmful for human beings.[59-61] For example, calcium has
an important role in key biological processes such as the coagulation cascade,
regulation of muscular activity and hypercalcemia is an indicator of the possible
presence of malignant tumors.[62] Lithium in saliva can be used to regulate lithium
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carbonate intake during treatment of manic depression and hyperthyroidism
disorders.[63] Li-Ion Selective Electrodes (ISEs) are generally sensitive to high
sodium concentration[64] but in saliva the sodium levels are three orders of
magnitude lower than in blood.[65] There is an interest in monitoring ammonium
and trace metals in sweat.[66] As an example, people affected by Wilson’s disease,
where copper is absorbed through the intestines and reduced excretion by the liver
causes an accumulation of the metal in the body.[66] In addition, copper
accumulation maybe connected not only to liver damage[67] but also to Alzheimer’s
disease.[68]

2.3

Opportunities for Materials Science in Biomedical
Sensing

A holistic approach is required to solve the multi-disciplinary challenges associated
with the preparation of the next generation biomedical devices which must be lowcost, low-power, reliable and easy-to-operate. Materials science plays a significant
role of delivering suitable materials for such devices as discussed below.[69-71]
Self-powered sensors will have a key role in the biomedical field. For instance,
micro-fluidic paper analytical devices show promise as low-cost and disposable
devices, more so when coupled with paper-based batteries. Liu and Crooks[72]
demonstrated the detection of glucose on a paper-based micro-electrochemical
sensing platform where the battery is activated by the contact with the sample. The
read-out is based on the change of colour of the electrochromic Prussian Blue spot
deposited on the ITO surface as shown in Figure 2.1.[72] Such devices would benefit
from research in material science as their performance can be optimised, e.g., the
paper can be loaded with ionic liquids which may influence the stability of enzyme,
or ITO may be replaced by other conductive surfaces, e.g., conductive polymers
(CPs), to deal with the forecasted short supply of indium. Perhaps the most important
challenge is to understand how to reduce biofouling in implanted sensors. The
mechanism of biofouling of implanted systems seems to be related to the
denaturation of extracellular matrix proteins, which triggers the inflammatory
cascade.[73] Materials should be designed to stop or inhibit this initial step.
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Figure 2.1. The operational principles of a device consisting of a sensor and an
Al/air battery separated by a wax barrier. The paper reservoir of the sensor is
preloaded with dried glucose oxidase (GOx) and Fe(CN)63". The catalytic oxidation
of glucose by GOx results in the conversion of Fe(CN)63" to Fe(CN)64" which is then
oxidised back to its original state on the lower ITO electrode resulting in the
reduction of Prussian Blue to colourless Prussian White on the upper ITO electrode.
(adapted from reference [72])
Phenylboronic acid and derivatives have been extensively exploited as glucose
receptors in “smart” hydrogels as the binding induces a change in the optical
diffraction thus making it possible to monitor minute changes in the hydrogel volume
of a microscale device.[74] For instance, it was shown that these hydrogels can be
used as holographic glucose sensors in simulated tear fluids with negligible
interferences from lactate and pH.[74] This seems a fascinating approach for noninvasive real time analysis and this research seems to have addressed the
optimisation of the response kinetics.
Stimuli-driven recognition, transportation and translocation processes
perfected by nature over millions of years is surely a source of inspiration.[75] For
instance, polymer brushes based on a photo-responsive polymers have received a lot
of interest as colorimetric sensors due to their ability to report colorimetrically the
presence or absence of the ion-ligand complex.[76] A photochemically and
electrochemically triggered gold nanoparticle sponge has been prepared in Willner’s
group by attaching spiropyran and thioaniline moieties to the particles.[77, 78]
Interestingly, it was reported that this composite can be used as an imprinted matrix
for a zwitterionic electron acceptor whose uptake and release is controlled
electrochemically and photochemically through the conductive polymer and the
spiropyran moieties, respectively.[77]
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Materials that may provide the much sought-after control of structure at the
nanoscale in order to obtain, for instance, larger surface areas, improve electron
communication with enzymes and enhance surface plasmon effects are of particular
interest.[79] Ionic liquids, conducting polymers, metal nanoparticles, hydrogels, and
hybrids of these materials are appealing from this point of view and they will be
discussed in the upcoming sections.

2.4

Ionic Liquids and Sensing.

2.4.1

Introduction to Ionic Liquids.

According to current convention, a salt that melts below the normal boiling point of
water is known as an ‘ionic liquid’ (IL) or by one of many synonyms including
low/ambient/room temperature molten salt, ionic fluid, liquid organic salt, fused salt,
and neoteric solvent.[80] ILs have been used for a wide range of applications,
ranging across catalysis reactions, electrochemistry, separation science, polymer
chemistry, formulation of pharmaceutical drugs, amongst others.[81, 82] Several
reviews available in the literature as for example, Hapiot and Lagrost[83] and
Buzzeo et al.[84] focused on the electrochemical reactivity of ILs, and their
properties in relation to fundamental electrochemical studies. MacFarlane and coworkers discussed the chemistry of ILs and how this affects their physico-chemical
properties.[80, 85] Wei and Ivaska[86] discussed the application of ILs in
electrochemical sensors. Erdemenger et al.[87] described the use of ILs for
controlling polymerisation reactions, while Armand et al.[88] outlined future trends
of ILs use and applications.
ILs are typically characterised by a bulky unsymmetrical cation combined with
a poorly coordinating anion in order to impede tight packing of the ionic lattice[89]
and hence the resulting melting point is dramatically decreased compared to
conventional salts.[90] ILs can be classified within seven different families on the
basis of the ionic structure[91] and typical cations are shown in Figure 2.2. Their
properties depend dramatically on the cation-anion combination[83] and in this sense
can be thought as “designer” or “fine-tunable”[92] as polarity, viscosity, thermal
stability, conductivity and solvent capacity can be tailored by thoughtful choice of
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cations and anions.[85, 93] The variation in properties between salts, even those with
a

common

cation

but

different

anions,

is

dramatic.

For

example,

butylmethylimidazolium hexafluoro-phosphate [C4mIm] [PF6] is immiscible with
water, whereas butylmethylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate [C4mIm][BF4] is water
soluble.[94]
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Figure 2.2. Common cations used for preparation of ILs. Popular side chains
include: CH3 (Me), C2H5 (Et), n-C3H7 (Pr), n-C4H9 (Bu), n-C6H13 (Hex), n-C8H17
(Oct), n-C10H21 (Dec), n-C16H33 (Hexde), CH2(OH)CH2 (HydroPr), CH3OCH2
(MeOMe), CH3OC2H4 (MeOEt). The most commonly used anions are: BF4-,
CF3BF3-, CF3SO3-, (CF3SO2)2N-, PF6-, (CN)2N-, (CN)3N-, SCN-, Cl-, Br-, EtSO3-,
NO3-, H2PO4-. Adapted from reference [91].
There are several motivations to consider ILs as particularly appealing in the
development of biosensors. For example, the existence of nanoscale structural
heterogeneities in ILs and in particular the presence of H-bonded nanostructured
networks with polar and non-polar regions has been associated with the stabilisation
of enzymes.[95] This very relevant characteristic will be discussed more in details in
the next section. In addition, ILs have received attention as they offer good media for
the dispersion of carbon nanotubes, (CNTs) [96] and examples of successful
applications of IL-CNTs composites in sensing will be discussed in Section 2.4.2.
Hybrid MWNTs-ionogel monoliths (from a silica matrix), show a mixed ionic and
electronic conductivity which makes them potential candidates as electrode materials
or electron-to-ion transducers in ion-selective electrodes.[96] In some cases, ILs in
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their solid state, have conductivities comparable to the liquid phase, e.g.,
ethylammonium dicyanamide, which in connection to their plasticity makes them
valuable materials as solid-state electrolytes in sensor designing.[97] Other
properties often mentioned are their low-volatility, high ionic density and
conductivity (up to 100 mS cm-1), as well as excellent chemical and electrochemical
stability (potential windows up to 7 V have been reported).[98]
It is worthwhile mentioning some of the drawbacks of ILs as material for
sensing to give the reader a wider background. Often overlooked in the ILs literature
is their complex chemo-physical nature, currently not fully understood, which may
complicate prediction and tuning of their role in a sensor. For instance, theoretical
models to describe the non-ideal conductivity and of the double-layer charging
behaviours are yet to be implemented.[83, 99] Secondly, problems can stem from
their relatively high viscosity, cost and in some cases, toxicity.[83, 84, 99] For
instance, high viscosity impedes the diffusion of solutes and charge transport[83, 84,
99, 100] and the ion-transport in ILs is limited by the availability of channels of
suitable size within the structure. Thirdly, the liquid nature of ILs is a limiting factor
in the preparation of point-of-care biosensors because of the additional degree of
complexity that liquid sampling brings. On this regard, the introduction of ionogels,
confined ILs in a polymer matrix, may offer some solutions as discussed in Section
2.5.

2.4.2
2.4.2.1

Ionic Liquids and Biomedical Sensing
Ionic Liquids in Biosensors

ILs can be employed as a new class of solvents as many biological molecules
(proteins, amino acids, DNA, sugars and polysaccharides) can be solubilised in them
without loss of their bioactivity.[103] This specific property seems to be particularly
relevant for the field of biosensing because ILs can provide an effective way to
overcome the stability limitations of these sensors related to the limited temperature
range and the very narrow pH range for protein stability in water.[88] An increase in
the stability and activity of enzymes has been observed using certain ILs compared
to common aqueous media such as PBS.[89, 101] For instance, it was reported that
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cytochrome-c can be stored in hydrated choline dihydrogenphosphate for up to 18
months without losing its activity.[102] Moreover, lysozyme was stabilised against
denaturation during thermal cycles in aqueous media containing an equal mass
fraction of ethylammonium nitrate while the unfolding/refolding of the protein is not
possible when the IL was not added.[103] Yang et al.[104] first demonstrated the use
of ILs as electrolytes for the development of organic electrochemical transistors
(OECTs) for glucose sensing. These plastic-based devices [105] coupled with ILs
offer potential advantages for the preparation of low-cost, reliable and long-term
stable biosensors. The mechanism of protein stabilisation in ILs is still under debate,
but it seems that hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions between the IL and
the enzyme may increase the kinetic barrier for the unfolding of enzymes.[86, 101,
106-109] It is important to note that this is not a general trend in ILs and that some
ILs are known to denature proteins. [83]
ILs such as n-octyl-pyridinium hexafluorophosphate (nOPPF6), which is solid
at room temperature, have been employed as a binding agent and mixed with
graphite and enzymes to prepare new generations of biosensors. It was found that the
carbon to IL ratio strongly influences the performance of the electrode, in that it
controls the capacitive current through reduction of water content and it can regulate
the electrode conductivity.[110] For example, Ping et al.[111] used nOPPF6 as a
binder to create screen-printed graphite ink for the selective detection of dopamine
with low interference from ascorbic acid and uric acid. These screen-printed
electrodes, after the electrochemical deposition of exfoliated graphene oxide and
after electrode modification with coating containing glucose oxidase, were used to
detect glucose in buffer solutions, linear range 5.0 µM - 10.0 mM and sensitivity of
22.8 µA mM-1 cm-2.[112] Authors found that the graphene oxide layer enhance the
sensor sensitivity compared to the case in which this layer is not present.
Santafé et al.[113] studied the effect of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
ethylsulfate [C2mIm][EtSO4] on copper-catalysed luminol chemiluminescence (CL).
A clear difference in the light emission was observed that was ascribed to a strong
interaction between Cu2+ and the imidazolium ring of the IL. Interesting effects of
[C2mIm][EtSO4] on glucose oxidase activity were also noticed, and this
enhancement was employed to perform sensitive chemiluminescent glucose
detection (LOD = 4 µM) at pH 8.0.[113]
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ILs have been used in the detection of volatile biologically relevant
compounds

such

as

NO.

In

one

example,

1-hexyl-3-methylimidazolium

hexafluorophosphate has been used in combination with a double chain surfactant to
replace Nafion® as an antifouling layer on top of electrodes modified with
poly(eosin-b). The results showed that the IL composite modified electrode exhibited
excellent anti-interference behavior against nitrite, for example, and a wide linear
relationship over a NO concentrations ranging from 36 nM to 0.13 mM.[53]
Before concluding this section, it is worthwhile to note that electrochemical
sensors in the literature often rely on the use of stable and reliable standard reference
electrodes, e.g., Ag/AgCl with an inner filling solution, typically KCl. However,
ideally, the reference electrodes should be mass produced, e.g., prepared from a
scalable automatic process like screen printing, and they should be maintenance-free,
or at least require minimal maintenance. These demands are driving the increasing
trend towards solid-state functional components.[114] As novel designs for reference
electrodes that, for example, do not rely on an inner-filling solution, are much
needed, IL related developments emerging from materials science research may offer
advantages. For instance, Cicmil et al.[115, 116] reported on the use of ILs in
poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) matrices for the preparation of disposable reference
electrodes in which the partitioning of the ions into the liquid phase defines the
interfacial potential. After comparing several ILs, the authors found that reference
electrodes prepared with 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)
imide [C2mIm][NTf2] were least sensitive to changes in the concentration of
common alkali metal chlorides. The authors successfully employed these reference
electrodes for the potentiometric measurement of Pb2+ solutions, cyclic voltammetry
of a solution phase redox probe and impedance spectroscopy of a polymer
membrane. Results comparable to standard reference electrodes have been obtained
with hydrophobic ionic liquids, such as 1-methy-3-octylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide which was jellified and saturated with AgCl.[117,
118] The electrodes suffered from component leaching and signal deviations (in the
mV range) due for example to phthalate ions or chloride interference at
concentrations larger than 0.1 M.[117, 118]
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2.4.2.2

Ionic Liquids for Sensing Ions.

There are various motivations for developing novel membrane materials in ionselective electrodes. These include the need for biocompability, elimination of
plasticisers, minimise leaching, miniaturisation, increasing the selectivity and
stability and improving detection limits.[119] An attractive advantage of ILs, is the
ability to use them to tailor or tune the properties of a material, such as the solvation
environment which determines ion-extraction and complexation equilibrium within a
membrane.[85, 119] It may be that ILs will replace conventional ion-exchangers
[119-122], plasticisers or even the ionophore in ISEs, but this area seems still in its
infancy and only a few examples have been published in the literature.[119, 120,
123, 124]
When using ILs as plasticisers, the mechanical properties of the membranes
formed have to be taken into consideration. For example, it was found that
imidazolium-based ILs plasticise poly(methyl metacrylate) (PMMA) but not PVC,
i.e., membranes plasticised with PVC are found to be brittle and inductile.[120] In
addition, it should be noted that ILs influence the fluidity of the membrane, thus
determining the diffusion coefficient of the ions and therefore the sensor response
time and detection limits.[119]
In addition, ILs are known to have larger dielectric constants, which on turn
influences the ISEs selectivity.[119] For instance, Wardak et al.[124, 125] applied
ILs as a solid-contact in ISEs to study the effect of three different alkyl chains
situated on the methylimidazolium cation, while keeping the anion constant (Cl-).
Authors observed that the substituents in the imidazolium ring affected the limit of
detection of the sensors and the best results were obtained with 1-butyl-3methylimidazolium. However, no explanation of the underlying reasons for this
behavior was given. The optimised sensors could detect 40 ppm of lead in spiked tap,
river and waste water using the standard addition method, which was in good
correlation with data obtained from anodic stripping voltammetry.
Beyond ion-selective electrodes, ILs may be employed as electrocatalyst for
the detection of ionic species of clinical importance. For instance, a new iron(III)containing ionic liquid [(C4H9)2-bim][FeCl4] (Fe-IL, bim = benzimidazolium) was
developed as an electrocatalyst for nitrite and bromate detection[126] which are
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classified as carcinogens.[127, 128] A conductive carbon paste electrode (FeIL/CPE) comprised of Fe-IL and carbon powder was fabricated and the Fe-IL had
the advantage of being both a binder and the electrocatalyst. The detection limit and
the sensitivity were found to be 0.01 µM and 100.58 µA µM"1 for nitrite, and 0.01
µM and 83.11 µA µM"1 for bromate detection, respectively.

2.5
2.5.1

Recent Trends in Sensing with Conducting Polymers
Introducing Conducting Polymers

Conducting polymers are organic polymers with intrinsically high electrical
conductivities. They have received ever-increasing attention since the seminal
contribution of Heeger, MacDiarmid and Shirakawa, who jointly received the Nobel
Prize for Chemistry in 2000.[129-132] While they were initially investigated as
substitutes for metals, their range of applications quickly expanded covering several
research fields such as electrocatalysis, energy storage and sensing.[133] Today’s
conductive polymer workhorses are primarily derivatives of polypyrrole,
polythiophene, polyaniline and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene), see Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3. The most common CPs in the undoped form including polypyrrole
(PPy),
polythiophene
(PTh),
polyaniline
(PANi)
and
poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT).
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Below it is presented a brief overview on conducting polymers with references
available if the reader wishes to explore further. Some particularly important
contributions are summarised below.
Chujo,[134] and Leclerc and Morin[135] focused their attention on the
synthetic aspects of the preparation of CPs. A book containing several contributions
which span from the fundamental aspects of CPs, e.g., mechanism of growth and
electrochemical characterisation, to their recent applications in sensing, in energy
storage and as artificial muscles is available by Cosnier and Karyakin.[136] Wallace
and co-authors[100] compiled a concise but detailed book which describes their wide
range of applications and gives a brief insight into the preparation and
characterisation of the most common CPs employed in the literature, i.e.,
polypyrroles, polyanilines, and polythiophenes. Eftekhari[137] presented some
recent methods to control the morphology of conducting polymers at the nanoscale.
Skotheim and Reynolds[138] provided a detailed coverage of recent advances in the
chemistry, physics, and materials science of conjugated and conducting organic
polymers. Gerard et al.[135] presented a review that describes the salient features of
conducting polymers and their wide applications in health care, food industries and
environmental monitoring. Lin et al.[139] published an overview of organic thin-film
transistors as chemical and biological sensors describing in detail the sensing
mechanisms and the detection limits of these devices. Nambiar et al.[140] focused on
the use of CP-based sensing devices as tools in clinical diagnosis and for assisting
surgical interventions, e.g., electrochemical biosensor, tactile sensing ‘skins’, and
thermal sensors. Ates and Sarac[139] reported on the electrochemical deposition of
conducting polymers on carbon substrates for biosensor preparation while
Rozlosnik[136] focused on the use of PEDOT in biosensing.
Amongst the most popular CPs being investigated for sensing applications
are PPy and PEDOT derivatives. PPy is known for its good mechanical properties
but this is counterbalanced by low ion accessibility due to its dense films, relatively
low conductivity (10 - 50 S cm-1) and chemical instability (e.g., oxygen).[141]
PEDOT is the most popular CP among the polythiophene family. Compared to PPy,
PEDOT has ten times greater conductivity (300 - 500 Scm-1), greater chemical and
thermal stability, and higher optical transparency. [136, 141, 142] The green
emeraldine salt form of PANi has conductivity in the range 1–10 Scm-1.
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Furthermore, PANi has the ability to form a broad range of nanostructures without
the use of a template.[143]
A general feature of CPs is that they change their properties, such as
conductivity or optical properties, depending on the doping state which has been
used as transducing principle, i.e., when the analyte changes the doping state of the
polymer. Another attractive feature of CPs in the preparation of disposable and lowcost

sensors

is

their

compatibility

with

ink-jet

printing[144,

145]

or

electrospinning.[143] In addition, polymer based organic electronics based on CPs
may open the way to the creation of inexpensive flexible devices and offer the
possibility of integration of sensing/electronic devices with wearable fabrics.[146148]
In recent years, there have been considerable efforts to improve the
phisiochemical characteristics of CPs. Of particular interest has been the possibility
of improving the mechanical, physical and chemical properties of CPs by integrating
ILs during their electropolymerisation.[84, 87, 142, 149-151] For instance, control of
the water content during the electropolymerisation seems to affect the conductivity
of the CP layers. This was observed during the electropolymerisation of thiophene in
an aqueous electrolyte, and it resulted in the formation of a non-conducting polymer
film.[97, 152] In addition, the choice of IL cation/anion is important as it affects the
stabilisation of the radical produced during IL electrochemical oxidation and
regulates the degree of electrostatic interaction between the anion and the polymer
backbone.[83, 97] In addition, ILs may affect chemical doping of the polymer film,
the polymer film thickness, and film morphology.[83] For example, pyrrolidinium
based NTf2-ILs led to polythiophene films that were smoother and denser than those
produced using imidazolium-based NTf2 ILs.[83, 146] While these differences were
ascribed primarily to the different viscosities and conductivity of the ILs, effects
arising from the cation during the electropolymerisation cannot be totally excluded.
In certain cases ILs may affect the structuring of the polymer chains at the nano
scale, as demonstrated by Ahmad et al.[142, 146] who showed that 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium bis(perfluoroethylsulfonyl)imide assisted fibre growth in
PEDOT films. These nanostructures tend to shorten diffusion distance for ion
transport which affects the polymer charge/discharge capacities and rates[153] while
also increasing electrocatalytic activity.[146] Interestingly, co-deposition of PPy and
PEDOT has been demonstrated in ILs.[141] This particular study highlighted that co39

deposition resulted in a more porous film due to entanglement and mismatch of PPy
and PEDOT chains.[141]
Finally, it is important to acknowledge some issues that may arise with CPs,
such as concerns over thermal and chemical stability, the mechanical ruggedness,
and tolerance to high field electric fields of CPs.[73, 140], all of which may affect
the performance of CP-based sensors. Recent research has focused on finding
solutions to some of these issues, and the electrochemical growth of CPs in new
media like ILs, as highlighted above, has offered some improvements. In addition,
while CPs are generally regarded as non-cytotoxic to mammalian cells, there is still
concern about their long term impact, and therefore there is considerable interest in
producing new types of biodegradable CPs.[73]

2.5.2

Customisation of Conducting Polymers for Biomedical
Applications

2.5.2.1

Conducting Polymers in Biosensors

CPs have been successfully used in the preparation of biosensors in order to entrap
enzymes in situ; however, in certain cases, the high enzyme loading has proven to
impede the electropolymerisation of the CP.[154] It should also be noted that when
hydrogen peroxide is developed as a by-product of the oxidase enzymatic substrate
conversion during the sensor activity, this compound can cause the overoxidation of
the CP and limit the lifetime of the sensor.[12] Therefore, the sensor requires careful
designing in order to minimise H2O2 formation.
A few examples of the use of CPs in the fabrication of biosensors are detailed
below.

Two

polythiophene

derivatives,

b][1,4]dioxin-5-yl[1,2,5]thiadiazole

and

poly(4,7-di(2,3)-dihydrothienol[3,4poly(4,7-di(2,3)-dihydrothienol[3,4-

b][1,4]dioxin-5-yl-2,1,3-benzoselenadiazole, have been employed in order to
increase the stability of the adsorbed glucose oxidase (GOx) enzyme thanks to
enhanced #-# stacking and electrostatic interactions.[155] The modified electrodes
were capable of detecting glucose in real human serum samples although these were
diluted with buffer solutions to coincide with the limited sensor dynamic range, i.e.,
0.05 - 1.0 mM.[155] In addition, the immobilisation of GOx on top of the CP layers
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with glutaraldehyde seems to be a serious limitation as this compound may cause the
denaturation of enzymes.
Rahman et al.[51] showed that poly-5,2’-5’,2’’-terthiophene-3-carboxylic
acid (TTCA) electrochemically grown at gold electrodes can be used to complex
Mn2+ through the carboxylic groups of the CP. The resulting film was used as
biocatalyst for the oxidation of bilirubin and, with the addition of an anti-interference
layer, the biosensor could detect bilirubin in a human serum sample, although this
was diluted with a buffer.[51] The bilirubin content was measured to be 5.2 ± 0.7
µM,

which

is

reasonably

consistent

with

the

result

obtained

from

a

spectrophotometric method (4.9 ± 0.2 µM). TTCA polymer was also used for the
preparation of NO sensors. In fact, the polymer was electrochemically grown on
platinum microelectrodes and the CP was covalently attached to cytochrome-c.[156]
After coating with Nafion®, the modified microelectrode showed a linear response
for NO in the range 2.4 - 55 µM allowing the detection of NO in vivo in rat brain
tissue.[156]
Polyaniline has been polymerised by the hydrogen peroxide produced
enzymatically by GOx in the presence of glucose.[157] The gluconic acid produced
enzymatically, causes a pH drop which triggers the catalytic polymerisation of
aniline.[157] Interestingly, in this manner, the physically adsorbed enzyme could be
encapsulated within a polyaniline layer which limits the rate of leakage of the
enzyme.[157] Polyaniline nanoparticles and urease have been successfully
incorporated onto a flexible substrate using ink-jet printing in the preparation of urea
sensors.[144] The biosensor could measure urea in the range of 2 - 12 mM but the
data obtained for the urea content in fifteen human serum samples showed a positive
bias, against a spectrophotometric assay. Polyaniline, thanks to its pH dependent
doping states, seems to be a popular material for the preparation of ammonia sensors
that have been successfully applied in the monitoring of human breath samples. For
instance, an amperometric sensor was created by electropolymerising aniline onto
gold nanoelectrodes.[158] By increasing the concentration of ammonia, the current
decreased due to de-doping of the conducting polymer. Tests with real breath
samples correlated well with a laboratory standard colorimetric technique for
ammonia detection with a discrepancy of 12 %, possibly due to experimental
differences in the sample handling.[158]
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Nanostructures based on CPs have been also applied to sensing.[137] For
example, poly(toluidine blue) nanowires, prepared from a template-directed
electrochemical deposition, have been used to load and stabilise Horseradish
Peroxidase (HRP).[159] The resulting sensor showed good linear response to H2O2
over a wide substrate concentration range, although the template deposition method
can be cumbersome and may suffer from the potential leaking of the adsorbed
enzyme. With regards to template-less polymerisation, for instance, pyrrole has
received a lot of attention due to the possibility of producing nanostructures during
its electrodeposition. Fibrillar, rod and worm-like structures can be prepared using
carbonate or phosphate salt solutions.[160-164] The mechanism behind the
formation of the nanostructures is still controversial but it has been hypothesised it
may be due to the low density of the charge carriers during the polymer growth and
alignment of PPy chains bridged by the phosphate or carbonate anions.[160, 165]
CPs may be tailored to introduce chemical functionalities into the polymer
backbone, as this can provide anchoring sites for specific sensing tasks such as
binding aptamers for the development of highly sensitive aptasensors. For instance,
the extended #-conjugation along the backbone of poly(m-phenylenediamine)
(PMPD) allows the physical adsorption of a dye-labeled thrombin aptamer onto the
surface of PMPD rods.[166] Indeed, the presence of these aptamers on the surface of
the rods induced substantial quenching of the fluorescence dye, which was recovered
only in the presence of thrombin, due to the formation of the quadruplex-trombin
complex. Luo et al.[167] covalently attached the immunoglobulin E (IgE) aptamer to
the amino groups of the polyaniline (PANi) backbone. Using this approach it was
possible to prepare a conductometric and label free aptasensor for IgE which relates
to cancer pathologies.[168] The detection principle is based on the notion that the
high surface-to-volume ratio of the nanostructures is markedly affected by minor
perturbations of their electrical field induced upon binding of IgE.[169]

2.5.2.2

Sensing Ions and Conducting Polymers

In solid-contact ion-selective electrodes (SC-ISEs), the internal reference electrode
and inner filling solutions can be replaced by solid materials.[114, 170-174] SC-ISEs
are more convenient for remote monitoring than liquid filled ISEs as they are more
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compatible with microfabrication technologies.[114, 170-174] While CPs have been
extensively used as a solid contact material it is important to note that the choice of
the conducting polymer is imperative in the ISE’s longevity as it will affect the
stability over time and the limit of detection (LOD).[114, 129, 170-181] In addition,
the type of CP to be used as a solid contact can also depend on the ion analyte.[182]
Poly(3-octylthiophene) (POT) has been used as a solid contact due to its
hydrophobicity as this improves membrane adhesion and limits water uptake[173,
183]. PANi was also used as SC layer in potassium-ISEs which have been used for
the detection of potassium in artificial serum, with a linear range between 10-5 M and
10-1 M and no pH interference under physiological conditions.[184]
While PANi, PPy and PEDOT have been extensively investigated as solid
contacts in ISEs, the possibility of improving SC-ISE performance using other CPs
or by CPs nanostructuring seems to be relatively unexplored.[185] For instance,
polypyrrole microcapsules have previously been employed as solid contacts in
calcium-ISEs.[186, 187] Authors claim that through this, they can control the
electrolyte composition of the microcapsules, thus providing a means to fine-tune the
LOD.
The use of neat CPs or CPs doped with selected ionophores as a sensing layer
is an interesting approach. However, thus far, such sensors suffer from poor
sensitivity and high LODs.[136, 185, 188, 189] PANi deposited on plastic substrates
by means of ink-jet printing was used to detect pH changes both potentiometrically
and spectrophotometrically[188] but the selectivity factor hampered their use in realsample scenarios.[188] A stripping voltammetric sensor based on an overoxidised
PPy film was developed for the detection of copper in human hair.[190] The device
had a sensitive range from 2 to 250 ng mL-1, and experimental results were in
agreement with results obtained from Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy. This
particular sensor could be regenerated by washing with EDTA solutions, without
appreciable differences in response characteristics before and after the washing step.
Finally, PEDOT drop-cast nanorods produced by interfacial polymerisation on a
glassy carbon electrode showed high electrocatalytic activity for nitrite
oxidation.[191] The amperometric sensor showed a linear response in the range 0.6
to 40 µM and a sensitivity of 22.8 µA mM-1. However, the sensor was not tested with
real samples.
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A recent nice example of a CP-based sensor employed poly(9,9-bis(6’benzimidazole)hexyl) fluorine-alt-1,4-phenylene. This is a water soluble fluorescent
polymer that has been used for the detection of phosphates in blood serum.[192] The
phenyl benzimidazole group of the polymer is able to bind selectively Fe3+which in
turns quenches approximately 97 % of its fluorescence. However, phosphates restore
more than 95 % of the polymer fluorescence as they bind to the Fe3+. Because of the
control of the polymer fluorescence exerted by Fe3+and the phosphates, the authors
were able to use the polymer to detect phosphates in blood serum samples. The
sensor-determined levels of phosphate were in the range 4.24 – 4.37 mg dL-1 which
was in good agreement with the value of 4.46 mg dL-1 obtained by standard
spectrometric and potentiometric assays employed in clinical practices.[192]

2.6

Recent Developments in Nanomaterial-based Sensors

2.6.1
2.6.1.1

Metal Nanoparticles
Introduction to Metal Nanoparticles

Metal nanoparticles (NPs) date back in time since their first applications in glass
staining to create colour-changing effects.[193] Faraday gave the first scientific
explanation of their optical properties suggesting that the interaction of the light with
the colloids is at the basis of their colour. Nowadays, this behavior is understood as
originating from localised surface plasmons which oscillate with a characteristic
frequency which is sensitive to the changes in the local dielectric environment.[193]
In recent years, nanoparticles have been at the centre of tremendous research
attention, most notably through the work by Brust et al.[194] who developed an easy
pathway to their chemical synthesis and stabilisation. Chemical synthesis is still one
of the best approaches for their preparation, although other methods such as
evaporation under vacuum or laser ablation[195] have also proven effective.
Nanoparticles have been prepared using different metals, such as gold, silver,
platinum, palladium, with each metal imparting specific catalytic and optical
properties.[196, 197] In NP chemical synthesis, the choice of ligands, the metal to
reducing agent ratio, time, and temperature all play an important role in determining
the morphological aspects and properties of the resulting NPs.[195] While a detailed
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discussion is beyond the scope of this chapter, the reader can find valuable
information in several excellent references, which are summarised below.
Kelly et al.[198] described how size, shape and dielectric environment
influence the optical properties of metal NPs; Narayanan and El-Sayed[199]
described the use of NPs as electrocatalysts, and Murray[200] discussed the
electrochemical properties of metal NPs and their incorporation in electrochemical
devices. Schmid[193] edited a comprehensive book introducing the booming field of
the "nanoworld" and covering aspects of nanoparticles from their fundamental
principles to their use in novel applications. Rotello[201], from a chemical
standpoint, described the diverse structures and properties of nanoparticles,
presenting also fundamental studies and pragmatic applications ranging from
materials research to device fabrication. Nagarajan and Hatton[202] published a
book covering recent advances in the synthesis, stabilisation, passivation and
functionalisation of nano-objects made from a wide range of materials, such as
metals and metal oxides. Methods to control the number of functional groups and to
attain aqueous dispersibility, the impact of stabilisers on Surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS) activity and ways to tune plasmon resonance via nanoparticle
shapes were also presented.
An attractive advantage of nanoparticles is the possibility to tune the plasmon
resonance in order to match a biological window of tissue transparency, so as to
coincide with an emitter excitation or to match a laser source.[203, 204] For this
reason, nanoparticles have been extensively used for analytical purposes, in
particular, as labeling components for biological compounds such as DNA, enzymes,
and antibodies.[205] Another useful property of metal NPs is that they quench
fluorescence. For instance, fluorescent polymer conjugates coupled with gold
nanoparticles have been prepared for sensing of proteins such as bovine serum
albumin, $-galactosidase, or phosphatase.[206] Indeed, the presence of proteins
disrupts the NP-polymer interaction producing distinct fluorescence response
patterns

which

are

characteristic

of

individual

proteins

at

nanomolar

concentration.[206]
Synthetic methods to functionalise NPs have achieved great level of control
and sophistication such that NPs can be prepared with an innumerable number of
different ligands and coatings, offering therefore enormous opportunities in tailoring
specific properties for sensing applications. For instance, the problem of the
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electrochemical stability of the solid contact material in SC-ISEs is well documented
and CPs have been employed to tackle it as discussed in the previous section.[207]
Nanoparticles may also have a role to play in solving this issue, thanks to their
chemical stability and tunable properties, for example through control of the ligands
and the core materials used in their fabrication.[207]
A core goal of nanotechnology is the ability to manipulate materials at the
nano-scale. In this regard, control over the shape and alloy spatial distribution, at the
nano and micro scale that can be obtained through the use of nanoparticles is
striking. In fact, it is possible to carve metal nanoparticles in an aqueous medium at
room temperature[208, 209] or to control their spatial network distribution by means
of external stimuli in order to create tailored architectures.[210, 211] NPs may also
offer advantages for the customisation of low-cost optical sensors integrated in labon-a-chip platforms[212], paper-based sensors and micro-fluidics, and in point-ofcare devices[213-215].

2.6.1.2

Metal Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications.

The conjugation of DNA or aptamers with NPs has opened new routes in biosensing
because it combines the selectivity and the affinity of these proteins with the
advantageous spectroscopic properties of NPs.[216] For instance, the shift in surface
plasma resonance (SPR) upon the specific binding of the target analyte to the
aptamer has been exploited for the detection of cocaine.[217] Zhang et al.[218]
developed a selective cocaine aptasensor where two sequences of cocaine aptamer
stabilised the Au-NPs upon salt addition if no cocaine was present. In the presence of
cocaine, aggregation occurred and the SPR of Au-NPs shifts, producing a colour
change from red to blue. Willner et al.[219] worked on the use of aptamers to create
smart surfaces, which respond to a desired target analyte. For instance a cocaine
aptasensor was developed using two anti-cocaine aptamer subunits; one subunit was
assembled on a gold support, acting as an electrode or a SPR-active surface, and the
second aptamer subunit was labeled with Pt-NPs or Au-NPs. The addition of cocaine
resulted in the formation of supramolecular complexes between the NPs-labeled
aptamer subunits and cocaine on the metallic surface. Depending on the type of
nanoparticles, cocaine could be detected from the reduction current of H2O2
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electrocatalysed by the Pt-NPs or from the reflectance changes stimulated by the
electronic coupling between the localised plasmon of the Au-NPs and the surface
plasmon wave. The detection limit for cocaine was at best 1 µM. A long response
time, ~ 30 min, and the need to control the ionic strength of the solution seemed to
be the major hurdles for this sensor configuration.[219] Visual detection of cocaine
was performed using a DNA modified linear polyacrylamide polymer, which was
crosslinked with a cocaine aptamer and loaded with Au-NPs. In presence of cocaine
the hydrogel dissolves and Au-NPs are released in solution, turning its colour from
colourless to red and thus allowing its detection.[220]
Au-NPs have been largely employed as a colorimetric transducer due to their
attractive optical properties such as high extinction coefficient and marked colour
change accompanying aggregation.[221, 222] For example, a colorimetric assay for
the detection of cerebral glucose was reported by coupling Au-NPs modified with
adsorbed single stranded DNA (ssDNA).[223] The hydroxyl radicals provided by the
reaction between the enzymatically produced H2O2 and Fe2+, both added to the
solution containing the NPs, caused the cleavage of the adsorbed ssDNA. The
addition of sodium chloride caused aggregation and therefore a change in colour
from red to blue. Similarly, bare Au-NPs and cationic conjugated polyelectrolytes
were employed for the detection of DNA, cocaine, and thrombin.[224] Interestingly,
the latter method provides a simple and rapid way to visually detect thrombin at a
concentration as low as 10 nM.
In the field of immunosensors, Au-NPs have found application in the
detection of cancer biomarkers.[225] In fact, it has been shown that for the detection
of CA15-3-antigen, a known breast cancer biomarker, the application of Au-NPs
labeled with Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP) and CA15-3-antibody enhanced the
sensitivity and shortened the incubation time of a commercially available ELISA
immunoassay from 30 to only 5 min.[226] Stevens et al.[227] developed a
colorimetric prostate specific antigen (PSA) nanosensor, using gold nanostars. An
antibody was tagged to GOx which in the presence of PSA caused the formation of
the antibody-antigen-labeled antibody complex. In the presence of glucose and silver
ions (both added to the solution), GOx converted glucose to gluconolactone and
H2O2, which then reduced silver ions around the gold nanostars.[227] When the
concentration of GOx was as low as 10-20 g ml-1, a homogenous silver coating on the
nanostars was observed causing a large blue-shift of the SPR of the nanostar.[227]
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This resulted in an exceptional detection limit of 40 femtomolar for the PSA cancer
biomarker in whole blood serum.
Khlebtsov et al.[228] introduced a multiplexed colorimetric dot immunoassay
on a nitrocellulose membrane strip for simultaneous detection of rabbit anti-chicken,
anti-rat and anti-mouse antibodies. Ag nanocubes, Ag/Au alloy nanoparticles and
Ag/Au nanocages probes, Figure 2.4, were labeled with chicken, rat and mouse
immune-gamma globulin (IgG) in order to generate spots of yellow, red and blue
colours, respectively.[228] Upon spiking known concentrations of the target analytes
on top of the nitrocellulose membrane, the latter was exposed to a solution
containing a mixture of the three nano-probes and the analyte-probe pair specifically
formed. The resulting stained the nitrocellulose membrane as shown in Figure
2.4.[228] Using this approach, concentrations as low as 20 fM of the target analyte
could be detected by the human eye.

Figure 2.4. On the left side, TEM images of Ag cubes and of Au/Ag alloy nanocages
together with pictures of vials containing their colloidal suspensions. On the right
side, results obtained with the multiplexed dot immunoassay for the three target
analytes on the nitrocellulose membrane. (adapted from reference [228])
The NPs developed by Strömberg et al.[229] were used in an optode for the
detection of ammonia in porcine skeletal muscle tissue. The signal was analysed by
image processing and a limit of detection of 2 nM was achieved without any other
ionic interference from the sample. The sensor was based on a hydrogel loaded with
Au-NPs, 2-(dodecyloxy)benzonitrile, merocyanine and nonactin which acts as the
ammonium carrier.[229] As the porcine skeletal muscle tissue was sandwiched
between a silicone sheet and the gas permeable membrane, the ammonia released
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was protonated to ammonium within the hydrogel which in turns changed the
fluorescence of the nanoparticles.[229] This device may be implemented in breath
diagnostic devices for patients with metabolic disorders or in artificial nose and
tongue devices. Detection of Ca2+ in animal and human serum samples was achieved
by functionalising the nanoparticles with calsequestrin which is a protein of the
sarcoplasmatic reticulum able to reversibly bind calcium.[62] The electrostatic
interaction between calcium and calsequestrin caused nanoparticle aggregation
which in turn produced a visible colour change from red to purple.[62] Zhang et
al.[230] developed a colorimetric assay for iodine using a nanoalloy particle of a
copper core surrounded by a gold shell. The iodine caused a colour change from
purple to red which was proposed to be due to a transformation of the
interconnected, irregularly shaped nanoparticles to the single, separated, and nearly
spherical ones. The sensor was able to monitor iodine concentrations (6 µM), with
interferences from other ions occurring only when their concentrations were in the
mM range. However, the colour change was relatively slow, taking around 20
min.[230]

2.6.2

Carbon Nanotubes and Graphene.

2.6.2.1

Carbon Nanotubes and Graphene - An Overview

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) exist mainly in two forms, single- and multi-wall,
respectively termed SW-CNTs and MW-CNT. SW-CNTs can be considered as a
long wrapped graphene sheet consisting of two separate regions (side and end cap)
with very different physical and chemical properties.[231, 232] For instance, certain
studies imply that the tips of CNTs are more reactive than the cylindrical parts.[231]
MW-CNTs consist of concentric SW-CNTs of different diameter, in which the shells
of carbon are closely separated.[231] The lengths of CNTs play an important role in
determining the electrical, optical and mechanical properties.[232]
CNTs have received particular attention not only for their electrical properties
but also because they seem to promote electron transfers to and from immobilised
biomolecules, which is appealing for preparing biosensors.[231, 233] For example,
enzymes have been immobilised on CNTs [234], although, it has also been reported
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that the activity of enzymes may decrease considerably after their adsorption onto
surfaces modified with CNTs.[235] In this regard, the use of appropriate dispersant
agents, e.g. ILs, may avoid the denaturation issue.[235] It is perhaps worthwhile to
note that the CNTs electrocatalytic properties are somewhat controversial. In fact, it
has been suggested that it is the presence of metal impurities introduced during the
preparation of CNTs, rather than the CNTs themselves, which provides the basis of
the electrocatalytic behavior.[205, 236, 237] In addition, there is still not unanimous
agreement regarding the cytotoxicity of CNTs, although some authors support that
functionalisation of CNTs can control it.[236, 237] Finally, an important aspect to
consider is the relatively high cost of producing and purifying CNTs, (although this
is decreasing over time), which may someway explain the delay in their uptake by
the industry.[231, 236]
Graphene is an unique material in which carbon atoms are arranged in a
regular hexagonal pattern similar to graphite but in a one-atom thick sheet.[16] It is a
zero bandgap semiconductor having conductivity akin to metals, which, in the
opinion of some researchers, could provide the basis of materials with exceptional
electrocatalytic abilities.[16] Large-scale patterned growth of graphene is still
problematic but progress is happening.[238] For example, electrolytic exfoliation is
particularly promising for producing graphene nanosheets in aqueous solution at
low-cost.[145]

2.6.2.2

Applications of Carbon Nanotubes and Graphene in
Biomedical Sensing

Carbon nanomaterials are particular suitable for use in biosensors due to their high
surface/volume ratios and the possibility of immobilising target molecules, e.g., bioreceptors, with high density. Thanks to their high conductivity and large surface-tovolume ratio, small changes on the conformation or displacement of the immobilised
bio-receptors can be detected.[239, 240] This transduction mechanism has been
reported in field-effect transistors (FET) [2, 69, 241, 242] and may provide the basis
of future devices like sensor based bioelectronic noses and tongues[114, 232, 243]
although, at present, the response patterns obtained by these devices are not stable
over time.[2] This is a serious limitation in bioelectronic tongues and noses although
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their potential to extract complex information from the sensor array seems very
powerful.[2]
Dextran modified single-walled CNTs were employed as glucose biosensors
in a FET configuration.[244] In this sensor, concanavalin A, which was bound to the
dextran layer, was displaced in the presence of glucose producing a change in
conductance.[244] An et al.[245] reported a FET for the detection of thrombin using
aptamer-modified single-walled CNTs. The sensor had a linear sensitivity in the
thrombin physiological range, i.e., from 70 pM to 70 nM. FETs based on carbon
nanomaterials also have been reported to be responsive to pH [246] and sodium.[247,
248] For instance, sodium levels in the range from 1 nM to 1 mM were detected in
serum samples. The operating mechanism is not fully understood, but it was
suggested that the sodium ions bind to the carboxylic groups on the graphene layer
and the change of the sodium concentration modulates the current into the
transistor.[248] However, no tests with real body fluids were reported which raises
questions about their use in real scenarios.
Building precise sub-micron scaled scaffoldings and networks is important in
order to impart certain functions to the sensing interface. Rusling et al.[249]
employed SW-CNTs forests for the electrochemiluminescent detection of
interleukin-6 (IL-6) and PSA, two cancer biomarker proteins. A CCD camera was
then used for the detection of the light generated by the silica NPs labeled with a
ruthenium dye and the specific antibody, achieving detection limits of 1 pg ml-1 for
PSA and 0.25 pg ml-1 for IL-6.[250, 251] CNTs forests allow ample space in
between the pillars, but their preparation can be cumbersome.[231, 252] In this
sense, a novel bucky-paper material prepared by Lard et al.[252] seems promising as
it shows high surface adhesion and tunable electrical conductivity while maintaining
separation of the individual tubes.[252] The key material is a polymer with lamellar
crystal structure. The polymer is perpendicular to the tubes and its size tunes the
porosity, surface roughness, and conductivity of the bucky-paper.[252]
Graphene offers excellent electron transfer properties, and this can play a key
role in the performance of sensors.[253] For example, ssDNA segments physically
adsorbed on graphene quantum dots (GQDs) were reported for the detection of
thrombin.[254] The specific binding of the ssDNA with the target analyte generated
an electron transfer between the electro-active species [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- and the GQDs
modified electrode, which would have otherwise been blocked by the adsorbed
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ssDNA. Nitrite sensors were also reported, based on immobilisation of hemoglobin
on graphene sheets functionalised with tetrasodium 1,3,6,8-pyrenetetrasulfonic
acid[255] which binds to the positive domains of myoglobin.[256] Graphene
enhanced the electron transfer kinetics of the protein, and nitrite levels could be
amperometrically quantified in the range of 0.01 mM - 2.5 mM. However, it was
found that the signal was pH dependent, which limits the practical applicability of
the sensor. Graphene may also improve the solid contact characteristics of ionselective electrodes due to its exceptional electrochemical properties and
hydrophobicity. In this regard, MW-CNTs employed as the solid contact in ionselective electrodes have been reported to result in improved stability compared to
CPs.[257]
Graphene-based fluorescence quenching has been employed as the basis of
several sensors. For instance, potassium was detected by immobilising a DNAzyme
(deoxyribozymes) on graphene and then intercalating a commercial fluorophore
within the DNA structure. [258, 259] It was found that the fluorescence emission
was quenched by the graphene layer, but the addition of Cu2+ ions generated a
fluorescence signal proportional to the metal concentration in the range 2 - 250
nM.[259]

2.6.3

Nanocomposites.

2.6.3.1

Introduction and Properties of Nanocomposites.

Nanocomposites are formed by combining nanoscaled-materials in order to obtain
synergetic effects,[260, 261] such as improvements in the sensitivity and limit of
detection of sensors, and to limit bio-fouling[236]. Nanocomposites have been also
investigated as a means to create a suitable microenvironment for the stabilisation of
biomolecules,[262].

In this respect, the combination of ILs and nanoparticles

appears to present particular promise.[83, 263] CPs loaded with NPs have also
proven effective in enhancing the electron transfer between entrapped enzymes and
the electrode.[205] In SC-ISEs the ion-to-electron transduction may result either
from a Faradic redox process either from a double-layer charging process.[264, 265]
In case of a capacitive contribution the use of nanocomposite as solid contact
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may be beneficial in order to increase the surface area and therefore the overall
capacitance which in turns has proven to improve the sensor stability.[264] For a
commercial perspective, the possibility of preparing nanocomposites at a low-cost,
and the feasibility of using these materials in common industrial processes will be
important. In this regard, it is worth remembering that graphene and PEDOT can be
printed together using ink-jet printing.[145]

2.6.3.2

Tailoring Nanocomposites for Biomedical Applications.

Nanomaterials have been used in a combined manner in order to improve the
stability of enzymes [266-268]. For example, platinum NPs and CNTs were used to
modify glassy carbon electrodes in order to improve the deposition of oxidaseenzymes.[267] The glucose oxidase-based biosensor built using these two materials
showed a linear response up to 10 mM glucose, with a detection limit of 250 nM and
a response time of 5s but it was not tested with real samples. Wu et al.[269] prepared
multifunctional micro-gel particles for optically sensing glucose and simultaneous
self-regulation of insulin. This was achieved by co-polymerisation of a gel layer of 2(dimethylamino)ethyl acrylate and with 4-vinylphenylboronic acid onto Ag
nanoparticle. The microgel layer swells as a function of glucose concentration
resulting in a change of the local refractive index around the inorganic core and a
marked decrease of the photoluminescence intensity of the Ag cores, which provided
means to monitor the glucose concentration in solution. At the same time, the
swelling of the microgel particles, which depends from the glucose concentration,
was used to regulate the release of the insulin loaded within the particles as shown in
Figure 2.5.[269]

Figure 2.5. Schematic illustration of smart hybrid nano-gels that integrate optical
glucose detection and self-regulated insulin delivery at physiological pH into a single
nano-object. (adapted from reference [269])
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Serafin et al.[270] used a 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate
IL in order to solubilise alcohol oxidase and 3,4-ethylenedioxylthiophene (EDOT).
The polymerisation of the EDOT on carbon screen printed electrodes (SPEs)
modified with gold nanoparticles that resulted in the entrapment of the enzyme.[270]
The measured current for ethanol was 30 % larger in cases where SPEs were
modified with NPs. The sensor showed a linear range between 5 and 100 µM and a
detection limit of 2 µM. Mixtures of colloidal gold modified graphite powder with a
solid RTIL, n-octyl-pyridinium hexafluorophosphate, were combined with glucose
oxidase to prepare paste electrodes.[89, 271, 272] The proposed biosensor responded
to glucose linearly over concentrations ranging from 5.0 µM to 2.6 mM, with a fast
response (10 s), and the life time was reported to be over two months.[271] The
effects of electroactive interferents, such as ascorbic acid and uric acid, were
significantly reduced using a Nafion® coating and the electrodes were used to
analyse blood serum samples with good correlation with HPLC results, i.e., relative
errors < ± 5 %. These results are interesting as perhaps the graphite/ILs composite
could be employed in ink formulations for the preparation of disposable glucose
sensors.
Chitosan, which is a linear hydrophilic polysaccharide obtained by
deacetylation of natural chitin, is attractive because of its biocompability,
bioavailability, non-toxicity, and film-forming ability.[101, 273] It is pH sensitive
and at pH values below its pKa , i.e. pH < 4.5, it exists as a water-soluble cationic
polyelectrolyte while at higher pH, i.e. ~ 7, it becomes neutral and insoluble.[101,
273] It has been largely used in nanocomposites for biosensing applications as it is
thought to provide a good environment for enzyme stabilisation.[101, 273]
Chitosan was electrochemically deposited at an electrode surface by lowering
the local pH using a proton-consumer reaction (reduction of water or other oxidants
in solution).[101, 273] This deposition method provided good reproducibility of the
film thickness and high surface area for the three-dimensional chitosan gel.[101,
273]
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also able to detect glucose in serum samples showing a good correlation to the
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3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate and chitosan has been investigated as a
means to immobilise cholesterol oxidase.[274] The resulting sensor demonstrated
good sensitivity with a dynamic linear range up to 5 mM and cholesterol levels in
serum samples were accurately measured using the standard addition method.[274]
NPs in chitosan-IL composite gels have also proven beneficial in biosensing.[275]
For instance, Au/Pt-NPs deposited within a chitosan/1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
chloride gel immobilised on a glassy carbon electrode, coated with cholesterol
oxidase using glutaraldehyde has been successfully used for cholesterol
monitoring.[276] The biosensor exhibited two wide linear ranges of responses to
cholesterol, 0.05 – 6.2 mM and 6.2 –11.2 mM. The sensitivity of the biosensor was
90.7 µA mM"1 cm"2, the limit of detection was 10 µM of cholesterol and the
response time was less than 7 s. Levels of cholesterol in serum samples determined
by the sensor agreed with the those obtained by a standard clinical method, showing
relative percentage errors smaller than 3 %.[276] However, the samples had to be
pre-treated with cholesterol esterase to convert fully the esterified cholesterol before
the measurements were made.
CPs have been combined with other nanomaterials to enhance sensor
performance, e.g., enzyme immobilisation and sensitivity. Nanofibrous PEDOT has
been deposited on glassy carbon electrodes by a micellar assisted soft template
approach using [C4mIm][BF4], and sodium dodecyl sulfate.[277] The IL works as a
co-surfactant and as a dopant for PEDOT. Palladium nanoparticles were then
deposited on the CP layer, followed by a potential-triggered deposition of GOx and
encapsulation using Nafion®.[277] The sensor had a high sensitivity, 1.6 mA M" 1
cm"2, and was linear over a wide range of concentration, (0.5 to 30 mM). Besides,
the sensor was able to detect glucose in diluted human serum samples showing small
difference in relative percentage error (< 3 %) against values obtained with a
standard reference method.[277]
Poly-5,2’-5’,2’’,terthiophene-3’-carboxylic acid was electropolymerised in
the presence of MWCNTs on gold electrodes, followed by chemical coupling of
lactate dehydrogenase and its co-factor nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, NAD+, to
the conductive polymer -COOH groups. The sensor showed a linear response in the
range from 5 to 90 µM and it retained 98 % of its sensitivity after a period of 30
days[39]. It should be noted, however, that commercial lactate test-strips can last up
to one year. The sensor could detect lactate in human serum, however, samples had
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to be diluted 1000 times, and the standard addition method was employed, which is
not a feasible practice in ready-to-use sensors.
Non-enzymatic sensors for the detection of molecules such as glucose, lactate
or ethanol is another important area of research due to the stability issues of enzymes
when incorporated into biosensors. Certain conditions such as pH and temperature
play a pivotal role in the stability of the enzyme and therefore these sensors
sometimes have a small operational window.[16, 278] Enzymatic approaches remain
commercially unchallenged thanks to their reliability and low-cost, i.e. few Euros per
strip (http://www.novabiomedical.com/products/lactate-plus/). Research into enzyme
mimicking materials is typically focused on addressing significant issues, such as
fouling and selectivity.[16] In this regard, combinations of ILs, CNTs or graphene
with metal nanomaterials seems a promising approach for the non-enzymatic
detection of glucose [16, 205, 279-283]
Zhu et al.[284] studied the role of ILs in composites prepared by embedding
Au-NPs in Bucky-gels. The composite functioned as an electrocatalyst for the
conversion of glucose. The authors gave evidence that imidazolium cations facilitate
both the stability of sensor and the efficiency of NPs and CNTs in catalysing glucose
conversion, while non-imidazolium-based ILs work against the dispersion of CNTs
and GNPs in the gel, reducing the detection sensitivity. It was also reported that the
response to glucose could be improved by increasing the hydrophilicity of the anion.
For example ions such as sulphonate gave better results than BF4- and PF6-. Copper
nanocubes deposited on vertically aligned MW-CNTs arrays were developed for the
non-enzymatic detection of glucose, and the resulting sensors showed minimal
interference from oxidisable interfering species such as fructose, ascorbic and uric
acid.[285] Results returned from human blood serum were close (within 5 % relative
error) to those obtained via standard tests. However, the requirement to add 0.1 M
NaOH to the samples (dilution factor 1 : 1000)[285] may be a limiting factor in the
preparation of ready-to-use sensors. Gold nanoparticles grown on CNTs were also
reported for the electrocatalytic conversion of bilirubin, although the experiments
were done in buffer solutions[52] rather than real samples, which limits the value of
this output.
The use of magnetic nanomaterials offers certain advantages as magnetic
separation is easy to implement and the composite can be easily collected for further
analysis.[222, 286, 287] Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles have been found to mimic the
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activity of peroxidases.[288] This catalytic behavior, in combination with bioseparation and recycling, perhaps may be a plausible and exciting feature for the
preparation of non-enzyme based sensing strategies in which the sensing surface is
newly generated each time, i.e. similarly to the hanging mercury drop technique.
Tang et al.[289] introduced a micro-fluidic device for an immunoassay for
simultaneous determination of carcinoembryonic (CEA) and alpha-fetoprotein (AFP)
in biological fluids. The immunoassay was realised using anti-CEA and anti-AFP
antibodies, immobilised on the Fe3O4 nanoparticle-coated graphene nanosheets. The
magnetic composite allowed an easy separation from the biological specimen by
application of a local magnetic field, avoiding the need of washing steps. In addition,
authors employed as antibody labels nanogold hollow microsphere which provided
higher loading capacity of the electrochemical active species (HRP-thionine and
HRP-ferrocene) and larger surface coverage than bulk-AuNPs. The final
immunosensor achieved an LOD equal to 1.0 pg mL-1 for both the target analytes.
This section concludes reporting on a number of nanocomposites which have
been used to modify electrode surface in order to improve sensor performance
compared to bare surfaces.[290-294] For example, simultaneous detection of NO2-,
dopamine and ascorbic acid was achieved using a nanostructured glassy carbon
electrode modified with a graphene/MW-CTNs mixture dispersed in $-cyclodextrin
and and cyclodextrin prepolymer.[295] As cyclodextrin exhibits different
interactions with the three molecules, it was possible to differentiate them using
differential pulse voltammetry.[295] A linear range from 1.65 µM to 6.75 mM was
achieved for NO2- and the sensor was successfully applied to the analysis of diluted
urine samples spiked with the analyte of interest.[295] Nanostructured polyaniline
has been chemically synthesised using graphene oxide nanosheets as a
polymerisation template for adapting the surface of glassy carbon electrodes.[296]
Using this approach, it was possible to simultaneously differentiate between ascorbic
acid, dopamine and uric acid. NiO nanoparticles have been used as seeds for the
polymerisation of pyrrole, which was triggered by addition of HAuCl4 after
monomer adsorption on the NiO core. The nanocomposite worked as an electrocatalyst for the oxidation of bio-thiols, with the polypyrrole layer improving the
composite adhesion to the electrode surface.[297] Sensors developed using this
method showed a linear response in the range from 0.35 to 9 µM for the detection of
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cysteine in saliva using the standard additions method, with almost no interference
from other biological thiols like homocysteine and glutathione reported.

2.7
2.7.1

Ionogels: Diverse Materials for Sensing Platforms.
Introduction to Ionogels.

Ionogels are polymer gels in which an ionic liquid is integrated to the polymeric
network. In these materials, the IL can often retain its specific properties within the
polymer/gel environment. The employment of ILs as a replacement for water in gelbased polymers has led to the emergence of ionogels as a relatively new sub-class of
materials. To date, ionogels have been the subject of reviews detailing their
preparation and applications in sensor science.[95, 298] The ionogel template is an
ideal matrix as the properties of the IL is hybridised within those of the polymer
component combining the favorable characteristics of both independent phases in
one material. An excellent review by Bideau et al.[299] discusses ionogels, in which
the properties of the ILs are hybridised with those of various components. These may
be organic (low molecular weight gelator, polymer), inorganic (e.g. carbon
nanotubes, silica etc.) or organic–inorganic (e.g. polymer and inorganic fillers) as
shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. Types of Ionogels synthesised as outlined by Bideau et al. (adapted form
reference [299])
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Another approach for the preparation of ionogels is to use ILs in which the
cation or the anion is polymerised, e.g. via vinyl groups. These ionogels are normally
denoted as poly-ILs (PILs). This approach can be particularly effective in reducing
the leaching of IL components into a sample.[300] The use of ionogels in
electrochemical sensors and biosensors is an ever-growing field. An intrinsic
advantage of ionogels compared to redox polymers is that their ion-conductivity is
de-coupled from segmental motion, i.e. movement of polymer branches, providing
high conductivity even below their glass transition temperature.[301]
As discussed in Section 2.2, in certain cases, ILs may exhibit favorable
biocompatibility behavior, and stabilise biomolecules and enzymes, leading to
enhanced sensor stability and shelf-life. Some examples are based on the
immobilisation of enzyme-IL systems with hyaluronic acid[302] or Nafion®.[303]
Ionogels may also assist in the preparation of stable conductive-textile yarns,
maximising contact surface, and improving skin-adhesion during sweating [32, 34,
304]. This is an attractive proposition for the field of wearable textile (bio)-sensors.
These materials should be capable of retaining the favorable properties of the base IL
in a solid, semi-solid gel-like structure.[305]

2.7.2

Biomedical Applications of Ionogels.

Perhaps, the most common use of ionogels is to provide a suitable solid-state matrix
for a stable encapsulation of nanostructured materials, such as proteins and
enzymes.[86, 231, 261] For instance, PILs have been used for the electrochemical
sensing of glucose. In fact, hydrophilic microparticles were prepared by emulsion
polymerisation of 1-vinyl-3-ethylimidazolium bromide in presence of a cross-linker
and GOx.[306] This method allowed the entrapment of the enzyme within the
microparticles which were then immobilised at the electrode interface.[306] Using
amperometry, glucose levels in serum human sample were validated and the sensor
showed storage stability up to 150 days when stored in frozen PBS at -4 °C.[307] A
polyethylenimine functionalised IL (PFILs) was successfully used as a matrix in
aqueous solution to synthesise Au-NPs (ca. 2.4 nm) and simultaneously stabilise
MW-CNTs.[308] The nanocomposite (AuNPS / MWCNTs / PFILs) once deposited
onto glassy carbon electrodes could successfully “wire” the glucose oxidase, which
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was physisorbed onto the nanocomposite. The sensor response was linear in glucose
buffer solutions ranging from 2 to 12 mM which is suitable for its practical
application in determining blood sugar although this was not demonstrated with the
analysis of real samples. Similarly, graphene sheets were stabilised by a mixture of
poly(vinyl-pyrrolidone) and PFILs, providing direct “wiring” of GOx, and they were
successfully used in the sensing of glucose in aqueous solution.[309] In another
interesting example, methyl-imidazolium moieties were grafted on MW-CNTs in
order to confine redox-active ferricyanide thanks to the strong electrostatic
interactions.[310] The nanocomposite was then coated with GOx (through
crosslinking with glutaraldehyde) and developed as a glucose sensor.[310] Fonseca
et al.[311] explored the application of new biocompatible materials by developing
colorimetric glucose sensor strips. Imidazolium based ILs paired with a gelling agent
(gelatin type A) formed an ionogel, defined by the authors as Ion Jelly®, which
provided a stable environment for the GOx enzyme for up to 2 weeks of storage with
30 % loss of stability.[311] By incorporating GOx, HRP and the chromogenic dye
precursors into the Ion Jelly®, (in which IL was [C2mIm][EtSO4]), authors realised a
colorimetric glucose sensing strip. This work is surely exciting, however, the
accuracy of the colorimetric assay in determining the glucose level together with the
short shelf-life of such sensor (limited by the stability of the enzyme in the Ion
Jelly®) seem to be two major hurdles in the system.
In recent years, developments in the field of organic electronics have led to
novel

approaches

for

producing

flexible

electronics

using

organic

semiconductors.[312] Among others CPs, PEDOT:PSS can be patterned on a wide
variety of substrates such as glass, flexible plastic and textiles, opening the way for
the development of wearable biosensors. Such biosensors can be incorporated into
fabrics such as T-shirts, sweat bands or shorts allowing for real-time measurements
of the target analyte. In this respect, Khodagholy et al.[313] used a PEDOT:PSS
organic electrochemical transistor (OECT) in which a pNIMAm/[C2mIm][EtSO4]
ionogel was integrated as a solid-state electrolyte for the detection of lactate in the
sweat physiological range (between 9 and 23 mM), as will be discussed in chapter 5
of this thesis. As proof of concept, it was also demonstrated for the use of the OECTs
in an array with a “tattoo-like” format using a flexible substrate, i.e., parylene, as
shown in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7. Concept of a flexible and conformal OECTs/ionogel array worn on the forearm.
(adapted from reference [313])

Regarding wearable sensors, ionogels may offer a route to generating simple
colorimetric devices. For instance, chapter 4 and 8 will discuss the development of a
colorimetric wearable micro-fluidic barcode for the real-time monitoring of pH in
sweat, Figure 2.8.[314] The barcode contain ionogels which are doped with several
pH chromogenic dyes (having different pKa) such that the device is capable of
monitoring the pH in the range 4.5 – 7.5. It was reported that the
pNIPAAm/[P6,6,6,14][dca] ionogel provides a convenient matrix to immobilise the pH
responsive dyes, as it reduces leaching of the dyes through electrostatic interactions
within the IL. The device was integrated into a commercially available plaster, and
was successfully used for measuring the pH of an athlete during a 50 min training
session.

Figure 2.8. Flexible and wearable micro-fluidic barcode for real-time pH sweat analysis
through the use of four pH sensitive phosphonium based ionogels. (adapted from reference
[315])
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Mixture of carbon nanotubes (or graphene) and ionic liquids have been
combined for generation of interesting sensing material, bucky-gel.[316] For
example, a MW-CNTs and 1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate
bucky-gel was decorated with ternary alloy nanoparticles based on Pt, Ru and
Ni.[317] The sensor was applied to alcohol detection in aqueous solutions up to a
concentration of 38 mM. Graphene mixed with 1-butyl-3methyl imidazolium
hexafluorophosphate has been used in the fabrication of gels for the detection of NO
in aqueous solutions.[318] The sensor exhibited a fast response of less than 4 s, and a
low detection limit of 16 nM, which is superior than that of NO sensing platforms
based on carbon nanotubes and gold nanoparticles.[318]
Ionogels represent an interesting approach also for the detection of ions and
metal oxides by voltammetric methods such as stripping voltammetry[319], thanks to
their solvation properties.[320] For example, Wan et al.[316] incorporated thiols to
improve the stability of bucky-gels on carbon electrodes and then used the modified
electrodes to detect lead ions by means of stripping voltammetry. The authors
reported the detection of lead at the femtomolar level and successfully measured lead
content in lake water. Ionogels have been reported to provide a stable double layer
capacitance and therefore overall stable sensor response in solid contact
electrodes.[124] The possibility of tuning the characteristics of an ionogel by varying
the IL is an attractive proposition. For example, this has been used to control the
hydrophobicity of ionogels and therefore the degree of swelling, which is critical for
the realisation of polymer actuators. It should be noted that hydrogels are not
effective as materials for solid contact electrodes because of their natural tendency to
absorb water.[321] In contrast, using ionogels rather than hydrogels as the solid
contact material in ISEs can reduce this problem, and this may improve the long term
response and the storage stability of these sensors.

2.8
2.8.1

Future Trends
Evolutionary and Revolutionary Materials

The grand challenge for enzyme based sensors is to control the enzyme orientation in
the responsive material such that the enzyme response characteristics are not
affected.[322] One of the most effective biosensor configurations reported thus far is
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an enzymatic glucose sensor developed by Heller et al. in collaboration with Abbott
Diabetes Care. In this configuration an osmium hydrogel entraps the glucose
dehydrogenase at one electrode.[14, 16] The sensor is functional over the range 20 500 mg dL-1, with a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.99 against the Yellow Spring
(YSI) glucose analyser.[323] This is regarded as an example of a third generation
biosensor, i.e., in which the enzyme is directly wired to a conductive diffusionless
network. Research is now focused on materials that can improve the enzyme stability
and the sensor sensitivity for other analytes, lactate for example. It is also important
to note that, with some exceptions, sensors described in the literature fail when
challenged with complex samples, such as interstitial fluid, sweat and saliva. To date,
the goal of a reagentless, real-time implantable sensor remains largely unmet.[324,
325] As nature can carry out these complex reactions successfully, one can be
inspired to continue to research, as natural ligand-biomolecule interactions are highly
specific and signal transduction is fast and reversible.[324]
Another challenge is presented by solid waste generation, able to dictate a
shift from traditional polymers to “green nanocomposites”, based on bio-polymers
matrices such as cellulose nanowhiskers or metal-chitosan nanocomposites.[237,
326] In this regard, it is worthwhile to note the ability of ILs to solubilise
biopolymers such as chitosan, agarose, keratin, dextran, pectin and cellulose is of
considerable interest.[93, 327] For instance, Ion-Jelly® may represent a valid route
for the preparation of electrochemical sensors in which the matrix stabilises the
enzyme whilst also providing good mechanical and electrical properties.[93] In
addition, research into bio-polymers may be beneficial for providing new materials
for ISEs membranes (compared to the traditional PVC and poly-acrylates).
Research in polymer chemistry may also provide novel materials that can
allow control over the chemical, physical and mechanical properties of sensors, and
also incorporate biofunctionality.[328] The combination of ILs with block polymers
is particularly appealing as it should allow better control at the nanoscale, which may
improve

control

over

phase

transitions,

and

mechanical

and

chemical

properties.[329] In addition, research into supramolecular polymers networks may
help in obtaining intelligent sensors by means of non-covalent interactions via a
bottom-up approach.[330, 331] For example, rubbery-metallo supramolecular
polymers have shown self-healing by exposure to UV light, which may be an
interesting feature for biosensing materials capable of self-regeneration or repair.
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[330] Research is ongoing into skin-like gel behavior, wherein the signal is amplified
throughout the system in response to an environmental stress or chemical input.
While these studies are at early stage, far from real applications, they may pave the
way to the creation of ‘artificial skin’.[332]
Surface chemistry and nanostructuring will also be two important players in
addressing the biofouling issue in biomedical applications.[260, 333, 334] In order to
produce long-term biocompatible coatings, the ability to trap-air at the solid–liquid
interface may be important.[334] Nanostructured electrode materials will also
represent a significant area of interest for kinetically controlled, surface bound
reactions, e.g., glucose oxidation, which in turn will be beneficial for the
development of non-enzymatic sensors.[16]

2.8.2

Future Trends in Biomedical Sensing

An important challenge for materials chemistry will be the integration of sensors into
wearable systems. Wearable sensors should allow the continuous monitoring of a
person’s physiology in a natural setting, thus decreasing the demand on local health
care systems. At present, health-monitoring using electronic textiles are targeting
applications based upon physiological parameters, such as body movements or
electrocardiography (ECG). Several products are already commercially available,
such as the Lifeshirt®, developed by Vivometrics®, the body monitoring system
developed by BodyMedia® and the Nike-Apple iPod Sports kit which facilitates
individualised feedback control of performance during exercise periods. The use of
wearable systems such as these for personalised exercise regimes for health and
rehabilitation is particularly interesting. However, due to their relative complexity,
there is very little activity in the development of real-time wearable chemo/bio
sensing for sports applications.
These sensors require that the desired sample of analysis, usually a body fluid
such as sweat or interstitial fluid is delivered to the sensor’s active surface,
whereupon a reaction happens and a signal is generated. Moreover the system must
be low cost, while still being robust, miniature flexible, washable, reusable or
disposable.[335] All these requirements point to micro-fluidic devices as the key for
improving wearable chemo-/bio-sensing.[336] Chemical measurements on bodily
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fluids such as blood, sweat, and urine are needed. This area of research is still hardly
developed due to the difficulty in sampling such fluids and in particular obtaining
uncontaminated samples. The BIOTEX project tackled some of these problems, such
as fluid handling, by developing a textile-based system to collect and analyse sweat
using a textile-based sensor capable of performing chemical measurements.[335]
Textile fibers such as cellulose or cotton can be made conductive by coating
with carbon nanotubes [337] and anti-microbial coatings can be grafted onto textiles
and plastics.[338] Flexible/stretchable and transparent electronics that can be
intimately associated with human skin and tissues is likely to play a significant role
in future applications involving chemical sensing.[232, 339-343] Currently wearable
sensors are mainly applied to the measurement of electrical activity produced by the
brain and heart of humans non-invasively.[340] Recently, Windmiller et al.[342]
showed that on-skin tattoo electrodes can be fabricated and employed for
electroanalytical measurements, though no real-time body-sensing measurements
were reported. The combination of tattoo-based electrochemical sensors with
wearable electronics may, in the future, assist with the realisation of fully-functional
electronic skin.[342, 343]. This is a very interesting, and also challenging research
subject, as, in principle, it may allow important parameters related to personal health
to be continuously monitored in a non- or minimally invasive manner.[56]

2.9

Concluding Remarks

Chapter 1 presented the most recent and noteworthy scientific contributions to the
realisation of wearable physiological and chemo/bio-sensors, with particular
emphasis on the application of materials science. For instance, devices such as that
described in figure 1.3 provide ground-breaking solutions that have the potential to
enable multi-parameter measurements through the use of a conformal and stretchable
epidermal electronic sensor. Although this approach has a great significance for the
realisation of wearable devices, the significant challenges still remains with respect
to the development of platforms capable of sensing chemically and biologically
relevant species present in bodily fluids, such as sweat.
Another valuable approach for the realisation of wearable chemo/bio-sensors
is provided by their integration into fabrics, as shown in figure 1.6. In fact, conformal
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fabric based sensors can be integrated into clothes, for instance in sport applications
in which tight lycra suits are worn, facilitating effective contact of the resulting
flexible sensor platforms with the body contours. Electronic integration of these
devices can be readily achieved using electric circuits connected with conducting
threads and fibres.
Novel sensing materials play a critical role in the realisation of these novel
wearable sensing platforms. Therefore a wide variety of materials and their potential
for use in on-body sensing is presented and discussed in this chapter. In section 1.3
the use of micro-fluidic technology was proposed as an effective alternative to
overcome several limitations present in existing sampling techniques, e.g. adhesive
plasters during the performing of sweat analysis. Additionally, as previously
highlighted, another advantage of the use of micro-fluidic technology lies in the
possibility of integrating the sensing close to the sample input to the micro-fluidic
structure, decreasing the sampling to analysis time. Therefore, the choice of the
sensing material to be integrated inside the micro-fluidic channels becomes crucial as
it has to present specific characteristics compatible both with wearable applications
and with the technique employed for the generation of the analytical signal.
In the following chapters of this thesis materials such as ILs, ionogels and
CPs are investigated for use in wearable chemo/bio-sensors. ILs are extensively
investigated in chapters 4, 5 and 6. The results show that IL behaviour is strongly
influenced by the choice of the anion/cation pair, which can significantly change the
resulting properties of the ILs (see section 2.4). For instance, in the case of the
wearable micro-fluidic device for real-time analysis of sweat pH (Chapter 4), the
chosen ionic liquid provided a suitable immobilisation medium for the chromogenic
dyes, without altering their pH-sensitive characteristics.
Furthermore, the immobilisation of the ILs in a polymer matrix (ionogels)
facilitates the incorporation of the sensing materials in wearable platforms, reducing
the complexity of the sensor and, at the same time, improving its overall
performance. This approach has been used in Chapter 5, for the realisation of a lactic
acid sensor using organic electrochemical transistors based on CPs. In this system,
the choice of the IL was dictated by its compatibility with the bio-receptor substrate,
while the ionogel physical characteristics were influenced by the requirements of
future integration of the sensor in a micro-fluidic device. In Chapter 6, the
preparation of stable ILs/enzyme formulations designed to improve the performance
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of a lactic acid sensor are discussed in more detail, while chapter 7 introduces a
novel method for the realisation of paper-based micro-fluidics for biosensing
applications.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents a preliminary investigation into the fabrication of
a wearable fabric based biosensor in which the use of graphene nanomaterials appear
to open new scenarios for the development of stable and flexible wearable
chemo/bio-sensors.
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Abstract
In this chapter, the development of an autonomous, robust and wearable microfluidic platform capable of performing on-line analysis of pH in sweat is discussed.
Through the means of an optical detection system based on a surface mount light
emitting diode (SMD LED) and a light photo sensor as a detector, a wearable system
was achieved in which real-time monitoring of sweat pH was performed during 55
minutes of cycling activity. It is shown how through systems engineering, integrating
miniaturised electrical components, and by improving the micro-fluidic chip
characteristics, the wearability, reliability and performance of the micro-fluidic
platform was significantly improved.

Keywords: micro-fluidic; pH; SMD LED; light photo sensor; wearable system;
sweat analysis
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3.1

Introduction

Sweat is a body fluid naturally produced during physical exercise and emotional
stress, and it is essentially a filtrate of blood plasma containing many substances such
as sodium, chloride, potassium, bicarbonate, calcium, ammonia and organic
compounds, such as glucose and lactate.[1] Sweating is primarily a mechanism of
body thermoregulation to avoid dangerous rise in body temperature that correlates
with the increases in metabolic rate of the individual. During this physiological
process, electrolytes and liquid are excreted by sweat glands via a duct to the outer
skin surface.[2] Through the analysis of its composition, it is possible to obtain
useful information regarding the physiological condition of the body and provides
information about the health and well-being of the individual as well, especially
during sport activities.
In section 1.3 of Chapter 1, different sampling techniques for the performing of
sweat analysis were presented, such as the whole body wash down technique[3] and
the use of epidermal patches[4] or capsule.[5] However, these techniques are not able
to give real-time information and it is very likely to cross-contaminate the collected
samples. Therefore, real-time sweat analysis when performed during exercise is a
great challenge for sensor fabrication due to the need for on-body fluid handling,
sensor deployment and data management. If all these issues can be accomplished, the
obtained devices will be capable of provide immediate feedback of fluid loss and
variations of sweat analytes, giving prompt and reliable information of athlete
performance and/or general health.
Sweat analysis has been employed in the diagnosis of diseases,[6] drug
abuse[7] and in the optimisation of the performance of athletes.[8] Using a gold disc
microelectrode De Souza et al.[9] developed a rapid and straightforward method for
copper ions detection for clinical diagnosis of Wilson disease. Also, inorganic
cations, amines and amino acids in human sweat were detected by capillary
electrophoresis,[10] while odour active compounds of human male armpit sweat,
after fenugreek ingestion, were investigated by gas chromatography coupled to mass
spectrometry

and

olfactometry.[11]

Real-time

measurements

of

sodium

concentration in sweat was developed by Schazmann et al.[12] using a sodium
sensor belt (SSB) based on Ion Selective Electrodes (ISE). An application of this
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SSB was found for the diagnosis of Cystic Fibrosis (CF) disease.
The present study investigates changes of pH in sweat since it is a very
important, but at the same time, easy to measure physiological parameter in sweat.
Many research groups have been interested in the analysis of pH in sweat, showing
that there are several factors that correlate pH of sweat with health. For instance,
Patterson et al.[13] found a correlation between sweat pH and sodium and chloride
concentration in sweat, suggesting that decreasing of sodium and chloride
concentrations in sweat is followed by a decrease of its pH. Furthermore, it was
demonstrated that the ingestion of sodium bicarbonate led to the increase in blood
and sweat pH’s.[14] In addition, it was found that changes in the pH of the skin play
a role in the pathogenesis of skin diseases, such as dermatitis and acne.[15]
Autonomous wearable sensors to monitor sport activities should consist of
reliable systems capable of monitoring physical and/or bio-chemical conditions in
real time so different factors need to be considered during the design of these
systems. Firstly, sampling is crucial since sample needs to be collected and delivered
to the sensing active area where a signal will be generated. A failure at this stage will
compromise the performance and reliability of the whole sensor. Moreover, other
important requirements to take into account are: (1) low cost of manufacture, (2)
affordable market price, (3) flexibility of the device in order to be wearable and
adaptable to the body contours (minimising the discomfort to the wearer), (4) easy
transfer of signal to wearer interface and (5) long term stability.
Prior this research, as part of BIOTEX (Biosensing textile for health
management) project (http://www.biotex-eu.com/), the first generation of a wearable
and wireless sweat analysis system was successfully fabricated and tested.[16] This
sensor was integrated into a wearable platform consisting of a black masked case
containing a fluid-handing system and an optical detector.
A textile-based fluidic system was used to draw and deliver sweat to the
sensing area where a pH sensitive dye was incorporated in one end of the
polyester/lycra® blends wicking textile. The colorimetric response of the pH
sensitive dye was detected using Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) integrated and
positioned over the fabric channel into the device holder.
In this chapter, the technological achievements in performing real-time pH
sweat analysis in real time coming from the basic concept of the textile-based fluid
handling device towards a miniaturised wearable micro-fluidic device is presented.
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Two main investigation streams are described: the size reduction of the electronic
components that compose the detection system of the device and a smart microfluidic chip design and fabrication, capable of improving sample collection,
minimising dead volumes, sample cross-contamination and detection times. The
development of a fully autonomous and functional wearable micro-fluidic platform
for real-time sweat analysis based on both approaches will be described in the
following sections.

3.2

Experimental

3.2.1

Materials

The fabrication of the micro-fluidic devices was carried out using a laser ablation
system-excimer/CO2 laser (Optec LaserMicromachining Systems, Belgium) and a
thermal roller laminator (Titan-110, GBC Films, USA). Poly(methyl-methacrylate)
(PMMA) 50 µm slides were purchased from Goodfellow, UK. 80 µm double-sided
pressure sensitive adhesive film (PSA-AR8890) was obtained from Adhesives
Research, Ireland.
Artificial sweat was prepared according to the standard ISO 3160-2 (20 g L-1
NaCl, 17.5 g L-1 NH4OH, 5 g L-1 acetic acid and 15 g L-1 lactic acid) (Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, USA). +romocresol purple dye (BCP), hydrochloric acid, sodium
hydroxyde and tetraoctyl ammonium bromide were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, USA. Cotton gauze was purchased from Boots Pharmaceuticals, Ireland.
Yellow surface mount LEDs (SMD LEDs) of peak wavelength 590 nm, (KP
2012SYC, Kingbright) and surface mount light photo sensor modules (APDS-9004,
Avago Technologies) were purchased from Farnell Ireland. Temperature sensors
(Analog Devices, ADT 7301) and humidity sensors (Sensirion, SHT 11) were
purchased from Radionincs. Arduino microcontrollers and Xbee wireless modules
were purchased from Sparkfun Electronics, Boulder, Colorado, USA. The in-housedesigned case and micro-fluidic holder of wired and wireless detectors were
fabricated using a 3D printer (Stratasys, USA) in acrylonitrile butadiene styrene copolymer (ABS) plastic in order to protect the electronics from moisture and liquid
and to minimise interferences from ambient light during the operation of the device.
The printed parts were designed using ProEngineer CAD/CAM software package®.
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3.2.2

Textile-based Fluid Handling Device

The textile-based fluid handling device used a fabric based fluidic system, where
sweat entered and flowed through a channel by capillary action and collected by an
absorbent patch at the end of the channel. The channel was created by coating
regions of the fabric with hydrophobic materials. The channel width was 8 mm and
overall length was over 30 mm. This was designed to accommodate multiple sensors.
A cover was held 5 mm above the fabric layer by means of a rubber gasket. The
fabric patch covered an area of 40 x 50 mm. pH sensitive BCP dye was applied to the
fabric channel and optical sensing components were positioned in the plastic cover.
A paired emitter-detector LED configuration was used to measure the colour change
of the fabric. Two red LED’s (! = 660 nm) were positioned at an angle above the
fabric in a reflectance mode configuration. Black silicone was placed around the
sides of the detector LED to block ambient light (Figure 3.3-a). The LEDs were
chosen because they have a narrow viewing angle (34 º) to help focus the light on a
smaller sensing region. A minimum sensing region of 5 x 5 mm was needed, based
on the height and angles that the LEDs were positioned. As the fabric channel was 8
mm wide, based on the requirements of other sensors placed on the channel, the pH
dye was printed onto a 8 x 7 mm area.[17]

3.2.3

Micro-fluidic Platform

All the micro-fluidic chips (Figure 3.1 a and c) were fabricated using multilayer
lamination protocol. In brief, a CO2 laser system was used to cut the various polymer
layers. Micro-fluidic channels were cut from 80 µm thick layer of PSA and
laminated onto PMMA 50 µm thick, using the thermal roller laminator. Figure 3.1-b
shows the fabrication of the two generations of the micro-fluidic chips. The sensing
area is a piece of nylon lycra® textile (3 x 3 mm) embedded in the middle of the
device with a pH sensitive dye, bromocresol purple (BCP), which varies colour
according to the pH of the sweat. The immobilisation of BCP is performed in an
ethanol solution containing tetraoctyl ammonium bromide to avoid leaching of the
dye during the contact with aqueous solutions and sweat. BCP dye colour range
varies in the physiological pH range of sweat (pH 5-7).
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The first generation of the micro-fluidic chip consists of a small structure of 20
by 10 mm, as shown in Figure 3.1-a. A round inlet of 2 mm in diameter is placed at
the top of the channel that has an overall length of 8 mm. The first part of the
channel is characterised by a drop shape (length of 6 mm) structure, which acts as a
collector of fresh sweat coming from the skin. The collector is followed by a 2 mm
length channel, while the channel following the sensing area (exhaustion channel)
presents a length of 2 mm. Both channels have a width and depth equal to 400 µm
and 80 µm, respectively. At the end of the channel, a 5 mm diameter chamber
contains the absorbent material (4 x 3 mm).

Figure 3.1. First generation of the micro-fluidic chip (a). Schematic representation of the
fabrication steps for first and second generation of the micro-fluidic chip (b). Second
generation of the micro-fluidic chip (c).

The design of the second generation of the micro-fluidic chip takes into
consideration other parameters like long-term operability and flow control by the
integration of a cotton thread inside the micro-channel to ensure a homogeneous
sweat flow rate through the channels (Figure 3.1 b, c). The overall dimensions of the
micro-fluidic chip are 45 x 20 mm. Inlet diameter, channel width, depth and collector
are the same as in the first generation, while the exhaustion channel has a length of 4
mm. The absorbent material has a diameter of 6 mm and it is placed into a round
chamber of 12 mm in diameter (see Figure A1 in appendix A).
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3.2.4
3.2.4.1

Detection System
Textile-based Fluid Handling Device

The LEDs were controlled by a central control unit that was supplied by CSEM. The
detector LED was reverse-biased at +5 V, which charges the capacitance across it.
This is discharged by the photocurrent generated upon incident light. The discharge
rate is proportional to the intensity of the light reaching the detector. A digital output
can be obtained by using a basic detection/timer circuit, which measures the time it
takes the photocurrent to discharge the voltage from +5 V (logic 1) to +1.7 V (logic
0). Data was wirelessly transmitted to a laptop for analysis via Bluetooth. The
detector case is shown in Figure 3.3-a.

3.2.4.2

Wired Device

By reducing the fluidic channel from a width of 8 mm to 400 µm and reducing the
sensing region from 56 mm2 to 4 mm2 the optical detection components also needed
to be miniaturised and be aligned to focus on a smaller region. For this reason superbright yellow SMD LEDs (, = 590 nm) were chosen.

Wired System 1 (not shown here)
The first miniaturised system used the same principle as the textile-based fluid
handling device and a pair of SMD LEDs was placed above and below the sensing
area of the microfluidic chip in a transmission configuration. In first trials black
masking tape was used to position the SMD LEDs and also to block ambient light.
One of the SMD LEDs acted as light source while the other was reverse biased and
acted as a detector. A resistor was connected in series with the source SMD LED to
attenuate the light to prevent saturation of the detector. Both SMD LEDs were
controlled by a microcontroller platform, Lilypad Arduino, which is designed for
wearable applications. The detector SMD LED was connected to the digital I/O pin
of the Arduino and a timing routine was used to measure the discharge time from
logic ‘1’ to ‘0’. Data was sampled at 2 Hz and transferred to a laptop by an RS232
serial link.
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Wired System 2
In this system, SMD LED was used as light source, while surface mount light photo
sensor (APDS-9004, Avago Technologies) was chosen as a detector. The circuit
diagram of the detector is shown in Figure 3.2. The SMD LED intensity was
controlled by a current limiting resistor (R1). The 30 awg wire leads were soldered to
the pins of the components and the devices subsequently coated in silicone (Dow
Corning, Sylgard 184) to protect the components and also to prevent short circuits
between the pins. The output pin of the light photo sensor module was connected to
the analogue input channel of the microcontroller. A capacitor (C) was used as a low
pass filter to remove high frequency noise, and a load resistor (R2) was used to
control the current to voltage output signal of the light photo sensor.

Figure 3.2. Circuit diagram of the detection system in transmittance mode

A transmission configuration was used, where the light passes directly
through the sensing material. The SMD LED and light photo sensor were placed on
either side of the chip. For the on-body trials a robust system was required to position
the optical components onto the microfluidic chip. Plastic 3D printed case was
designed to hold the components in place, as shown in Figure 3.3-b. The data was
sampled at 2 Hz using either an Arduino Lilypad or Arduino Pro and transferred to a
laptop by an RS232 serial link.
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3.2.4.3

Wireless Device

In this system, the wired connection to the laptop was replaced with a wireless link.
One option was to attach a Bluetooth® modem (BlueSMiRF silver) to the Arduino
device. At the time of development a new Arduino Funnel IO was released, which
presents an Xbee socket. This device provided a more compact solution rather than
adding a separate modem to the existing configuration. There is also an option of a
longer range using Xbee Pro modules and lower power consumption for shorter
ranges compared to Bluetooth. However, this system requires an Xbee base-station
to be connected to a laptop, while many devices would have Bluetooth capability inbuilt. In the end, an Xbee module was chosen.
The optical components and associated electronics were assembled in the
same way as the previous wired system (Figure 3.2). In addition, a temperature
sensor and humidity sensor were integrated into the device to measure skin
temperature and the humidity of the surrounding environment. Digital sensors were
used as these could be easily configured using the Arduino FIO. A plastic holder was
made using a 3D printer to hold the temperature sensor (Analog Devices, ADT
7301), humidity sensor (Sensirion, SHT 11) sensors, SMD light photo sensor and
LED and the pH microfluidic chip. A separate box was designed to hold the Arduino
funnel, battery and control circuitry (Figure 3.3-c).

3.2.4.4

Portable Device

The portable device was designed to improve the wearability of the system by
reducing the size of the overall design and customise a wireless system based on the
sweat sensor requirements. The sampling point, sensing elements and associated
electronics were combined into a single device, Figure 3.3-d. The device once again
uses a transmission mode configuration with a SMD LED and light photo sensor to
detect colour changes related to pH. A temperature sensor was included in the device
to measure skin temperature. The wireless capability is based on the Tyndall 25 mm
mote. This device operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM Band and uses ZigBee protocols for
communication. A base-station mote is connected to a laptop to receive the
transmitted data and log this for analysis.
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Figure 3.3. Development of the electronics in the autonomous wearable micro-fluidic
platform for sweat pH analysis. Textile-based fluid handling device (a), Wired detection
system 2 (b), Wireless detection system (c) and miniaturised wearable micro-fluidic detector
(d).

3.3
3.3.1

Results and Discussion
Detection System

Colorimetric detection is performed as the sensing material changes colour according
to the pH of sweat. A light source is needed to illuminate the fabric and an optical
detector is needed to measure the transmitted or reflected light. In the textile-based
fluid handling device, the optical sensing configuration used a reflectance
measurement where the light source and the detector were positioned at an angle
above the sensing layer, as shown in Figure 3.4-a. This meant that an adequate
sensing region (56 mm2) was needed to ensure accurate measurements, so that the
detector LED would only receive light reflected from the sensing region of the fabric
and not from the surrounding textile. This was important considering possible
movement effects during wear. 3 mm LEDs were used and were encased in clear
silicone to avoid the effects of sweat condensation. A reverse-biased LED was used
as a detector. This arrangement used the inherent capacitance of the LED and
measured the discharge time using a microcontroller. The discharge rate is
proportional to the intensity of the light reaching the detector.
Despite the good performance obtained by the textile-based fluid handling
device, the bulkiness of the LED-LED system made it difficult to place and adapt the
sensor to different parts of the body. Therefore, we decided to miniaturise the
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detection system by replacing the 3 mm LEDs by SMD LEDs. This reduced the
bulkiness of the detection system considerably since the SMD LED is 1 x 1 mm and
flat (500 µm) ensuring a more compact and compatible detector for wearable
applications.
The first detector realised using SMD LED was the wired system 1, where a
reverse biased SMD LED in transmittance was used as detector. During preliminary
experiments this system demonstrated good response for changes in pH from pH 4 to
pH 7. However, the detection system did not have sufficient sensitivity when
calibrations were performed using artificial sweat solutions between these pH
ranges.[18] Therefore, a SMD light photo sensor (APDS-9004, Avago Technologies)
was chosen as detector, with the aim to increase its sensitivity compared to the
reverse biased SMD LED. The SMD LED and light photo sensor were placed above
and below the sensing area of the micro-fluidic chip in a tidy and compact structure
as shown in Figure 3.4-b.

Figure 3.4. Schematic representation of the alignment of LED-LED detector system in
textile-based fluid handling device (a), and the alignment of SMD LED and light photo
sensor in the transmittance detectors (b).

The light emitted by the SMD LED is attenuated as it passes through the textile
that presents different colour depending on the pH of the sample. This change in
light intensity is sensed by the light photo-sensor operating in photoconductive mode
where the Vout (Figure 3.2) is proportional to the photocurrent generated by the
transmitted light.[19] A black plastic holder for the wired system 2 was made using
the 3D printer to align the SMD LED and the light photo sensor. Initially, the SMD
LED and the light photo sensor were integrated in a wired configuration (Figure 3.3b), wherein both were controlled by an Arduino Pro platform, which uses the
ATmega168 microcontroller. Therefore, in the second generation of the device the
replacement of an Arduino Pro by an Arduino Funnel IO, which uses the
ATmega328P and contains an Xbee socket, enabled a wireless system to be realised
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through which data was wirelessly transmitted to an Xbee base-station connected to a
remote laptop via a USB serial link. With this configuration it was possible to
provide more freedom of movements to the wearer and increasing the spatial
operation of the system.
In spite of the good performance of the detector, its packaging was performed
in such a way that it was too big and uncomfortable to carry during the exercise
period. A more compact structure will provide a better adaptability of the whole
system to the body contours. That is why we decided to work in the fabrication of a
miniaturised system.
Figure 3.3-d shows the third generation of the wearable detector device, in
which all the electronic components are integrated in a much smaller cordless
platform (2.5 x 3 cm) capable of wireless transmission of pH sweat data directly to a
laptop. This device is based on the Tyndall 25 mm mote, which is a modular
stackable layer solution (http://www.tyndall.ie/mai/).[20, 21] This design opens the
possibility of performing real-time sweat analysis, minimising the discomfort of the
wearer while simultaneously providing information about the wearer’s physiological
conditions during exercise session. Moreover, due to its small dimensions, several
devices could be used in different parts of the body simultaneously, to map pH sweat
composition over the whole body.

3.3.2

Micro-fluidic Chip Fabrication

The employment of a micro-fluidic chip to perform sweat analysis gives several
advantages over previous systems presented in literature.[3, 17] For instance, in the
textile-based fluid handling device it is employed as “fluid handling system” based
on fabrics with inherent moisture wicking properties. Despite the good performance
and the inherent capability of the system to collect fresh sample over a period of
time, the system needs high volume of liquid (milliliter) to carry out the analysis and
activate the passive pump system prior use. These factors limit the continuous
operability of the sensor; in fact, a decrease in the sweat rate compromises its realtime operation.
To overcome these limitations, the development of micro-fluidic systems
allows a substantially reduction of the volume that is needed to monitor certain
analytes in sweat, i.e. pH, because of the drastic reduction of channel width and
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length and therefore the sensing area. Moreover, since the sensing area is enclosed
inside the micro-fluidic device, cross-contamination from other skin areas and the
surrounding environment is very unlikely.
In section 3.3, two generations of micro-fluidic chips were described, where
the main advantage was the reduction of the sample volume to less than 10µL.[18] In
both micro-fluidic chip configurations the sweat is drawn into the sensing area by an
absorbent fiber placed at the end of the channel that acts as a passive pump system.
Figure 3.5 shows four pump-less micro-fluidic devices and the relation of channel
length with the time necessary for the fluid to reach the sensing area. The channel of
2 mm ensures fast sensor response reducing the delay time (td) between the
generation of the sweat in the skin and the sensor response to less than 20 s.

Figure 3.5. Relation between channel length and the time that sweat needs to reach the
sensing area using the passive pump in the chip (left) (n = 5), picture of four micro-fluidic
devices with different channel length

Nevertheless, a better control of the flow rate in the microfluidic was obtained
by the integration of a cotton thread inside the micro-channel. The use of cotton
threads textiles into micro-fluidic systems has been explored by Li et al.[22], who
demonstrated that using the intrinsic capillarity action of a thread textile it is possible
to fabricate low-cost and easy-to-use devices for sensor purposes. Here the wicking
property of a thread was used to transport sweat along the micro-fluidic channel,
ensuring a homogeneous sweat flow rate, improving response time and robustness of
the micro-fluidic device. Although it was previously shown that the first generation
of the micro-fluidic chip presents a good performance using a channel length of 2
mm, in the second generation the length of the channel was increased seven times.
The reason for this new design was mainly to ensure better flexibility and body
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adaptability of the inlet of the micro-fluidic chip when in contact with the skin with
respect to the sensor electronics. A defined distance of 14 mm was necessary to
avoid inlet detachment from the skin due to the tight position between micro-fluidic
chip and electronics.

3.3.3
3.3.3.1

Micro-fluidic Chip Performance
Passive Pump

Figure 3.6 shows the autonomous pumping rate of the second generation of the
micro-fluidic chip over time. The flow rate was calculated by adding a 10 µL drop
of DI water on the inlet of the micro-fluidic chip and recording the time the water is
completely absorbed by the passive pump (absorbent). According to Morris et
al.[17], it is possible to define three operative regimes where the fluid rate is
consistently different. When the system is in its dry state, the rate of fluid transports
through the channel is due to the natural adsorption of the cotton thread placed into
the channel. In our experiments is in the range of 1 µL min-1. Considering the volume
of the micro-channel from the inlet to the sensing material (approximately 0.928 µL)
and assuming a linear increment of the pumping rate during the first ten minutes, it
has been calculated that the average time for the fluid to reach the sensing area is
around 3 min. The second regime is characterised by an increasing of the pumping
rate when the fluid reaches the super absorbent. The flow is controlled by the
absorbing capacity of the absorbent material placed at the end of the channel. The
pumping rate presents a maximum value of 2.37 µL min-1 after 20 min, although the
whole range of operation at this regime can be defined between minutes 15 and 40,
as shown in Figure 3.6. A quite large variation of the pumping rate occurs over time
according to the error shown in Figure 3.6, e.g. ± 1 µL min-1 for the worst scenario.
The error is the average of four independent micro-fluidic chips and it can be
attributed to the differences in the fabrication of the device since this is manual. We
have observed that the position of the thread in the channel is of extreme importance
for the homogeneous flow behavior during testing.
Finally the last regime found during passive pumping starts when the absorbent
gets saturated and so the flow rate slows down considerably, stabilising a flow rate of
around 0.5 µL min-1 through to full absorbent saturation.
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Figure 3.6. Average of the pumping rate of the passive pumping system, n = 4.

3.3.3.2

Loading Capacity of the Micro-fluidic Chip

The loading capacity of the micro-fluidic chip, which is the maximum amount of
sweat that the absorbent can uptake before the passive flow reaches zero, was
calculated to be 68.7 ± 6 µL. Therefore, the calculated life-time of the device, taking
into account an average of sweat flow (1.29 ± 0.4 µL min-1) was found to be around
53 minutes. Since in a healthy individual the sweating process starts between 10-15
minutes from the beginning of the exercise activity, [17] the whole operation time of
the device can be approximately considered as one hour in continuous mode.
Moreover, due to the easy fabrication protocol of the device, multiple copies can be
prepared in a single batch and replacement of an exhausted chip by a new fully
operative device will increase the operation time.
However, when longer life-times are required, a careful redesign of the microfluidic can be performed to extend the device operation time. For example, by
changing the amount of the absorbent material placed at the end of the channel, the
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second operative regime can be easily extended.
These results suggested that the passive pump system is able to provide fresh
sweat into the channel toward the sensing area without using any mechanical
components, which makes this device an effective low-cost pumping system for
wearable applications.

3.3.4

Sensor Response

The dynamic response of the sensing area of the micro-fluidic chip was investigated
using solutions of different pH’s. A 40 µL drop of HCl ([H+] = 0.1 M) and NaOH
([OH-] = 0.01 M) were alternatively placed in the inlet and they were allowed to flow
till the sensing area was reached, then the colour variation generated by the pH was
recorded using the SMD LED-light photo sensor system.
Figure 3.7 shows the response when the system is alternatively exposed to pH
1 and 12 for four times. Briefly, the low voltage output of the light photo sensor
corresponds to a less intense light due to a darker colour of the sensing material.
Because BCP dye changes colour from yellow (acidic form) to blue (basic form), the
lower value of ~ 0.8 V has to be interpreted as the high pH, i.e. 12. Conversely, the
higher value of ~ 2.35 V corresponds to acidic pH.
The results show that the sensing platform generates reproducible signals for both
acidic and basic pH conditions. Two main parameters can be obtained from Figure
3.7, the “delay time” and the “response time” summarised in Table 1.
The “delay time” (td) corresponds to the time that sweat takes to reach the
sensor area (textile), flat regions in Figure 3.7. The “response time” (tr) corresponds
to the time that sweat of certain pH fills the full sensing area and generates a stable
signal in the detector, half parabolic regions in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. Dynamic response of the micro-fluidic chip when alternatively is exposed to
pH 1 and pH 12 solutions.
Table 3.1. Basic/acidic delay and response times of the micro-fluidic chip
Basic td / min

Acidic td / min

Basic tr / min

Acidic tr / min

Cycle 1

4.74

0.60

4.96

1.7

Cycle 2

1.77

0.69

3.21

2.28

Cycle 3

2.37

1.13

3.97

3.06

Cycle 4

3.70

1.29

5.30

3.17

As it is possible to observe in Table 3.1, both basic td and tr in cycle 1, showed
substantial higher values than in the rest of the cycles. These results are in
accordance with the pumping rate data presented in Figure 3.6. In fact, when the
system is on its first flow regime, the micro-fluidic chip is dry, the flow rate is slow
because the passive pump system is not still active and the thread needs to hydrate.
In the subsequent cycles acidic and basic td are found to be lower than the first basic
td (cycle 1) but the values are progressively increasing with the number of cycles.
This expected behaviour is following the trend of Figure 3.6 where the pumping
flow, once it has reached its maximum rate, starts to decrease gradually till regime
three where the absorbent is completely full with sweat and the passive flow stops.
It is interesting to point out that since concentrations of acid and base are not
equal (HClsol, 0.1 M and NaOHsol 0.01 M) the sensor was able to provide the two
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different td coming from the response to the acid and the basic solution. The acidic
solution has a proton concentration ten times bigger than the hydroxide concentration
of the basic solution, so neutralisation of the excess of acid in the textile needs to be
performed before the sensor area starts to change colour and so to be observed by the
SMD LED-light photo sensor. In addition, experiments carried out with the same
acidic and basic concentrations solutions showed that the td is equal for a defined
passive flow rate. With regard to tr, a similar trend to td was observed. In fact, during
the last basic cycle tr, the micro-fluidic chip is approaching the last regime where the
passive pump flow is reduced significantly.
In short, these results confirm the reproducibility of the colorimetric detection
over several cycles and the capability of the thread to draw the fluid toward the
sensing area, generating a stable signal.

3.3.5

Sensor Calibration

Figure 3.8 shows the calibration curve of the fabric textile containing the pH
sensitive dye embedded as explained in section 3.1. The sensor material was tested
using artificial sweat as standard solutions, where its pH was systematically varied
from 1 to 14 adding an exact amount of 1 M NaOH solution. The textile exhibits a
colour change from yellow to blue in this pH region and the change in colour was
detected by the SMD LED-light photo sensor detector. The absorbed light is plotted
as the inverse of the detected voltage. The experimental data are fitted by a sigmoidal
curve following the equation 3.1.
I = [a / (1+e b (pH-z))] + c

eq. 3.1

where I is the detected light intensity, a is the peak height, b is the slope coefficient, z
is the point of inflection and c accounts for a baseline offset. The sensor presents a
pKa of 6.8 which is slightly higher than the one from literature for the same dye in
solution, pKa 6.2.[23] However, this effect has been previously observed by others
who concluded that immobilised dye in a solid support varies the pKa value due to a
change of the microenvironment where the dye is immobilised.[24]
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Figure 3.8. Calibration curve of the fabric textile immobilised BCP dye.

!

3.3.6

On-body Trial

During on-body-trials the athlete was equipped with a Velcro belt located around the
pelvis and the micro-fluidic device was fixed to the lumbar region of his back, as
shown in the picture of Figure 3.9. The trial was carried out using the wireless
detector (located in a pocket) and the micro-fluidic chip containing the thread. The
pH of sweat was monitored in real-time for 55 min during a cycling trial. To verify
the reliability of the measurements of the micro-fluidic device, a conventional glass
pH electrode was used to carry out reference measurements.
In the trial the athlete worked at three different loading intensities: light,
moderate and high. During the warm-up period (between 0 – 10 minutes) the athlete
cycled in a moderate intensity mode for the first 5 min, changing to a high intensity
regime with the aim of generating sweat as fast as possible. In this time interval, it is
possible to appreciate a drastic increase of the pH, from 2.5 to 6.2 as shown in Figure
3.9. Considering that the chip was placed on the body without any previous
precondition, the first 5 min reading was generate by a dry chip, in its acidic state.
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After the initial 5 warm-up minutes the athlete started to sweat, therefore sweat is
drawn from the skin to the reservoir by the passive pump system working in its first
regime (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.9. pH of sweat data recorded during 55 min of cycling exercise using the wireless
detector and the micro-fluidic chip containing the thread.

From minutes 5 to 8 there is an increase in pH towards a stable value of 6.2.
This reading is in accordance with the estimation made in section 3.3.3.1, where it
was calculated that the average time for the fluid to reach the sensing area is around
3 minutes. Finally, the 6.2 pH value is reached when fresh sweat is covering the
entire sensing area and a homogeneous colour was generated giving a stable signal.
In Figure 3.9 two big drops of the pH value can be seen. During these time
intervals the athlete changed alternatively the work intensity from high to moderate
and a substantial increase in the sweat rate occurred. The reason why these two big
drops in pH value were generated can be attributed to several sources, including
physiological reasons, the increase of sweat flow rate, or a malfunction by the
detector. At present, the reason of this large drop in pH cannot be definitely ascribed
to any particular source, and further investigations will be carried out in our
laboratories to clarify this behaviour.
Lastly, comparing the real-time measurements and the ones made thorough a
skin pH electrode a good correlation is observed, suggesting that the micro-fluidic
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sensor was capable of measuring real events of pH changes in sweat. However, the
last pH meter reading value differs ~0.5 pH units with the pH electrode value. This
can be attributed to a decreasing of the fluid flow rate in the micro-fluidic chip when
the absorbent material started to be saturated and the system was working on the last
regime.

3.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, significant improvements in the realisation of a fully autonomous
wearable sensor capable of performing real-time chemical analysis of sweat
composition, in particular pH, during exercise events has been presented. The microfluidic system was developed using low-cost and flexible materials, and the passive
pump system was developed through an absorbent material and a cotton thread inside
the channel, improving robustness and dynamic response. Improvements in the
detection system were gained through miniaturisation of its components as such
detection system, wireless platform, battery and package. All these improvements
have been made in order to have a platform that was physically compatible with the
needs of wearable applications, while still providing a chemical analysis capability
through the monitoring of reactive indicator colour (pH in this case) using a SMD
LED- light photo sensor detector.
Future work will be focused on the extension of the life-time of the microfluidic chip and on the use of the portable device and its possible integration into a Tshirt, avoiding the use of external belt used for the placement of the whole system.
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Appendix A. Supporting information
Figure A1 of appendix A shows the three layers of the micro-fluidic device.
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Abstract
This chapter presents the fabrication, characterisation and the performance of a
wearable, robust, flexible and disposable chemical barcode device based on a microfluidic platform that incorporates ionic liquid polymer gels (ionogels). The device
has been applied to the monitoring of the pH of sweat in real time during an exercise
period. The device is an ideal wearable sensor for measuring the pH of sweat since it
does not content any electronic part for fluidic handle or pH detection and because it
can be directly incorporated into clothing, head- or wristbands, which are in
continuous contact with the skin. In addition, due to the micro-fluidic structure, fresh
sweat is continuously passing through the sensing area providing the capability to
perform continuous real time analysis. The approach presented here ensures
immediate feedback regarding sweat composition. Sweat analysis is attractive for
monitoring purposes as it can provide physiological information directly relevant to
the health and performance of the wearer without the need for an invasive sampling
approach.

Keywords: Sweat analysis; Ionic liquid; Ionogel; pH; Wearable micro-fluidic
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4.1 Introduction
Wearable sensors such as heart rate monitors and pedometers are in common use by
people involved in sports and exercise activities. This area is growing exponentially,
and while it is mainly driven by interest from health/sports enthusiasts, it will
increasingly expand into health monitoring, as the economics of healthcare will force
trends towards remote (home based) monitoring of patient status, rather than the
current hospital focused model. In particular, the true potential of wearable chemical
sensors for the real-time ambulatory monitoring of bodily -uids such as tears, sweat,
urine and blood has not been realised due to dif.culties associated with sample
generation, collection and delivery, sensor calibration and reliability, wearability and
safety issues.[1]
Sweat is naturally generated during exercise; thus, the possibility of monitoring
its contents provides very rich information about the physiological condition of the
individual.[2] Sweat analysis is known to be used to identify pathological disorders
such as cystic .brosis.[3] Moreover, real-time sweat analysis, particularly during
exercise,[4] potentially opens a route to gathering valuable information on
dehydration and the detection of conditions related to changes in the concentrations
of important biomolecules and ions, such as hyponatremia (low sodium
concentration). This information can be used to optimise approaches to rehydration
and re-mineralisation[5] which can enhance athletic performance and general health.
There are several factors that correlate the pH of sweat and health. Changes in the pH
of the skin are reported to play a role in the pathogenesis of skin diseases like irritant
contact dermatitis and acne, among others.[6] Patterson et al.[7] showed that
inducing metabolic alkalosis through the ingestion of sodium bicarbonate led to
increased blood and sweat pH. Furthermore, it has been reported that sweat pH will
rise in response to an increased sweat rate.[8] A relationship was also observed
between pH and sodium (Na+) levels in isolated sweat glands in that the greater the
concentration of Na+, the higher the sweat pH will be.[9] As exercising in a
dehydrated condition has been shown to lead to increased levels of Na+, it can be
seen that such changes can be measured directly (using a Na+ selective sensor) or
indirectly by monitoring the pH of sweat.[10]
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Micro-Total-Analysis (µTAS) or Lab-on-a-Chip (LOC) is an important concept
for the development of personalised healthcare and point of care diagnostic devices,
and it has the potential to improve the performance and capabilities of many
commercial products that are already available in the market.[11] Important
technological barriers such as miniaturisation, low cost production, reusability or
disposability, robustness, -exibility and adaptability are continuously being
overcome using this approach. However, sweat, which is easily accessible using noninvasive means, remains largely unexplored as a sample medium for tracking
personal health status using the LOC approach.[12]
The use of optical pH sensors offer several advantages such as freedom from
electrical noise, possibility of miniaturisation, ability to monitor status without
physical contact, and -exibility in interrogation approaches (human eye, LEDsensors, cameras, spectrometers).[13] Also, optical pH sensors are suitable for
applications where conventional electrodes cannot be used because of their size or
because of the risk of electric shock, such as during in vivo measurements. To
provide optical pH sensors with good sensitivity, selectivity and stability, various
support materials, methods and reagents, and immobilisation techniques for pH
indicator dyes have been employed.[14, 15] In particular, ionic liquids (ILs) have
been rarely employed in optical sensors despite their excellent chemical and thermal
stabilities, low vapour pressure, high ionic conductivity properties, and tuneable
hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature.[16-22] The incorporation of ILs into polymer
gels to form so-called ‘ionogels’ is a particularly attractive strategy as it may
generate materials that maintain the inherent advantages of ILs within a solid or
semi-solid gel-type structure.[23-26]
This chapter presents a simple, autonomous, wearable, robust, -exible and
disposable micro--uidic platform based on ionogels that can be used for monitoring
the pH of sweat generated during an exercise period in real-time. Accurate pH values
can be obtained by simply observing the barcode colour variation in comparison to a
standard colour chart or through more sophisticated methods such as photo or video
analysis of the colour changes. A signi.cant advantage of these approaches is that
the on-body sensor consumes no power, does not require any electronics for signal
acquisition or communication, and therefore does not need a battery. On the other
hand, remote interrogation by eye or by camera requires direct line of sight of the
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sensor status by the observer or camera. However, the colorimetric response can also
be monitored on-line using simple opto-electronic components integrated into the
device, along with wearable communications electronics (mote, dedicated platforms,
mobile phones, etc.), providing continuous feed-back of the sweat composition to
remote locations via a local base-station, as shown in the previous chapter.[12,26,27]

4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Materials
N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm, Wako) was purified by recrystallisation in a
mixed solution of hexane and toluene and dried under a vacuum. N,N-methylenebis(acrylamide) (MBAAm, Sigma-Aldrich), 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenyl acetophenone
(DMPA, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), methyl red (MR), bromophenol blue
(BPB), bromocresol green (BCG), bromocresol purple (BCP) and bromothymol blue
(BTB) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA), were used without further purification.
Trihexyltetradecyl-phosphonium dicyanoamide [P6,6,6,14][dca] were obtained with
compliments of Cytec Industries. The IL was purified thoroughly by column
chromatography,[28] dried under vacuum at 40 °C for 48 h, and stored under argon
at 20 °C. Artificial sweat was prepared according to the standard ISO 3160-2 (20 g L1

NaCl, 17.5 g L-1 NH4OH, 5 g L-1 acetic acid and 15 g L-1 lactic acid) (Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). Super-absorbent non-woven textiles (Absortex) were
purchased from Texsus SpA, Italy. Hansaplast commercially available plasters were
used to encapsulate the micro-fluidic platforms.
Devices were fabricated using multilayer lamination. A CO2 laser (Laser
Micro-machining Light Deck, Optec, Belgium) system was used to cut the various
polymer layers. Connecting holes and micro-fluidic channels were cut from an 80
µm thick layer of pressure-sensitive adhesive (PSA - AR9808, Adhesives Research,
Ireland) and laminated onto a 125 µm poly(methylmethacrylate), PMMA, support
layer (GoodFellow, UK) using a thermal roller laminator (Titan-110, GBC Films,
USA).
Photographs were taken using a Canon PowerShot G7 camera. The skin pH
sensor was purchased from Hanna Instruments, India. The UV light source used for
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photo-polymerisation was a BONDwand UV-365 nm obtained from Electrolyte
Corporation, USA. UV light intensity was measured with a Lutron (Taiwan) UV340A UV light meter. The pictures were processed and analysed using the Open
Computer Vision (OpenCV) image processing libraries.

4.2.2 Micro-fluidic Platform Fabrication
The micro-fluidic platform (23 x 17 mm), Figure 4.1-a, consists of four independent
reservoirs and channels, fabricated in six layers of poly(methyl methacrylate) and
PSA using CO2 ablation laser and lamination. Figure 4.1-b shows the fabrication
protocol that starts with a 125 µm thick PMMA base layer followed by two layers of
PSA (160 µm), containing the micro-channels (5 x 1 mm and 160 µm in depth), four
rectangular ionogel reservoirs and an absorbent reservoir. Then an additional layer of
PMMA (125 µm), which contains only the four rectangular reservoirs (2 x 6 mm)
and the absorbent reservoir, was laminated over the PSA layers. The incorporation of
the four ionogels inside of the microfluidic was performed as describe in section
4.2.3. To seal the system, a lid consisting of two more layers, PSA and PMMA (205
µm), was laminated over the previous four layers. The lid contains four rectangular
holes (1 x 5 mm) fabricated using the CO2 laser. The holes were carefully arranged
to site directly over the polymerised ionogels. The micro-channels connect the four
rectangular independent ionogel/dyes reservoirs with a common reservoir (15 x 5
mm and 285 µm depth), where an absorbent fiber drives the sweat from the sensing
area through the channels by capillary action. This ensured that fresh sweat from the
skin is continuously drawn into contact with the ionogel/dyes sensors. More details
on the barcode dimensions are provided in Figure B1 of Appendix B.

Figure 4.1. (a) Picture of the micro-fluidic device. (b) Micro-fluidic platform fabrication steps
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4.2.3 Preparation of the Phosphonium Based Ionogel with
Integrated pH Sensitive Dyes

The ionogel consisted of two monomeric units: N-isopropylacrylamide and N,N’methylene-bis(acrylamide) in the ratio 100:5, respectively. The reaction mixture was
prepared by dissolving the NIPAAm monomer (4.0 mmol), the MBAAm (0.2 mmol)
and the photo-initiator 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone DMPA (0.11 mmol)
(Figure 4.2a) into 1.5 mL of [P6,6,6,14][dca] ionic liquid, shown in Figure 4.2-b. 7 µL
of the reaction mixture was placed in each of the reservoirs after mixing at 45 °C for
10 minutes. The monomers were then photo-polymerised within the ionic liquid
matrix using a UV irradiation source (365 nm) placed 5 cm from the monomers for
30 minutes (UV intensity ~ 630 µW cm-2). 365 nm UV irradiation source is
necessary to have the correct radical polymerisation process and obtain the desired
ionogel structure and physical consistence. When the polymerisation was complete,
the ionogels were washed with de-ionised water and subsequently with ethanol for 1
min each, and the procedure was repeated three times to remove any unpolymerised
monomer and any excess of ionic liquid. Finally the ionogels were left to fully dry
for five hours at room temperature. 5 µL ethanol solution of each of the dyes (10-3
M) was pipetted over the ionogel and left until dry. This process was repeated three
times. Then, the barcode system was washed in ethanol and in water several times
until no leaching of the dyes was observed. The lid was placed on top of the barcode
and laminated to form the final structure. Finally the device was dried at room
temperature for five hours. The stability of the micro-fluidic barcode against pH was
carried out following the same protocol than that in Benito-Lopez et al..[26]

Figure 4.2. The molecular structure of the two components that make up the ionogel
material. (a) N-isopropylacrylamide and N,N-methylene-bis(acrylamide) crosslinked
polymer in the ratio 100(x):5(y), and (b) the ionic liquid [P6,6,6,14][dca] structure.
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4.2.4 pH Sensor and Optical Detection

A colorimetric approach was employed to quantitatively determine the concentration
of pH of sweat by means of a digital colour camera (Canon PowerShot G7). The
approach involved the use of four pH sensitive dyes (methyl red, bromocresol green,
bromocresol purple and bromothymol blue), which change in colour over a pH range
defined by their respective pKa’s. Figure 4.3 visually shows colour changes in the
dyes in a pH range from 4.5 to 8, which covers the typical pH range of a human’s
sweat during exercise, i.e. from 5-7. Although this range was sufficiently covered, it
was important to ascertain how the dyes respond over the full pH scale for later
analysis. Therefore a calibration routine was carried out, where the platform was
exposed to artificial sweat at different pH, from ca. 1 to ca. 14, within 0.5 pH unit
steps. A photograph of each event was captured with the parameters of the camera
set to manual, 1/16 and at optimum resolution. For each capture, the camera was
fixed at a distance of 5 cm from the barcode’s planar surface along with ensuring that
the barcode platform was captured in its entirety within the camera’s field of view. In
addition, a light source (60 W, Philips, 30°*8L, Sportline R63, 240V, Holland) was
placed at a 45 ° angle for illumination and minimisation of background visual
effects. Later, each captured image was processed by employing a standard set of
algorithms using OpenCV. Firstly, each image region of interest (4 dyes and 3
reference patches) was identified through the creation of a binary mask image. This
involved creating a copy of the original image, applying noise reduction filtering
techniques (Gaussian blurring, median and erosion/dilation morphological
algorithms) to aid in the segmentation step and then applying a connected component
algorithm to the image. This resulted in a binary image with neighbouring pixels of
similar colour being grouped together and identified as separate image regions. Next,
the regions representing the 4 dyes and 3 reference patches were identified based on
their location within the original image and stored in memory while the rest
(misclassified regions) were omitted. After this, the resulting binary image was
applied to the original image, removing the background (unwanted pixels) and
leaving only pixel regions representing the ionogel/dye regions and reference
patches. Subsequently, each region was considered in turn where the dominant
colour component was calculated (i.e. the mean value) on each of the region’s colour
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channel components (RGB). Next, the colour components of the dyes regions were
normalised with respect to the reference patches to account for potential ambient
lighting effects. A calibration plot for each dye was ascertained and the camera
response (R') was calculated by: R' = R/(R+G+B) using the normalised response of
the RGB channels. Finally, a sigmoidal regression analysis (Boltzmann) was applied
to achieve a calibration model.

Figure 4.3. Photographs of the micro-fluidic system at different pH’s tested with artificial
sweat (ISO 3160-2).

4.2.5 On-Body Trials

The micro-fluidic system was incorporated into an adhesive plaster to avoid direct
contact of the ionogels with the skin, see Figure 4.4-a. The plaster was placed in the
lower back region of the body where the sweat rate is approximately 0.85 ± 0.41 mg
min-1 cm-2.[9] Reference measurements were taken manually at fixed time intervals
(10 min) using a commercial pH probe. At the same time three pictures of the
barcode were taken in order to measure the pH of the sweat and for comparison with
the reference values as explained above. The exercise protocol involved indoor
cycling (room temperature 18 ºC) using a bicycle ergometer. Elite athletes
participated in the study, who cycled for one hour at a self-selected pace.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Why a Barcode pH sensor Micro-fluidic Platform?

Several methods for measuring the pH of sweat are already established, which are
based mainly on glass electrodes and ion-sensitive field-effect transistors (ISFET’s).
The most popular are planar-tipped conventional pH-probes, which can be placed
directly in contact with the skin in order to measure the pH. The drawback to this
approach is that it is physically difficult to maintain contact between the probe and
the skin over a prolonged period of time and it tends to suffer from drift and motion
artefacts.
Moreover they are typically planar glass electrodes, which can cause skin
damage when broken. The micro-fluidic platform is more fit-for-purpose as a
wearable pH sensor since it can be directly incorporated into clothing or attached as
an adhesive strip in continuous contact with the skin. Furthermore, due to the microfluidic structure, fresh sweat is continuously passing through the sensing area
providing a real-time monitoring capability.
The ionogel matrix provides an ideal platform for the pH indicators dyes. This
is because of, firstly, ion-pair interactions between the different pH indicators and the
ionic liquid that forms the ionogel structure, and secondly, there is no leaching of the
pH dyes during the experiments.[29] Furthermore, it was observed that the ionogel
material is impressively robust under harsh conditions (pH ranges from 0 to 14).[26]

4.3.2 Micro-fluidic Platform Fabrication and Performance

The micro-fluidic system was fabricated using six thin PMMA and PSA layers (615
µm, total thickness). This ensures that the whole device is flexible and can easily
adapt to the body contours. In addition, it is comfortable to wear providing an
unobtrusive and non-invasive method for the analysis of sweat during exercise. The
micro-fluidic system can be encapsulated into an adhesive plaster, Figure 4.4-a,
integrated in the sport clothes or into a sweat band worn on the head or the wrist, in
order to directly obtain pH information of sweat during an exercise period, Figure
4.4-b.
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Figure 4.4. Picture of the micro-fluidic system integrated into a plaster (left) and into a
wrist-band (right).

The micro-fluidic structure ensures that fresh sweat is continuously sampled
from the skin and flows past the ionogels during the entire training period. The
performance of the micro-fluidic platform is presented schematically in Figure 4.5-a.
Sweat is absorbed by the fabric of the clothes/adhesive plaster cotton and comes in
contact with the barcode sensor. The dyes react with sweat and change colour
according to their respective pKa values. Sweat is continuously drawn through the
microfluidic device by the super-absorbant material, which acts as a passive pump.
To test the performance of the microfluidic platform, artificial sweat was used
to calculate the flow rate in the channels generated by the device. Snap-shot pictures
of the channels were taken over time (see Figure 4.5-b) and then analysed. The flow
rate of the device was found to be initially ca. 6.4 ± 2 µL min-1 (n = 12) but once the
micro-fluidic channel was filled up by the artificial sweat, the flow rate decreased
gradually to 1.1 ± 0.8 µL min-1 (n = 12) in the steady state. At this point, the flow
rate remains constant until the absorbent reaches its maximum loading capacity, 148
± 2 µL (n = 20). This gives the device an operational lifetime of ca. 135 min, in the
current manifestation. However, since the device is easy to fabricate, and multiple
replicates can be prepared in a single batch, the design can be easily modified for
applications involving longer exercise periods. For example, the amount of absorbent
material can be increased, or the channel dimensions varied to reduce the device flow
rate, both of which would extend the useful operational time.
In addition, due to the inherent micro-sampling capability of the platform, the area of
the skin that is sampled is much smaller than commercially available sweat
collection systems, i.e. patches. Considering the total exposed sensing areas, equal to
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the four lid holes (4 x 0.05 cm2), the flow rate per unit area of the whole device is
determined by the average steady state flow rate per unit area of each channel, 22 µL
min-1 cm-2, times four. This gives a total device flow rate of 88 µL min-1 cm-2. This
value is much larger than typical skin sweat flow rates, e.g. lower back 0.85 ± 0.41
µL min-1 cm-2 (assuming sweat density equal to 1 g mL-1). This ensures that all the
generated fresh sweat is always sampled by the device during operation.

Figure 4.5. a) Schematic representation of the micro-fluidic system’s performance over
time. b) Series of pictures showing the channel performance in the micro-fluidic system
(artificial sweat with dye), Pictures like these were used to estimate the sweat flow rate
through the device.

The response of the four immobilised dyes in the ionogel matrixes was
evaluated through a calibration routine using buffer solutions, as explained in detail
in section 4.2.4 of this chapter. The results show that the dyes exhibited a colour
change depending on the pH and are shown in Figure 4.6. The change in colour
intensity of each of the pH indicators was plotted against the pH value. A sigmoidal
regression analysis (Boltzmann technique) was then applied to the calibration points
and resulted in a calibration model for each dye.
Figure 4.6 shows the calibration curves for the indicators BCG and BCP and as
an example. The pKa of MR was not determined since its colour did not vary over
the experimental pH range conditions. This could be due to the fact that the anion of
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the ionic liquid [dca]-, is known to show characteristics of a Lewis base,[30] and this
could interfere with the acid/base chemistry of the methyl red dye. For the other
ionogel/dyes the experimental values for the pKa values were estimated to be:
bromocresol green BCG: 3.4; bromocresol purple BCP: 7.6 and bromothymol blue
BTB: 8.8, which slightly varied with respect to the literature values (BCG: 4.6, BCP:
6.4 and BTB: 7.1).

Figure 4.6. Calibration curves showing pH vs. R' = R/(R+G+B) normalised [0,1]
bromocresol green (top) and bromocresol purple (bottom).

The variations are not surprising, as it has been shown that immobilisation of
acidochromic dyes leads to variations in pKa due to a change of local microenvironment.[31]
Moreover, the stability of the barcode was demonstrated by performing three
calibrations using three different barcode platforms. Calibration showed good
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repeatability with relative standard deviation (R.S.D.) typically within 4 % (n = 3).
This indicated that the pH indicator dyes are fully reversible to pH changes and that
no significant dye leaching occurred during the experiments. Signal intensity is
reproducible after three calibrations using the same barcode with relative standard
deviation (R.S.D.) typically within 6 % (n = 3).[26]

4.4 On-body Trials
Sweat flow rate and fluid losses vary for individuals and are generally dependent on
body size, gender, exercise intensity, environmental conditions and individual
metabolism.[32] For on-body trials, the subject was equipped with a micro-fluidic
platform on the low back region. The micro-fluidic platform was activated before
with a hydrochloric acid solution at pH 2 for 5 min. After a period of 20 minutes,
following the approach used by Morris et al.[33] where it was shown that it takes
approximately 10 - 15 min to produce an appreciable amount of sweat during
exercise, sweat reached the sensors and it was possible to begin monitoring the pH of
the sweat. This delay arises firstly from the fact that sweat does not commence
immediately upon exercise and that the device has a small but finite dead volume
that must be filled before the sample reaches the sensors and a colour change is
gained. Then a picture of the micro-fluidic platform was taken every 10 min along
with parallel manual reference measurements using a pH electrode for specific use
(Hanna Instruments HI-1413B/50). The results are presented in Figure 4.7-a. In the
micro-fluidic platform, continuous fresh sweat is passed through the ionogel matrix,
and the conditioning of the activation solution is quickly flushed away from the
sensing area. After twenty minutes of a training period, no activation solution is
observed in bromocresol green and bromocresol purple doped ionogels. For instance,
the bromocresol green ionogel is yellow at times from 0 to 10 corresponding to a pH
2 (i.e. that of the conditioning solution), after a 20 minute training period, the ionogel
is blue in colour (pH 6) and it varies from dark to light blue, i.e. pH 5.5-6.5, during
the rest of the experiment. Therefore, the pH of the two ionogels compared
reasonably well with the commercial pH probe reference measurements.
As previously described, the ionogel incorporating the methyl red indicator did not
perceptibly change over the whole pH range of study even though it has a pKa of 5,
(red to yellow). Therefore the dye was replaced by bromophenol blue that has a
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similar pKa (~ 4) and it changes colour during the calibration process. Unfortunately,
since the pH range of the dye is 3 - 4.6 (yellow to blue) a colour change gradient was
not observed during trials. Moreover, no colour changes were also observed for the
ionogel doped with bromothymol blue since the estimated pKa of 8.82 is over the
range of the pH measurements carried out during the on-body trial shown in Figure
4.7-a. Nevertheless, these two dyes (BPB, BTB) are potentially useful for picking up
anomalous variations of the pH in the sweat during real-time analysis.
A more sophisticated approach to quantify the colour variations within the sweat’s
pH can be achieved using wearable device such as SMD-LED technology as
previously reported.[26] However, a colorimetric electronic-free device can be easily
read by the individual during the physical activity, considerably decreasing the
complexity of the detection system (electronic part of the device) but improving the
wearability and the read-out approach. Furthermore, the micro-fluidic platform has a
major advantage in performance with respect to commercially available systems
since they measure the pH of sweat from where it emerges and within an almost
enclosed package therefore it minimises the interaction with carbon dioxide of the
atmosphere, which can cause a lowering of the pH values.
In the presented system, a particular colour pattern of the barcode corresponds
to a defined pH of the sweat where the captured images were analysed as explained
earlier in Section 4.2.4 using OpenCV. Here, each pH prediction of each dye is
calculated by normalisation with respect to the reference patches and then applied to
the calibration model ascertained earlier. To achieve a single pH prediction from
sensor barcode, each dye was considered equally with a weight of 1 and cumulative
pH prediction was determined via their average value; this is shown in Figure 4.7-b
and values are presented in Table 4.1. It can be seen that by combining the two dyes
a low relative percentage error was achieved with the exception of the first
measurement (7.68 %) in where the dyes pH’s values might differ slightly from the
ones of the pH meter due to residual conditioning of the activation solution in the
ionogel. In addition, the Figure 4.7-b does show a similar trend by both
measurement methods. It should be noted however that the accuracy of 0.49 of a pH
unit ascertained in this study may need further investigation. For instance, a study
may be needed to determine the correct weights when combining the dyes
predictions to increase accuracy.
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Table 4.1. Time series measurements of pH from the reference instrument (pH meter) and
the predictions of the dyes when combined and weighted equally.i

Time / min

pH Meter

Dyes Prediction (pH)

% RE

20

6.38

5.89

7.68

30

5.8

5.56

4.14

40

5.67

5.67

0.00

50

5.95

5.6

5.38

Figure 4.7. pH determination of sweat using the micro-fluidic system during a 50 min
training period. (a) Plot showing the reference instrument in conjunction with the individual
predictions of each dye when normalised with respect to the reference patches and predicted
using the calibration model. (b) Plot of the reference measurement and the average of all the
dye predictions when weighted equally.

However, to the best of our knowledge the micro-fluidic device described in
this work is the only wearable electronic-free sensor capable to perform real-time
measurements during active exercise period, with non-standardise light conditions.
Similar work in the literature by Byrne et al.[34] have reported an accuracy of ± 0.5
pH units when using a digital colour camera but under controlled lighting
conditions.

i

The percentage relative error (%RE) is defined as A ! B "100 , where A and B are the values obtained
A

using the pH-meter and the combined predictive values of the dyes, respectively.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, the fabrication, characterisation and the performance of a wearable,
electronic-free and flexible micro-fluidic system based on ionic liquid polymer gels
(ionogels) for monitoring in real-time the pH of the sweat generated during an
exercise period has been presented.
The ionogel matrix is very robust even at harsh pH conditions and the pH
indicators bromophenol blue, bromocresol green, bromocresol purple and
bromothymol blue retain their pH indicator properties when incorporated onto the
ionogel. The ionogel-dye interactions ensure no leaching of the dyes occurs during
experiments, providing long durability of the device and acceptable accuracy for the
pH of sweat measurements over time. The approach presented here can provide
immediate feedback regarding sweat composition, i.e. pH, to individuals during
exercise period. A particular colour pattern of the barcode corresponds to a
particular pH of the sweat with an accuracy of ~ 0.49 pH units after applying
standard image processing and analysis techniques to the pictures, which were
captured during exercise trials when the sensor was applied on the skin.
Future work will focus on the development of a more robust code for image
processing, aiming a better resolution and accuracy in the pH prediction. Moreover,
through a systematic comparison and correlation of pH of sweat with pH and lactate
from blood, it will provide an easy, non-invasive and cheap tool to perform pH sweat
analysis, improving sport performance and health.
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Abstract
The bulk of currently available biosensing techniques often require complex liquid
handling, and thus suffer from problems associated with leaking and contamination.
This chapter demonstrates the use of an Organic Electrochemical Transistor (OECT)
for detection of lactate (an essential analyte in physiological measurements of athlete
performance) by integration of a RTIL in a gel-format, as a solid-state electrolyte.

Keywords: lactate; OECTs; ionogel; wearable system, sweat analysis
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5.1

Introduction

The detection of lactate (deprotonated form of lactic acid) in blood provides a
biochemical indicator of anaerobic metabolism in patients with circulatory failure.[1]
In addition to its presence in blood, lactate can be found in sweat (concentration
range between 9 and 23 mM), re-ecting, in an indirect way, eccrine gland
metabolism.[2] It is well known that lactate concentration increases during physical
exercise, making it a useful parameter to monitor wellness, physical .tness and the
effects of exercise.[3]
Detection in sweat offers a less invasive and dynamic way of measuring
lactate concentration, particularly during exercise. Current methods of detection of
lactate include .bre optics,[4] conducting polyaniline .lms,[5] carbon nanotubes,[6]
screen

printed

Prussian

blue

electrodes,[7]

and

biosensors

based

on

electrochemiluminescent detection.[8] Commercial lactate sensors are also
available,[9] based on standard electrochemical methods. One example is the lactate
SCOUT (Senslab), which, however, samples from blood, making real-time detection
impractical. Therefore, the possibility of a fast, reliable, robust, miniaturised and
cheap way of measuring lactate concentration in physiological -uids will open the
way to lactate biosensors for health and sport applications. Flexibility plays an
important role, here also, as biosensors for lactate sensing in sweat are in demand as
wearable sensors, integrated for example on textiles.
Conducting polymers are interesting biosensing materials owing to their lowcost, mechanical -exibility, and ionic conductivity. Such materials have been
exploited in the .eld of organic electronics to fabricate biosensors. One such device
is the organic electrochemical transistor (OECT). OECTs have been utilised in a
variety of biosensing applications such as the detection of metabolites,[10, 11]
ions,[12, 13] neurotransmitters,[14] cells,[15] antibodies[16] and DNA.[17] The
OECT was .rst described by White et al. in 1984.[18] OECTs are three terminal
devices containing source and drain electrodes that measure the current across the
conducting polymer .lm (the transistor channel), and a gate electrode. The channel
and the gate electrode are in ionic contact via an electrolyte. The working mechanism
of the OECT relies on changing the doping state of the conducting polymer channel
by application of a positive potential at the gate electrode. Such potential forces
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cations from the electrolyte to penetrate into the channel and decreases the number of
charge carriers (holes), consequently decreasing the channel current.[19] The vast
majority of OECTs are based on poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with
poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT : PSS), a commercially available polymer with high
conductivity, which is also biocompatible.[20]
Room Temperature Ionic Liquids (RTILs) are low temperature molten salts
that are entirely composed of cations and anions. Due to their unique properties such
as large electrochemical stability window, high conductivity and thermal stability,
ionic liquids have received increasing attention from the scienti.c community for
applications in green chemistry[21] and electrochemistry,[22] among others. For
instance, RTILs provide an attractive alternative to conventional organic solvents to
solubilise and stabilise biomolecules such as enzymes and proteins.[21] There are
three main strategies to solubilise biomolecules in RTILs: .rstly by direct dispersion,
secondly, through surface protein modi.cation by PEGylation (covalent attachment
of polyethylene glycol polymer chains to the protein) and thirdly by creating a
hydrated RTIL.[22] The last method seems to be the most suitable for biosensors,
because the addition of small amounts of water to ionic liquids strongly in-uences
the protein solubility while retaining the properties of the selected ionic liquid. Fujita
et al.[23] have demonstrated that certain proteins are, in fact, soluble, stable and
remain active for up to 18 months in RTILs.
The integration of an OECT with a RTIL to make a glucose sensor was
recently demostrated, in which the glucose oxidase enzyme was dispersed in the
ionic liquid.[24] In the current chapter it is reported the development of a simple, yet
robust biosensor that measures lactic acid, an important metabolite involved in
several biological mechanisms. The novelty rests with the use of an ionogel which
enables the development of a fully solid state yet -exible sensor, suitable for analysis
of lactate in sweat. Ionogels are solid or gel-like polymeric materials that endow
room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) with structure and dimensional stability. Le
Bideau et al.[25] summarised this new class of hybrid materials, in which the
properties of the IL are hybridised with those of various components, which may be
organic (low molecular weight gelator, (bio)polymer), inorganic (e.g. carbon
nanotubes, silica, etc.) or hybrid organic–inorganic (e.g. polymer and inorganic
.llers). These materials are thought to inherit all of the desirable RTIL properties
whilst maintaining a gel-like structure.
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The chapter presents the .rst step towards achieving a fast, -exible,
miniaturised and cheap way of measuring lactate concentration in sweat through
development of a biosensor based on an OECT that uses an ionogel as a solid-state
electrolyte both to immobilise the enzyme and to serve as a supporting electrolyte.

5.2

Materials and methods

The OECT fabrication started with the deposition of a 2 mm thick sacri.cial
parylene C layer on a glass wafer. This parylene layer was subsequently patterned by
standard lithography followed by a dry etch using O2 plasma, de.ning a contact
mask for the PEDOT : PSS channel and gate electrode. A 200 nm thick PEDOT :
PSS .lm was then spin-coated from dispersion (PH-500 from H. C. Stark) and
annealed at 140 °C for 60 min. To improve the PEDOT : PSS conductivity, 5 mL of
ethylene glycol and 50 mL of dodecyl benzene sulfonic acid (DBSA) were added per
20 mL of PEDOT : PSS dispersion. Additionally, 0.25 g of the cross-linker 3glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GOPS) was added to the above dispersion to
render the PEDOT : PSS .lm insoluble. Finally the parylene layer was peeled off
mechanically to reveal the PEDOT : PSS channel and the gate electrode. A similar
process was followed to make transistors on parylene: the glass wafer was coated
with a 2 mm thick parylene .lm (which would become the OECT support), and was
treated with a detergent in order to enable the peel-off of the sacri.cial parylene
layer. A scheme of the fabrication steps is provided in Figure C1 of Appendix C.
The ionogel consists of two monomeric units: N-isopropylacrylamide
(NIPAAm) and N,N’-methylene-bis(acrylamide) (MBAAm) in the molar ratio of 100
: 2, respectively (the chemical structure is shown in Figure 5.1-a). 1-Ethyl-3methylimidazolium ethyl-sulfate ionic liquid, [C2mIm][EtSO4] (Sigma-Aldrich, used
as received), was chosen because of its miscibility with water, thus avoiding mixing
problems with the phosphate buffer solution (PBS) containing the analyte. The
reaction mixture was prepared by dissolving a ferrocene mediator [bis(n-5cyclopentandienyl) iron] (Fc, 10 mM) (Sigma-Aldrich) in the IL and subsequently
mixing the NIPAAm monomer, the crosslinker MBAAm and the photo-initiator
dimethoxy-phenylacetophenone DMPA in 0.8 mL of [C2mIm] [EtSO4]. A signi.cant
advantage was found in the solubility of the Fc in the ionic liquid, as Fc shows very
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poor solubility in aqueous solutions such as PBS. Although it is possible that Fc may
not be suitable as a mediator in a wearable device due to toxicity concerns, this may
be addressed by ensuring that it is covalently bound to the ionogel and thus will not
leach out. Alternative redox mediators also exist and have been used for example for
subcutaneous glucose sensors which are FDA (U S Food and Drug Administration)
approved.[26] The mixture was then sonicated at 45 °C for 10 min and a clear and
monophasic solution was obtained. Additionally, stock solutions of 100 mM Lactate
Oxidase (LOx) (Sigma Aldrich) and 1 M lactic acid (Sigma Aldrich) were prepared,
both in PBS.
By mixing the RTIL mixture and the PBS solution containing the LOx
enzyme with a ratio of 4 : 1 (17 % w/w of water) a clear liquid was obtained. The
hydrated IL completely dissolved the protein and no precipitation was observed. 20
µL of the final solution was placed at the centre of the device where a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) well of a diameter of 8 mm was previously attached
to avoid solution leakage after drop casting. Then, the monomers were photopolymerised within the ionic liquid matrix using a UV irradiation source (three LED
array at wavelength 365 nm, UV light intensity ~ 330 µW cm-2) for 1 min. It should
be noted that UV exposure time was kept short to avoid denaturation of the protein.

5.3

Results and discussion

Figure 5.1-b shows the layout of the planar OECT, consisting of two parallel stripes
of PEDOT : PSS, with widths of 100 µm and 1 mm, serving as the gate electrode and
channel of the OECT, respectively (it has been shown that for enzymatic sensing the
area of the channel must be larger than the gate electrode[27]). The hydrated ionogel,
which contains the LOx enzyme and the Fc mediator (schematic representation
Figure 5.1-b), covers part of the channel and the gate of the OECT, as de.ned by the
well.
Measurements were carried out by applying -0.3 V across the channel while
triggering the gate electrode at 0.4 V by 3 min long square pulses. Figure 5.2-a
shows the modulation of the drain current before (t < 15 min) and after the
introduction of 20 µL of a PBS solution with the desired lactate concentration.
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Figure 5.1. (a) Ionogel components and (b) a schematic representation of the OECT device
with ionogel / enzyme mixture.

The introduction of the analyte is shown to lead to an increase in the
modulation of the drain current, consistent with the mode of operation of OECTbased enzymatic sensors.[10] Figure 5.3-a depicts the series of reactions that take
place upon introduction of the lactate. As lactic acid is oxidised to pyruvate, lactate
oxidase is reduced and cycles back by the Fc/Ferricenium ion (Fc+) couple, which
carries electrons to the gate electrode. This leads to a decrease in the potential across
the gate/electrolyte interface and a concomitant increase of the potential at the
channel/electrolyte interface. As a result, more cations from the solution enter and
dedope the channel (Figure 5.3-b) and the modulation of the drain current in
response to a voltage pulse at the gate increases.
The modulation in the drain current is much larger than the gate current due to
the inherent ampli.cation characteristics of the OECT. This is demonstrated in
Figure 5.2-b, where approximately 100 nA of current at the gate results in 11 mA
modulation at the drain current. Figure 5.4-a shows the normalised response of the
transistor (#I/I) as a function of lactate concentration in the range 10–100 mM.
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Figure 5.2. (a) Drain current vs. time (b) corresponding gate current vs. time

The response of the transistor is de.ned as the difference in the modulation
level of the drain channel during application of a gate voltage in the absence and
presence of the analyte. The data shown represent the average of three
measurements, and the error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean.
The time required for the sensor to reach steady-state after addition of analyte is
approximately 10 min. This is most likely due to the time it takes for the analyte to
diffuse to the enzyme through the gel and may thus be improved by increasing the
enzyme concentration, decreasing the gel thickness, etc.
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Figure 5.3. Reactions at the gate electrode (a) and at the channel (b) of the OECT

The data clearly show the detection of lactate in the relevant physiological
range, covering the relevant range of lactate present in sweat, and suggesting the
potential application of this device in the .eld of sport science as well as in
healthcare. It should be noted that the sensor would also be compatible with the
detection of lactate in blood (normal physiological range 0.3–1.3 mM, up to 25 mM
during exercise).[28] Physiological testing is an important tool for athletes and
coaches to check the athlete’s health and develop individualised training strategies.
While laboratory testing may be increasingly widespread, there is a great demand for
wearable sensors to be used in the .eld.[29] Today’s wearable technologies are
based on physical sensors, such as electrocardiograph (ECG) electrodes, thermistors
and accelerometers.[30] These sensors respond to physical changes in their
environment e.g. heat, movement and light. Wearable chemo-sensors, in contrast,
have the potential to measure many more variables relating to the individual’s
wellbeing and safety. The integration of chemical sensors (such as lactate) into a
textile substrate is a challenging task, as a chemical reaction must happen for these
devices to generate a signal and the sensors must be robust, non-invasive, low-power
and straightforward to use. The OECT sensor presented here is a step forward
towards such devices.
Figure 5.4-b shows a prototype of an array of these sensors (deposited on
parylene) in a conformal con.guration on a human forearm, demonstrating their
wearability. The integration of this prototype with a wireless working platform,
previously

demonstrated

for

sweat

analysis

measurements,[29] is currently ongoing.
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Figure 5.4. (a) Normalised response of the OECT vs. lactate concentration and (b)
conformal OECT with gel shown on a forearm

5.4

Conclusions

In summary, this chapter demonstrated the detection of lactate in a relevant
physiological range using an OECT sensor with an ionogel solidstate electrolyte. The
signi.cance of this work for sensing applications lies in the con.guration of the
sensor; we show for the .rst time a solid state electrolyte on a -exible transistorbased biosensor. This has implications for the wearability of the sensor and the
storage of the sensor due to the enhanced stability of the enzyme in the ionogel. The
aim is the use of this sensor as a wearable bandage-type sensor, which can be worn
during exercise or health monitoring, allowing sweat to diffuse into the sensor with
consequent detection of the lactate analyte. This could also have application for the
detection of other sweat components such as pH, see Chapters 3 and 4.
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Appendix C. Supporting information
Figure C1 of appendix C shows the three steps involved in the realisation of the
conformal OECTs.
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Abstract
This chapter presents an extended study on the ion effect of a series of biocompatible
hydrated choline base Ionic Liquids (ILs) on Lactate Oxidase (LOx), an important
enzyme in biosensing technology for the in vitro detection of lactic acid. Secondary
structural analysis revealed changes on the protein conformation in hydrate ILs,
while thermal unfolding/aggregation dynamic showed different profiles in the
presence or absence of ILs. Moreover, LOx thermally denaturised at 90 °C showed
residual activity in the presence of chloride and dihydrogenphosphate anion. Kinetic
and lifetime studies were also performed, providing better understanding of the ion
effect of ILs on the biocatalytic activity of the enzyme.

Keywords: hydrated Ionic Liquids; Lactate Oxidase; secondary structure; kinetic;
long-term stability
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6.1

Introduction

Preserving the native state of proteins plays a vital role in maintaining their
biofunctionality and activity. Retaining of protein functionality over time is a key
factor in the pharmaceutical field, as it determines the stability of protein-based
drugs.[1] In this regard, a shelf life between 18 – 24 months is required for economic
practicability. At the same time, with the exponential growth of point-of-care
technologies, there is an increasing demand for physically and chemically stable
enzyme formulations for biosensing, as this determines device lifetime.[2]
In general, irreversible changes to the folded state enzyme conformation can be
induced by factors such as temperature, pH and specific ion interactions.[3]
Approaches to improve the enzyme stability can be classified in two main categories:
(1) the modification of enzyme state or (2) the optimisation of the solvent
environment.[4] The modification of the enzyme state can be achieved in several
ways: by isolation of structural variants extracted from natural organisms capable of
existing in extreme environments, by rationale-based mutagenesis (bioengineering),
by directed evolution of the enzyme and by PEGylation.[5, 6] The optimisation of
the solvent environment, on the other hand, involves the use of surfactants and
additives, changes of pH and/or the ionic strength of aqueous media.[3] Parallel to
this, the use of organic (non-aqueous) media in enzymology has been explored in
recent years since this can improve enzyme performance in certain cases.[7] Ionic
Liquids (ILs) have recently emerged as a new class of organic solvents that may have
considerable potential for enzyme stabilisation.[8]
ILs are molten salts having melting points below that of water. They have
made considerable impact in several research areas, such as catalysis,[9]
electrochemistry,[10] biosensing[11] and biochemistry.[12] The properties of ILs
depend dramatically on the cation-anion combination and in this sense, properties
such as polarity, viscosity, thermal stability and conductivity can be tailored via the
appropriate cation/anion combination.[13] This is an attractive proposition, since it is
therefore possible to design a solvent that has the optimum characteristics to
improve, for example, the limited temperature and pH range under which many
enzymes are stable when solubilised in water.[8]
An increasing number of publications have reported improvements to the
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stability of proteins in the presence of ILs. A common strategy in this regard is to use
a controlled amount of water in the IL (between 20% - 30% w/w), to produce socalled hydrated ILs (HyILs), which provide the required hydrogen-bonding
environment for protein solubilisation.[8] For example, extended stability of
cytochrome

C

was

observed

in

hydrated

choline

dihydrogenphosphate

(HyCDHP).[14] Several other studies have reported similar beneficial effects for
mushroom tyrosinase,[15] ribonuclease A,[16] interleukin-2[17] and even DNA in
hydrated choline ILs.[18] Moreover, ILs based on the choline cation are now
commonly used in many applications for which biocompatibility is an essential
requirement, i.e. cell cultures or in vivo applications.[19, 20]
The use of ILs in bioelectrochemistry has been summarised in a recent review
by Fujita et al.[21], showing how ILs are now widespread in many electrochemical
applications, e.g. as biofuel cell electrolytes for which more stable matrices are
needed. Another growing field for ILs is biosensing, where they are used for the
modification of electrodes, acting as a binder for carbon matrix (bucky gel)
electrodes or for the immobilisation of bioreceptors.[22] In this regard, in Chapter 5
it was demonstrated the application of ILs in the ionogel format, to achieve a solidstate electrolyte for the development of organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs)
for sensing of lactic acid (LA).
Lactic acid is an important metabolic analyte involved in many physiological
processes[24] and in sports performance.[25] Consequently, there is considerable
interest in lactate biosensors, but despite substantial body of research, the relatively
poor stability of L-Lactate Oxidase (LOx) limits the effectiveness of current
devices.[26, 27] LOx is a flavin mononucleotide (FMN) enzyme that catalyzes the
oxidation of L-lactic acid into pyruvate, producing H2O2 in the process. LOx from
the Aerococcus viridans contains two tightly packed tetramers, in which each
enzyme monomer holds a non-covalently bound FMN group.[28]
In this chapter the use of hydrated choline cation-based ionic liquids on the
stabilisation of Lactate Oxidase is presented. In particular, this work focuses on the
effect of different HyILs on the biofunctionality of LOx, with particular emphasis on
the influence of the HyILs on the enzyme secondary structure, and on the
biocatalytic activity. The outcome of long-term stability studies of LOx in several
HyILs is also presented.
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6.2
6.2.1

Materials and Methods
Chemicals

Lactate Oxidase from Aerococcus viridans Grade I (EC 1.13.12.4) for sensor
technology was kindly provided by Roche Diagnostics Deutschland GmbH as a
lyophilised yellow powder. Choline Formate (CF), Choline Levulinate (CL), Choline
Nitrate (CN), Choline Tartrate (CT), Choline Valporate (CV), Choline Aminoacetate
(CAAc) and Choline Gallate (CG) were synthesised by neutralisation reaction of the
selected acidic form of the anion with choline hydroxide, following the procedure
described elsewhere.[19, 29] Choline dihydrogenphosphate Ionic Liquid buffer
(CDHP/B) was synthesised as described.[30] It typically involves the addition of
6.30 g (0.5 mol) of Choline hydroxide (20 wt % in water) was added to a beaker
containing 4.02 g of dry CDHP (1 mol), with stirring at room temperature until it
becomes a clear solution. The water content (calculated) in this buffer mixture at this
stage is 48 % and the remaining 52 % is ionic liquid. Choline dihydrogenphosphate
(CDHP) was purchased from IOLITEC (Denzlingen, Germany). CF, CL and CG are
liquid at room temperature while the other ILs are solids at ambient conditions.
Choline Chloride (CCl), Horseradish peroxidase (HRP), 4-Aminoantipyrine (4APP),
hydroxybenzoic acid (HBA), lactic acid, pH phosphate tablets pH 7.40, potassium
phosphate monobasic and dibasic were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (San Diego,
USA) and used as received.

6.2.2

Preparation of LOx Solutions

HyILs solutions for circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD), long-term and residual
activity studies were prepared with final water content of 25 % w/w, except for CT
where a 35 % w/w solution was employed. Generally, HyILs/LOx solutions were
prepared starting from 20 % w/w (30 % w/w for CT) water content in HyILs, where
the right amount of water with LOx was added in order to reach the desired final
water weight percentage and protein concentration. LOx solutions in the presence of
CCl and CG were prepared by dissolving CCl and CG in PBS (pH 7.40; 10 mM) at a
final concentration of 1 M. Hereafter they will be referred to CG and CCl solutions.
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Moreover, LOx/IL-free solution (PBS 7.40; 10mM) was also studied for comparison.

6.2.3

Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy

The secondary structure of the enzyme was investigated by circular dichroism
spectroscopy in the far-UV region (190-250 nm) using a JASCO CD J-810
Spectropolarimeter. CD spectra were recorder with a 0.1 cm path length quartz
cuvette loaded with 300 µL of sample at the final concentration of 0.25 mg ml-1 of
LOx. Temperature induced denaturation of the protein was performed from 25 °C to
90 °C at the scan rate of 1 °C min-1 at 222 nm. Quantitative secondary structure
analysis of LOx in solution was determined by fitting the far-UV CD data using the
published analysis algorithms CDSSTR (reference set 4) of the online server
DICHROWEB.[31, 32]

6.2.4

Colorimetric Assays

Colorimetric assays for residual activity, kinetic and long-term stability studies were
performed using TECAN Infinite M200 96 well plate reader. All the experiments
were run at 25 °C. The red chromogenic dye ($max = 510 nm) is formed from the
following cascade of reactions upon addition of lactic acid:
!"#$%#!!"#$ ! ! !! !

!"!
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The composition of the assay was: 0.2 mM of 4AAP, 6 mM of HBA, 0.4 Unit
per well (300 µL) and 50 nM of LOx in PBS pH 7.00 (0.15 M).

6.2.4.1

Long-term Stability and Residual Activity

Long-term stability and residual activity studies were performed by adding to the
final assay solution only 5 µL of LOx solution (IL-free, CCl, CG and HyILs). The
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dissolution of a small amount of HyILs/LOx and the relatively high molarity of the
PBS of the colorimetric assay guarantee a minimal pH shift from neutrality, which
might be caused by the acid/base character of some of the studied ILs. A lactic acid
concentration of 10 mM was used to start the cascade of reactions. Long-term
stability of the protein was investigated using LOx stock solutions stored at 5 °C and
37 °C, which were periodically tested over a period of 140 days. Residual activity
test upon conditioning of the LOx solutions at 90 °C were similarly performed.
Denaturation was induced by incubation of the samples in a thermostatic standard
silicon oil bath.

6.2.4.2

Kinetic Studies

To determine the kinetic parameters of LOx, solutions at the concentration of 0.5 M
in ILs were employed. This IL molarity guarantees the dominance of ion-specific
effects on the enzyme rather than electrostatic forces.[33] Due to the higher IL
concentrations, the pH of the PBS assay was affected and so its variation was
recorded using a standard glass membrane pHmeter (VWR, sympHony SP70P).
Kinetic constants (KM, Vmax) were obtained from the data through a nonlinear fitting
of the Michaelis"Menten equation using an in-house Excel developed macro. ii
Turnover numbers (kcat) were calculated from Vmax using the relationship, kcat =
Vmax/[E] where [E] is the molar enzyme concentration, i.e. 50 nM.

6.3
6.3.1

Results and Discussion
Effect of the Ionic Liquids on LOx Structure and
Conformation

Figure 6.1-a presents the CD spectra at 25 °C (solid line) for lactate oxidase when in
IL-free aqueous solution. The spectrum clearly shows the three characteristic peaks
at 195 nm, 208 nm and 222 nm originating from the folded secondary structure of the
ii

Non linear fitting was performed through minimisation of the sum of the square residuals (SSR)
using Solver function.
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enzyme. However, for CCl, the CD spectrum presents only two of these
characteristic peaks at 208 nm and ~ 220 nm, as shown in Figure 6.1-b (solid line).
The high absorbance due to CCl in solution in the region 200-190 nm, made
any quantitative analysis difficult. In the case of the different HyILs/LOx solutions
and CG, high absorbance in most of the far-UV region was observed, making any
CD spectral recording impractical. Blank experiments using enzyme-free HyILs
revealed that the HyILs are responsible for the high absorbance (data not shown).
Nevertheless, in the case of LOx dissolved in HyCDHP it was possible to record the
full spectrum over the entire far-UV region (Figure 6.1-c – solid line), from which
useful information about the secondary structure of LOx in HyCDHP can be
extracted. iii

Figure 6.1. CD spectra of LOx dissolved in IL-free (a), CCl (b) and HyCDHP (c). The
spectra were first recorded at 25 °C (1) (—), then thermal denaturation of the LOx was
performed at 1 °C min-1 till 90 °C, followed by the recording of spectrum at 90 °C (….). Once
the sample was cooled down the spectrum at 25 °C (2) (---) was recorded. The LOx
concentration is 0.25 mg mL-1 in all the cases.
iii

The less intense CD signal for HyCDHP/LOx is possibly due to the higher refractive index of
HyCDHP (RIHyCDHP = 1.49) compared to CCl and IL-free.
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Comparing the three spectra in Figure 6.1, some differences on the secondary
structure of LOx at 25 °C (1) are observed, especially for HyCDHP where a less
pronounced peak at 208 nm is observed, which implies structural changes are
occurring in the secondary structure of LOx. This is verified by the quantitative
analysis (Table 6.1), which shows substantial differences in the %-helix and &-sheet
content for HyCDHP compared to IL-free. For instance, LOx in HyCDHP presents
only 11 % of %-helices, compared to the 28 % in IL-free. Conversely, a higher
content of &-sheets and turns are observed for LOx when dissolved in HyCDHP. In
this case, they represent 34 % and 24 % of the secondary structure, respectively,
suggesting a change in the conformation of the enzyme in HyCDHP arises due to the
different ionic environment.
It is known that a stabilising solvent often will produce an increase in the
melting point of proteins, which implies that unfolding is less favorable at room
temperature.[16, 17] Figure 6.1-a and Figure 6.1-c show the CD spectra recorded at
90 °C (no useful data at this temperature was obtained for CCl) compared with
equivalent spectra obtained at 25 °C after denaturation, Figure 6.1 dash line. At 90
°C, both spectra present less intensive peak signals around 200 nm, and a substantial
wavelength shift for the three peak maxima. Moreover, the peak at ~ 195 nm in the
IL-free spectrum (predominantly given by the %-helices) has significantly reduced at
90 °C. On the other hand, the same peak in the HyCDHP spectrum (Figure 6.1-c) is
still substantially present at 90 °C, implying that recovery of the original structure
occurs once the sample is cooled down to 25 °C.
This conclusion is supported by the data in Table 6.1, where the decrease in the
%-helix content of LOx in HyCDHP is only ca. 3 %, much smaller than the 10 %
decrease observed in the IL-free sample. In addition, for IL-free samples, the
concomitant increment in ß-sheets, turns and unordered content that occurs upon
thermal denaturation suggest that irreversible aggregation of the enzyme is
happening. In fact, high levels of intermolecular &-sheet structures typically indicate
aggregation.[3]
In addition, for IL-free samples, the concomitant increment in ß-sheets, turns
and unordered content that occurs upon thermal denaturation can suggest irreversible
aggregation of the enzyme is happening. In fact, high levels of intermolecular &-sheet
structures typically indicate aggregation.[3]
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Table 6.1. Secondary structure analysis of LOx in IL-free and HyCDHP, with reported
values in percentage. Quantitative CD analysis was performed for spectra recorded at 25 °C
before (1) and after (2) thermal denaturation at 1 °C min-1 till 90 °C of the LOx. NRMSD
states for normalised root mean square deviation.

25 °C (1)
IL-free
!-helices

25 °C (2)
HyCDHP

IL-free

HyCDHP

28

11

18

8

23

34

30

37

Turns

20

24

28

25

Unordered

30

30

23

30

ß-sheets

NRMSD

0.011

0.087

0.039

0.116

The formation of aggregates in the IL-free case is verified by the change in the
photomultiplier voltage value (High Tension - HT) of the spectropolarimeter during
the thermal denaturation of LOx, Figure 6.2-a (solid line). In fact, Benjwal et al.[34]
proposed an easy method to monitor real-time aggregation of proteins, by following
changes in light scattering, as this correlates with variations in the particle size
(aggregates). Alternatively, monitoring the CD-signal at 222 nm can provide
information about the unfolding of proteins. Figure 6.2-a shows a sharp transition of
the signal (solid black line) starting at 68 °C, with a similar effect occurring at 222
nm (solid light grey line), suggesting that unfolding and aggregation of LOx proceed
simultaneously. For CCl, a sharp variation of the MRE (Mean Residual Ellipticity)
signal at 222 nm suggests unfolding of LOx but the HT value versus temperature
does not clearly support aggregation, although it does increase. This behavior can be
attributed to aggregation of the unfolded enzyme being less favoured aggregation of
the unfolded enzyme due to the presence of CCl. In contrast, both the HT and MRE
curves for the HyCDHP/LOx do not present any similar transitions.
The decrease of the MRE signal may suggest some unfolding of LOx is
happening, as is also indicated in 6.1 from the quantitative analysis of the CD spectra
for HyCDHP. With regard to the HT value for HyCDHP (Figure 6.2-c), a less welldefined step increase is observed starting at ca. 72 °C, which implies that aggregation
of the enzyme is inhibited compared to IL-free and CCl LOx solutions, due to the
ionic effect and the greater viscosity of HyCDHP.
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Figure 6.2. Thermal denaturation of LOx dissolved in IL-free (a), CCl (b) and HyCDHP
(c). The (—) HT value and the (—) MRE (Mean Residual Ellepticity at , = 222 nm were
recorded from 25 °C to 90 °C at 1 °C min-1. LOx concentration is 0.25 mg ml-1 in all cases.

The structural analysis does not provide any information on the capability of
the enzyme to retain its catalytic activity after thermal denaturation. Therefore, the
residual activity was characterised by incubating the LOx solutions at a constant
temperature of 90 °C for different times, as explained in the experimental section.
Choline Valporate, Choline Aminoacetate and Choline Gallate were found to be
strong denaturating agents for the enzyme. In fact when LOx was dissolved in those
HyILs and tested, no catalytic activity was observed. For this reason CV, CAAc and
CG were not studied any further.
In contrast, LOx exhibited catalytic activity when dissolved in HyILs, i.e.
HyCF, HyCL, HyCN and HyCT. However, upon incubation of these HyILs/LOx
solutions at 90 °C, their residual activity was negligible after 5 min. Similar
behaviour was also observed for the IL-free/LOx solution. These results indicate that
thermal induced denaturation of LOx in those solutions is irreversible, leading to the
entire loss of biocatalytic activity. This behaviour is expected for the LOx/IL-free
solution,

considering

the

aggregation

dynamics

shown

in

Figure

6.2-a.

Unfortunately, the lack of CD data obtained for the LOx solutions in HyCF, HyCL,
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HyCN and HyCT do not allow us to predict whether unfolding is occurring, with loss
of bioactivity, regardless of enzyme aggregation.
For CCl and HyCDHP the thermal deactivation profiles are quite different.
Figure 6.3 displays the residual activity of LOx versus incubation time, showing how
the most of the activity loss occurs during the first 5 minutes of incubation (~ 75 %),
followed by a progressive decrease, which becomes completely irreversible between
25 and 30 min. These results correlate well with the previous observations on the
conformational changes of LOx when dissolved in CCl and HyCDHP. Although
enzyme unfolding occurs in all cases, it appears that this process is quite reversible
when denaturation conditions are applied for a short period of time (5-30 min). This
is a clear demonstration that the presence of CDHP and CCl enhances the stability of
LOx when it is thermally stressed.

!

Figure 6.3. Residual activity of LOx dissolved in CCl 1 M in PBS pH 7.40 ( ) and
HyCDHP (!) upon thermal denaturation at 90 °C.

6.3.2

Effect of the Ionic Liquids on the LOx Biofunctionality

In order to obtain more information on the effect of the different ILs on the Lactate
Oxidase function, kinetic characterisation of the enzyme aqueous solutions in the
presence of ILs (0.5 M) was carried out. Figure 6.4 shows the experimental data
points fitted using the Michaelis"Menten non-linear model[35] and table 6.2
summarises the calculated kinetic parameters KM, kcat and the catalytic efficiency
given by the ratio kcat/KM.
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Figure 6.4. Initial velocity of LOx versus lactic acid concentration (n = 3). CCl and ILs
concentration in the final assay is equal to 0.5 M. Fitting curves result from exponential
Michaelis"Menten non-linear fitting.
Table 6.2. Kinetic parameters and pH values of LOx solutions in the absence (IL-free) and
presence of ILs and CCl (final concentration 0.5 M).

KM

kcat

[mM]

s

-1

kcat/KM
[s mM ]

no LA

IL-free

0.370

78.80

210.81

6.95

CCl

0.356

50.66

142.30

6.86

CDHP

0.872

38.26

43.88

5.98

CF

0.926

37.47

40.46

7.22

CL

0.757

37.23

49.18

7.16

CN

0.465

23.10

49.68

6.83

-1

-1

pH

Moreover, experimental pH measurements of the final assay solutions in the
absence and presence of lactic acid are also reported in table 6.2. It was found that
addition of the IL causes a change in the pH, in some cases producing an increase
(e.g. CF, pH 7.00 " 7.20) or a decrease (e.g. CDHP, pH 7.00" 6.00) depending on
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whereas the anion behaves as a Brønsted acid (DHP) or base (formate). Addition of
lactic acid (5 mM) in the presence of the ILs in all the cases reduces the pH, typically
by ca. 0.1 pH unit or less.
It should be noted that it was not possible to measure any kinetic parameters
for choline tartrate, probably because of the significant degree of dissociation of the
dicarboxylic anion, which generates an environment which is too acidic (pH = 3.60)
for the enzyme to retain its functionality, as LOx has optimum pH activity between
6.5 and 7.5, as suggested by the enzyme supplier.
Table 6.2 presents results obtained for KM and kcat values in the various
aqueous environments studies. KM represents the affinity of the enzyme for the
substrate, therefore for a given reaction velocity a low value of KM indicates a better
affinity between the two, whereas kcat represents the turnover number of the enzyme
(number of substrate molecules converted into product by the enzyme). The catalytic
efficiency (overall effectiveness of the biocatalytic behaviour of the enzyme) is given
by the ratio kcat/KM. Taking the catalytic efficiency first, it is clear that this is
significantly reduced (approximately 5 fold) for all ILs compared to IL-free, except
for CCl, which is reduced by ca. 30 %; i.e., the catalytic activity of CCl is about 3
times greater than the other ILs tested. This relates closely to the kcat values, which
are always lower for the ILs and CCl compared to IL-free. The picture for variation
in KM is a little more complex, as the values for IL-free and CCl are closely matched
(0.37 mM, 0.36 mM, respectively), CN is slightly higher (0.47 mM), while the other
ILs are higher again, in the range 0.8-0.9 mM. These results suggest that in the
presence of ILs, the enzyme and substrate interactions are weakened and it is
believed that such effect can be mainly attributed to the anions of the tested ILs.
Considering the catalytic efficiency values as the key parameter, the following
relationship can be expressed for the anion influence on the biocatalytic activity of
lactate oxidase in choline-based ILs;
Cl- > nitrate- > Levulinate- > DHP- > Formate-

Since the first observation by Hofmeister, the effect of ions on protein stability
has been mostly attributed to their ability to modify the water distribution around and
within protein hydration environment.[36] In order to understand the cause of this
effect, the kosmotropic (‘structure-making’) and chaotropic (‘structure-breaking’)
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nature of ions must be considered, as these are important parameters in terms of
stabilising or destabilising ion specific effects on proteins. Several studies have
revealed that the best stabilising conditions are normally provided by chaotropic
cations and kosmotropic anions.[36-39] Choline is well known as a chaotropic cation
for the stabilisation of proteins when coupled with a kosmotropic anion, such as
DHP.[37] According to the Hofmeister anion series, DHP is considered a stabilising
anion, while nitrate and chloride anions are normally considered strong and slightly
destabilising anions, respectively.[36] No relevant data could be found for the
levulinate anion, while several reports suggest that formate ILs can produce positive
stabilisation effects,[40] [41] although this has not been specifically related to either
its stabilising or destabilising nature.
Maeda-Yorita et al.[42] described an enhanced stabilisation effect on the
bioactivity of LOx from chloride anions, which is broadly in accordance with our
findings. However, the result for nitrate and DHP is not so easy to interpret. In fact,
in the established anion series, the relative position of DHP compared with nitrate is
not in line with previous reported works.[16, 36]
CDHP is known as a slightly acidic IL, due to the acidic character of the DHP
anion (H2PO4-).[43] This is supported by the pH values reported in table 6.2, which
show a decrease of the solution pH in the presence of CDHP (pH 6.00 compared to
7.00 for IL-free). The other IL solutions generate a less pronounced pH shift (± 0.2
pH units) compared to IL-free. Together with the ions specific effect, the pH
variation of the solution when adding CDHP, could possibly explain the lower
catalytic efficiency of Lactate Oxidase (LOx optimum pH activity between 6.5 and
7.5)
MacFarlane et al.[30] reported the possibility of controlling proton activity in
HyILs, obtaining an intrinsic proton buffering behavior of CDHP, denoted here as
CDHP/B. Table 6.3 reports the kinetic parameters when CDHP/B is used in solution
instead of CDHP and Figure 6.5 shows the kinetic curves for CDHP/B, with CDHP
and IL-free for comparison. Firstly, the pH increases substantially (" 0.80 pH units)
when CDHP/B was added to the assay solution, reaching the optimum pH window
for LOx; this is due to the inherent equilibrium of the dihydrogenphosphate and
monohydrogenphosphate groups in CDHP/B.
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Figure 6.5. Initial velocity of LOx versus substrate concentration for IL-free, CDHP and
CDHP/B (n = 3). IL-free and CDHP curves are reported from Figure 6.4 just for
comparison. ILs concentration in the final assay is equal to 0.5 M. Fitting curves result
from exponential Michaelis"Menten non-linear fitting.

Table 6.3. Kinetic parameters and pH values of LOx in IL-free and in the presence of
CDHP/B and CDHP at the final concentration of 0.5 M.

KM

kcat

kcat/KM

pH

[mM]

s-1

[s-1 mM-1]

no LA

IL-free

0.370

78.80

210.81

7.00

CDHP/B

0.452

59.05

130.64

6.80

CDHP

0.872

38.26

43.88

6.00

Secondly, KM decreases and kcat increases in comparison to CDHP, which
contributes to a substantial improvement in the catalytic efficiency of LOx,
increasing to 130.64 s-1 mM-1 (ca. 3 times greater than CDHP) but still less than ILfree/LOx (210.81 s-1 mM-1). Considering these results, it would appear that the
catalytic behavior of LOx in CDHP is strongly influenced by pH. These results also
enable the effect of the choline cation and the DHP anion to be discriminated from
that of pH. As LOx is tested at the same pH as the other ILs (7.0 ± 0.2), it is possible
now to assert that the specific ion effect of choline cation and DHP anion on LOx is
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analogous to the other ILs, since similar reduction on the catalytic efficiency of LOx
compared to the IL-free solution, with respect to the other HyILs, is observed.
Following these observations, the previous anion series for LOx can be now
amended to:
Cl- > DHP- > nitrate- > Levulinate- > Formate-

6.3.3

Effect of the Ionic Liquids on LOx Lifetime

Enzyme lifetime/stability is critically important for the development of a practically
useful lactate biosensor.[23] In order to test this, the catalytic function of the enzyme
in the various ILs was tested and compared to similar experiments performed under
IL-free conditions. The experiments were performed by periodical testing of LOx
solutions stored at 5 °C and 37 °C, which correspond to standard storage temperature
of home chilling units and average body temperature, respectively. Figure 6.6 shows
the variation in initial velocity v of LOx over a period of 140 days. The y-axis reports
the percentage ratio (i.e., v/v0 '100), where v0 is the initial velocity of the enzyme
immediately (day 0) after dissolution in HyILs, CCl or IL-free solutions (preincubated at 25 °C for 2 h).
The insert graphs of Figure 6.6 shows the trend during the first 21 days at each
temperature. In both cases, the fastest loss occurs with HyCL, HyCN, HyCT and
HyCF. The decrease is particularly pronounced at 37 °C, with the enzyme activity in
these ILs collapsing to almost zero within a few days.
Over the longer time period, enzyme activity was best preserved in CCl, when
stored at 5 °C, with over 90 % of the original day 0 activity retained for 100 days,
dropping to ca. 80% after 140 days. It is worth mentioning that this is significantly
better than the results obtained in IL-free solution under the same conditions, which
were ca. 65 % (day 100) and ca. 40 % (day 140). Next to CCl, the best results at 5 °C
were obtained with HyCDHP, for which the performance was very similar to IL-free.
For the other ILs, the decrease in stability was much more marked, the best being
HyCDHP/B, in which the LOx was still reasonably active (ca. 85%) after 30 days.
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Figure 6.6. Long term stability of LOx when stored at 5 °C (top) and 37 °C (bottom) in the
HyILs, IL-free and CCl solutions. The normalised enzyme initial velocity on the y-axis
represents the ratio between the initial velocity v of the tested sample divided by the initial
velocity v0 of the fresh made stock LOx solutions. Insert graphs show the collected data
points during the first 21 days of the study (n = 3).

At 37 °C, the decrease in enzyme stability was more pronounced, as would be
expected because the energetic barrier for the enzymatic deactivation is lower
compared to 5 °C. The best performing solution was again CCl, with results very
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similar to those obtained under IL-free conditions, with both retaining ca. 80 % of
the day 0 activity for 20 days (inset). Next best was HyCDHP (ca. 50 % day 0
activity after 20 days). Over the longer period, the trend was similar, with CCl / ILfree (both retaining ca. 25 % day 0 activity), followed by CDHP (effectively
reaching zero after ca. 120 days).
These results confirmed the beneficial effect of CCl for LOx long time
stability, especially when it is stored at 5 °C with less than 25 % loss in activity after
the period of test. This result confirms the stabilising effect of CCl observed in the
residual activity study (Figure 6.3). HyCDHP is confirmed as the best stabilising of
the tested HyILs, although does not give any better conditions compared to the ILfree solution. For the latter, LOx showed an unexpectedly extended lifetime and
further investigation will be necessary to elucidate the cause.
It is also worth noting that, although HyCT cannot be considered to stabilise
LOx to the same extent as HyCDHP, at 5 °C an improved stabilisation effect on LOx
was observed compared to the HyILs CL, CN and CF. These results suggested that
the specific ion effect of ILs on proteins can be, in general, quite different when in
HyILs or in solution at high concentration of ILs, e.g. 0.5 M concentration.
For instance, it was not possible to obtain any kinetic parameter in the presence
of CT, due to the low pH given by the tartrate anion in solution, as explained before;
however, in HyCT Lactate Oxidase retained about 10 % of its initial activity after
140 days, as shown in Figure 6.6 at 5 °C. The origin of this result is not particularly
clear but it might be attributed to the different water activity (aw) of the two systems,
which can influences the overall effective-pH in solution. In fact with the variation of
aw the dissociation equilibrium of tartrate anion can shift, with the final result of
significant differences of the enzyme environment where it is dissolved. In this
regard, in addition to the ion specific effects of CT, aw/effective-pH can play a
crucial role on the preservation of the biofunctionality of the enzyme. Very recent
findings from Thompson et al.[44] showed for HyCDHP the influence of aw on the
effective-pH in solution, which here was proven as an important parameter for the
retention of the enzyme biofunctionality.
Finally, the stability of LOx when stored in HyCDHP/B (52 % w/w ionic
liquid) was also investigated. At 37 °C the loss of activity has a similar trend to with
HyCN, HyCF and HyCL, reaching zero just after 14 days. Nevertheless, at 5 °C, the
LOx deactivation during the first 20 days was found to be less pronounced, perhaps
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indicating the beneficial effect of the choline DHP. Thereafter, a faster loss occurred,
retaining only 10 % of its initial velocity after 140 days.

6.4

Conclusions

This work reports the influence of several biocompatible choline HyILs on the native
structure and bioactivity of Lacate Oxidase, an important enzyme for the realisation
of lactate biosensors. The study of the secondary structure of the enzyme showed
differences in the %-helix and &-sheet content in HyCDHP; with a marked decrease
of %-helices and increase of &-sheet. However, this does not seem to affect the
enzyme activity, which overall is more stable when thermal denaturation is induced.
Moreover, irreversible enzyme deactivation is diminished when using HyCDHP and
CCl solutions.
The kinetic parameters also revealed a significant IL effect on the catalytic
efficiency, which is strongly influenced by the nature of the anion. Interestingly, the
acid character of the DHP anion had a negative influence on the biocatalysis of lactic
acid, most likely due to the associated increased acidity, a critical parameter for
optimising enzyme stability and performance. However, by using an IL “buffer”,
such as CDHP/B, it was possible to study the real ion effect of the choline cation and
the DHP anion on the enzyme performance, as this allowed precise control of the
solution pH.
In addition, long-term stability studies showed a remarkable ion specific effect
on the enzyme, especially for choline chloride, for which ca. 80 % of the initial (day
0) activity is retained after 140 days when stored at 5 °C. Finally, HyCDHP performs
as well as IL-free (PBS buffer) solutions in terms of LOx stabilisation. Therefore we
believe that, the advantages on using HyILs, such as HyCDHP, as solvent in
replacement of buffer solutions could drive the current research toward the
realisation of more robust lactate biosensors, by using ILs to replace aqueous media.
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Abstract
This chapter presents a fast and cheap prototyping technique for the realisation of
paper-based micro-fluidic devices simply by using a stamp and indelible ink. The
proposed mechanism implies contact stamping of indelible ink to laboratory filter
paper using a PDMS stamp, which defines the micro-fluidic structure. It is a
cleanroom and washing steps-free method which provides a reproducible way for the
production of functional paper-based micro-fluidic devices in a single step in less
than 10 seconds. The method is fully characterised and the concept has been applied,
as a proof-of-principle, for the realisation of a low-cost colorimetric glucose sensor.

Keywords: paper-base micro-fluidic; contact stamping; indelible ink; glucose.
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7.1

Introduction

This chapter describes the development of a single step technology for the realisation
of paper-based micro-fluidic devices, where indelible ink is transferred from a
PDMS stamp to laboratory filter paper by contact stamping, generating a microfluidic structure in less than 10 seconds. The indelible ink acts as a barrier for the
liquid, which is forced to move inside the stamped micro-fluidic structure.
Paper-based micro-fluidics have been identified as an ideal approach for
preparing low-cost and easy/ready-to-use analytical platforms for Point of care
(POC) diagnostic devices.[1] In particular, there are important opportunities for
paper-based micro-fluidic devices for fast health screening of large numbers of
individuals in developing countries, for instance, where sophisticated technologies
are poor or non-existent.[2, 3] Paper-based micro-fluidics could also have a positive
impact on monitoring medical disorders such as diabetes and AIDS among others,
for which early diagnosis is crucial.[4] Moreover, paper-based micro-fluidic devices
could also play an important role on the development of sensors for on-site
environmental monitoring at the point-of-need.[5] For example, fresh water
management is of crucial importance for pre-risk assessment of fresh water stream in
developing countries, as poor environmental conditions can cause the development
of severe human disorders like cholera.[6]
Another interesting aspect of paper-based micro-fluidic technology is the high
compatibility of nitrocellulose with many chemical reagents and biological relevant
substances,[7] making paper a suitable substrate for its integration with different
analytical techniques, such as electrochemical,[8] electrochemiluminescence,[9]
chemilumines-cence[10] and colourimetric.[11] Ideally, the most interesting way of
detection could imply a colour or light intensity variation monitored by means of a
mobile phone camera.[12] The coupling of such technologies would open new
opportunities toward the realisation of a wireless sensor network (WSN) in the field
of chemical and biochemical sensing for environmental and health monitoring.[13]
On the fabrication side, new paper micro-fluidic fabrication protocols continuously
appear in the literature. Shen et al.[7] recently summarised the pros and cons of
many of these protocols. Photolithography[14] and CO2 laser treatment[15]
techniques, for instance, provide high resolution patterning of paper but, on the other
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hand, the final devices are not flexible and compatible with lateral flow assays,
respectively. Whitesides et al.[16] also proposed a FLASH photolithography method
where there is no need for a clean room, reducing substantially the production costs.
However, while the use of wax for the hydrophibisation of paper normally needs an
extra heating step, e.g. wax diffusion in paper, which can increase fabrication
costs.[17, 18]
This Chapter describes a fast and reproducible, one-step fabrication method for
the production of paper-based micro-fluidic devices on laboratory filter paper. The
innovation of this technique lies on the simplicity of its fabrication method, as it
requires only a PDMS stamp with the designed features along with the paper and ink.
In contrast to the view that ink printing techniques are not suitable for the fabrication
of paper-based micro-fluidic devices,[16] it is demonstrated that by taking advantage
of the absorbing capability of filter paper it is possible to create paper-based microfluidics by simple contact stamping. While the use of indelible ink to create microfluidic structures has been reported previously,[19, 20] to the best of our knowledge
this is the first time that direct contact stamping of paper-based micro-fluidics has
been performed using commercially available ink.

7.2

Materials and Methods

The micro-fluidic platform was fabricated using standard laboratory filter paper
(Whatman© grades 1 and 595), which adsorbs the ink through its full thickness and
defines the borders and so the flow channels of the micro-fluidic structure. Three
different inks were examined: Black fountain pen ink from Noodler’s InkTM (Product
Code: 19001), Black 214 Stamp Ink from HITT Marking Devices Inc. and
Lumocolor© Permanent Universal Black Ink (kindly provided by Staedtler Mars
GmbH & Co. KG). Lumocolor© ink viscosity was reduced by using a solvent
mixture made of a 1:1 v/v ethanol-n-propanol, 10:1 ink-solvent mixture. The main
attractive characteristics of the listed inks are their hydrophobic nature when dry, and
short drying times.
The contact stamping is performed using PDMS stamps (10:3 w/w monomercuring agent), cured at 60 °C for 8 h. In order to control the volume of ink transferred
from the PDMS stamp to the filter paper, the inking of PDMS is performed using a
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stone ink-pad (2” x 4” rectangle from HITT Marking Devices©). Based on the
company specifications, the ink-pad is capable of providing a constant ink flow from
the porous stone when in contact with the stamp. Moreover, the ink-pad can be used
with solvent/acid based industrial inks, which cannot be employed with standard
pads. The PDMS stamp was incorporated onto a custom made rectangular prism
made of aluminum and a layer of a black ceramic material (see Figure 1D, Appendix
D). The dimensions of the prism are 4.35 x 5.1 x 7.6 cm (H x W x L) with a total
weight of 440 g. The stamping device (PDMS stamp/rectangular prism) will be
referred to as ‘PDMS stamp’ from now on.
The PDMS negative molds were fabricated through a micromiller (CAT3D,
Datron, UK) using 4 mm thick PMMA (poly methyl metacrylate) as substrate,
although other materials could be employed. First, a 3 mm flat endmill was used to
shave off 300 µm of material in order to flatten the PMMA surface. Following this, a
600 µm deep pocket of suitable x and y dimensions was milled out. Using flat
endmills of appropriate dimensions, the required negative mold was milled out
starting from the bottom of the pocket. All designs were performed using Solid
Works© Student version 2012 and converted to the final toolpaths using AutoDesk©
HSMxpress.
The inking process was performed by gently pushing the PDMS stamp three
times against the ink saturated stone pad. This step was followed by exposing the
inked PDMS to air for 5 seconds, in order to remove any air bubbles formed on top
of the PDMS stamp. The presence of air bubbles on the surface of the inked PDMS
occurs as a consequence of the air that is expelled from the pores of the stone during
the inking process. Finally the PDMS stamp was placed in contact with the
laboratory filter paper for three seconds, without the application of any force.
The glucose paper based assay was performed by spotting 2 µL of a fresh PBS
solution (pH = 7.4) containing 67 U mL-1 of Glucose Oxidase (GOx), 100 U mL-1of
Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP), 0.3 mM Trehalose, 6 mM 4AAP and 12 mM HBA.
Functionalised paper-based micro-fluidic devices were dried at RT and used the
same day. Photographs of the paper-based micro-fluidic devices were taken using a
Canon PowerShot G7 camera in a controlled light intensity area. After transferring
the images to the computer, the analysis of the sensing area colour change was
performed using a script and functions on Matlab R2007b© (The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, MA, USA).
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7.3

Results and Discussion

7.3.1

Ink Selection

During the evaluation of the most suitable ink for the stamping process, the three
selected inks (see above) were tested by simply drop casting a 1 µL of each onto
Whatman© filter paper grade 1. The Noodler’s InkTM sample was found to be
unsuitable for stamping the filter paper for two reasons. Firstly, a yellowish ring
(most probably due to separation of components in the ink) formed around the outer
rim of the ink spot (see Figure 2D, Appendix D) and secondly, despite its
hydrophobic nature, this ink did not coherent hydrophobic barriers in the paper (see
Video 1 ESI†). For these two reasons it was decided not to use Noodler’sTM Black
Ink for further experiments. In contrast, neither the Black 214 nor the Black
Lumocolor© showed this yellowish ring after being drop cast on paper.
After the ink stains were dried at room temperature for 5 minutes (enough time
to assume that the solvent of the inks is completely evaporated), the hydrophobicity
of the two inked papers was then characterised by placing a 2 µL drop of DI water on
top. Black 214 is described by the manufacturer as a “waterproof ink with excellent
adhesion”, while Black Lumocolor© ink is similarly claimed to be a water- and
weather-proof ink with drying time of seconds. However, Black 214 did not make
the paper hydrophobic enough, displaying similar behaviour to Noodler’sTM Black
Ink. Furthermore, a yellowish substance leached out from the inked area just after the
DI water droplet was absorbed by the paper during testing, Figure 7.1-a. In contrast,
Black Lumocolor© ink makes the stained regions of the paper very hydrophobic, as
the water droplet was able to sit on top of it for several minutes without being
absorbed, as shown in Figure 7.1-b. These results demonstrated that only the Black
Lumocolor© ink is capable of making stained areas of paper suitably hydrophobic,
and therefore it was selected for fabrication of the paper-based micro-fluidic devices.
Videos 2 and 3 of the ESI† show the behaviour of the papers when water droplets are
placed on inked-regions.
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Figure 7.1. Whatman filter paper grade 1 spotted with 1 µL of (a) Black 214 and (b)Black
Lumocolor© inks. The two pictures show the different behavior of the paper upon placing a 2
µL DI water droplet on top of the ink spots. Coloured components can be clearly seen
leaching from the Black 214 sample as the droplet is absorbed and passes from the centre to
the outer edge of the droplet by capillary action. In contrast, the droplet sits in a stable
manner on top of the Black Lumocolor spot and is still clearly visible after 5 minutes (Scale
bar: 1 mm).

It is well known that a functional paper-based micro-fluidic device will be
produced only if the patterned hydrophobic barrier (normally polymers) penetrates
the entire thickness of the paper to the distal surface, otherwise the liquid flow may
continue beneath the micro-fluidic borders making the paper-based micro-fluidic
channel inoperative.[16] Therefore, while these initial tests had confirmed that Black
Lumocolor© ink provides a sufficient hydrophobic barrier, it was particularly
important to establish if the stamping process was capable of generating a continuous
barrier that could fully retain water across the entire thickness of the paper.
Figure 7.2-a and c show stamped rings generated using a PDMS stamp with an
internal diameter of 3 mm and outer diameter of 4.1 mm, where two different
viscosities of Black Lumocolor© ink were used. The ring shown in Figure 5.2a was
generated using Black Lumocolor© ink as received by Staedtler Mars GmbH & Co.
KG, while the ring in Figure 7.2-c was stamped using a 10:1 v/v solution of the Black
Lumocolor© ink and a thinning solvent (see materials and methods), in order to
obtain a less viscous formulation, without losing substantial ink hydrophobicity for
the pattering of paper.
The two inset pictures on the top right of Figure 7.2-a and c show the reverse
(distal) side of the stamped ink rings. Comparing these two images, it appeared that
the transferred ink ring on the reverse side of the paper was not as effective for the
commercial ink formulation.
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Figure 7.2. Rings stamped in Whatman filter paper grade 1 using Black Lumocolor© ink of
two different viscosities: used as received from Staedtler Mars GmbH & Co. KG (a, b) and
diluted 10:1 to decrease viscosity with the thinning solvent (c, d). Pictures b and d show the
rings after the addition of 4 µL of red food dye aqueous solution was placed inside the rings.
Insertion pictures show the reverse side of the inked paper (Scale bars: 1 mm for the main
pictures and 2 mm for inset pictures)

In fact, the inset of Figure 7.2-a shows the ink was not completely absorbed
throughout the thickness of the paper, since a less intense and somewhat patchy
black colour ring can be seen when compared to the inset picture of Figure 7.2-c.
Performing contact stamping with the ink as provided does not ensure appropriate
fabrication conditions. On the other hand, using only a 10:1 v/v formulation of
ink/thinning solventiv, suitable contact stamping fabrication conditions achieved a
continuous barrier against the diffusion of water from the interior region is provided.
This is verified by comparing Figure 7.2-b and Figure 7.2-d where, upon the addition
of 4 µL of a red food dye water solution, the liquid can be contained inside the
stamped ring just when the less viscous ink formulation is employed.

iv

Experiments using higher volume ratio of ink/thinning solvent, e.g. 10:2 and 10:3 v/v, still provided
a hydrophobic barrier against water but, at the same time, higher dimensional deviations of transferred
ink features were observed as the increment of available solvent induced a faster flow of the ink
through and across the paper fibres (data not shown).
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7.3.2

Contact Stamping Performance

In order to explore the functionality of the paper-based micro-fluidic devices made
using this technique, a series of open straight channels (L x W = 6 x 1.5 cm) were
stamped on paper using several PDMS stamps with varying dimensions. In order to
define the open channel structures on paper, a pair of borders of equal width was
employed. For instance, the channel border pairs were varied from 200 0m to 1200
0m, in steps of 100 0m. This range of border widths was chosen to find the
minimum channel border width required to make effective fluidic structures. In
addition, Whatman grade 1 and 595 laboratory filter papers were employed
throughout these experiments, in order to understand if their different flow rates
(respectively medium and medium fast) influence the ink stamping effectiveness.
Two main parameters were considered to be particularly critical for the
realisation of useful paper-based micro-fluidic devices, such as the width of the
stamped borders and the final width of the micro-fluidic channel. Figure 7.3 shows
the percentage increment of the stamped border width (Wb - left hand side y axis) and
the percentage of the achieved channel width (Wc - right hand side y axis) versus the
width of the employed PDMS stamp. Wb and Wc can be defined as follows:
!!! ! !!!" !!"#$ ! !!!""!
!!! ! !!" ! !!!""
where Wsb is the stamped border width on the paper, WPDMS is the width of the border
of the employed PDMS stamp, WSC is the stamped channel width on the paper
obtained using a stamp channel width of W, in this case 1.5 cm (schematic
representation Figure 3D, Appendix D).
The results show that Wb decreases as the stamp width increases. For instance,
for both paper types, a 200 0m border of the PDMS stamp, produced features on
paper that were over 300 % the initial value, i.e. > 600 µm. Larger channel border
pairs produced wider stamped features in absolute terms, but smaller in relative
terms. This effect can be explained as the ink loaded on the PDMS stamp, when in
contact with the paper, is preferentially absorbed by the fibers of the paper
perpendicularly to the applied stamp pressure in an isotropic manner along the paper175

air interface. However, this behaviour is less pronounced when the border stamp
width is increased. In fact from 900 0m onward a plateau region (between ~ 137 %
and ~ 125 %) can be observed for both paper types. In this case the loaded ink still
spreads along the paper-air interface, but an increasing proportion of it is also
absorbed through the paper thickness, as more ink is available. As consequence of
the increase of the feature border width Wsb on paper, the final size of the microfluidic channel width is affected as well, i.e. Wc in Figure 7.3. In particular as WPDMS
increases, the decrease on the stamped channel width is less pronounced.

Figure 7.3. Percentage of border width variation (Wb) and final channel width (Wc) for open
straight channels with different border width on Whatman grade 1 (top) and grade 595
(bottom) filter papers (n = 5).
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Moreover, this effect gradually levels off when the PDMS stamp is > ca. 900
0m. This result is particularly critical if paper-based micro-fluidic devices of well
defined channel widths are required. Therefore during fabrication of paper-based
micro-fluidics using this approach, the effective channel reduction factor has to be
taken into account when designing the micro-fluidic structure. An interesting
outcome of these results is that no substantial differences in the behaviour of the two
different paper grades was observed, except for slightly higher reproducibility of the
features generated with the Whatman grade 1 paper, as the average of the standard
deviation is 8.36 % and 11.35 % for Whatman grade 1 and 595, respectively (smaller
error bars, Figure 7.3). Therefore, for the rest of the experiments, only Whatman
grade 1 was used.
It is important to appreciate that functional fluidic channels were not obtained
for all conditions used in these experiments. As mentioned previously, when smaller
micro-fluidic borders are used, most on the ink spreads along the top surface of the
paper, without penetrating completely to the reverse side, which allows liquid to leak
across the boundary of the defined fluidic channel (for example, see the inset image,
Figure 7.2-b). Therefore the volume of ink that can be loaded onto the surface of the
PDMS stamp during the inking step is crucial for producing functional structures.

Figure 7.4. Sequence of video frames from a 0PAD formed on Whatman grade 1 paper
tracking the movement of 20 µL of a red food dye solution. Stamping conditions: PDMS
stamp border width 1100 µm, Black Lumocolor© ink thinned formulation, average flow
speed = 1.3 mm s-1 (Scale bar: 3.5 mm).
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Higher volumes of ink are retained with increasing the PDMS stamp width and it
was observed that only stamps with borders 1 1100 0m have an acceptable
performance. Figure 7.4 shows a set of video frames recorded when 20 µL of an
aqueous solution of a red food dye was placed at the right end of a channel. No
leakage was observed over the entire length of the channel, demonstrating the
applicability of this technique for the fabrication of paper-based micro-fluidic
devices.

7.3.3

Stamping of Cheap Paper-based Micro-fluidic Glucose
Sensors

Since the first development of paper-based micro-fluidic devices, the main explored
application has been in the field of clinical diagnosis, where the demand for low cost,
robust and reliable systems is very high. As proof of concept, a colourimetric glucose
sensor was designed and fabricated using contact stamped paper- based micro-fluidic
device composing of a straight channel of dimensions 10 x 2 mm (L x W) followed
by a circular sensing area of diameter equal to 1.9 mm.
The colourimetric glucose assay was performed utilising 4-aminoantipyrine
(4AAP) and 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (HBA) chromogenic system in the presence of
HRP and GOx. All the chemical were purchased form Sigma-Aldrich and used as
received. The stoichiometry of the chromogenic reaction is as follows:

!"#$%&' ! ! !! !

!"!
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leading to the formation of a red coloured dye with ,max = 510 nm.
The developed detection code allows cropping of the area of interest for a
given photograph in order to extrapolate the red, green and blue components of the
RGB colour space for the area of interest. Once the area is selected, a zeros and ones
mask of the whole picture is stored and used as a reference to register the position of
the pixels of interest (non-zero values of the mask). Using the mask, the red, blue and
green components are obtained for each pixel of the region of interest and stored in
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R, G and B matrixes. Each matrix keeps the corresponding component information
for the whole cropped area. From these data, the mode of each matrix is calculated,
which is the value that appears most frequently. Finally, mode values are taken as the
three final RGB components of the whole area.[21] Figure 7.5 shows the variation in
the R/B ratio (red and blue component) for digital images taken of the sensor versus
concentration of glucose, in the relevant physiological range. A linear model was
used to fit the experimental data points. The inset pictures show the difference in the
colour (red) of the assay obtained with 0.05 mM, 4.0 mM and 20 mM glucose
samples. In the current manifestation of the sensor, the red coloured dye generated an
even colour across the detection area without leaching beneath the paper-based
micro-fluidic device border, proving the feasibility of the proposed fabrication
method and indicating its potential application for a wide range of potential
applications.

Figure 7.5. Calibration curve of the colourimetric paper-based micro-fluidic glucose sensor
device.

Considering only the price of the materials used i.e. paper and ink, the estimate
unit production cost is as follows. The laboratory filter paper Whatman grade 1
(VWR international) is ~ 21.74 per sheet (460 x 570 mm), of which only a small
portion (15 x 10 mm) was required per unit ~ 20.001. Black Lumocolor© costs 230
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per litre (commercial value provided by Staedtler Mars GmbH & Co. KG); the
volume of ink employed for the stamping of the glucose paper-based micro-fluidic
device was calculated to be ~ 10 0L, which gives a cost of only ~ 20.0003. Therefore
the average total cost of production of one paper-based micro-fluidic device was
estimated to be as little as ~ 20.0015.

7.4

Conclusions

A fast (10s) and simple method to produce paper-based micro-fluidic devices by
contact stamping using a PDMS stamp has been developed. Black Lumocolor© ink
can form effective hydrophobic barriers that constrain the diffusion of water within
the boundaries of the ink pattern. The contact stamping performance was
characterised using open straight channels, revealing that operative micro-fluidic
device can be obtained only using stamps with borders 1 1100 0m.
Compared to other reported paper-based micro-fluidic device fabrication
technologies, contact stamping is capable of providing an easy way to produce
paper-based

micro-fluidic

structures

without

sophisticated

infrastructural

requirements. Furthermore, this approach can be used for mass production of paperbased micro-fluidic device sensors by non-specialist staff, which could be important
for producing diagnostic devices in developing countries.
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shows the contact stamping apparatus, Figure D2 the yellowish ring generated from
the staining of Whatman grade 1 using Black Noodler’s Ink and Figure D3 scheme
of the fabrication of paper-based micro-fluidics using the contact stamping. Video 1,
Video 2 and Video 3 (ESI of the published version) show the behaviour of the inked
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papers when water is drop cast on top, respectively for Black Fountain Pen Ink from
Noodler’s InkTM, Black 214 Stamp Ink from HITT Marking Devices Inc. and
Lumocolor© Permanent Universal Ink Black from Staedtler Mars GmbH & Co. KG.
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Sports Applications: Combining Micro-fluidics and
Novel Materials
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In recent years point-of-care technology has seen growing interest since the
possibility to integrate and link this technology with every day devices (e.g. mobile
phone) is becoming a reality and this will have a huge impact on the future of homebased health management. Advances in wearable technologies will make a critical
contribution to achieving the ultimate goal of a truly functional Body Sensor
Network (BSN) capable of providing continuous information about an individual’s
personal health status.
Micro-fluidic devices will also play a key role with regard to the chemo/biosensing of bodily fluids. In these systems, a simplified and a more user-friendly fluid
handling technology must be achieved such as low/zero power passive pumps or
capillary force driven micro-fluidics. Moreover, the integration of reliable highperformance sensing materials will have a significant impact on the future expansion
of the point-of-care market.
The work presented in Chapters 3 to 7 of this thesis followed two main
streams: the technological development of wearable micro-fluidic devices and the
study of materials suitable for the realisation of such systems.
Chapters 3 and 4 described the development and the performance of wearable
micro-fluidic devices for measuring the pH of sweat in a real scenario. Although
both systems had simple colorimetric read-out capabilities, an electronics-free
sensor, i.e. micro-fluidic barcode, provides a more user-friendly method of
performing the same type of analysis. In fact, since the colorimetric detection can be
remotely monitored by means of recording systems such as cameras, there is no need
to wear electronics of any kind. In addition to this, there are other reasons why the
micro-fluidic barcode gives better performance compared to the system presented in
chapter 3. Firstly, the use of ionogels for the sensing of pH was found to be
particularly convenient as ionogels are easy to pattern inside the micro-fluidic
structure, giving a high reproducibility in the fabrication/performance of the sensor
when compared to the micro-fluidic device in which a cotton thread was integrated
inside the micro-channel. In fact, in the latter wearable sensor, the alignment of the
cotton thread was found to be particularly critical to the reproducibility of the sensor,
as revealed in the data presented in figure 3.6 (pumping rate vs. time), in which the
pumping rate presented significant device-to-device variation (large error bars).
Moreover, ionogels doped with pH dyes provide improved chemical and mechanical
stability of the sensing material over time. For instance, micro-fluidic barcodes
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stored at ambient conditions over a year, showed virtually identical response when
re-tested. The high performance of this sensing material most likely arises from the
encapsulation of the IL within the pNIPAAm hydrogel. The IL provides a suitable
microenvironment for the immobilisation of the pH dyes, while also conferring
mechanical flexibility to the final soft material, which does not become brittle under
low-humidity conditions (in contrast to hydrogels).
The conclusion is that both the proposed micro-device platform and the sensing
material, employed for the study presented in chapter 4, represent a valid and
appropriate approach for addressing the aims of this thesis. Nevertheless, further
optimisation of the wearable sensor is desirable, and therefore in the following
chapter, section 8.1, it is proposed to further develop the colorimetric detection
method by processing the video data with the HSV (Hue Sharpness Value) colour
space, rather than the more common RGB.
In chapters 5 and 6, respectively, the development of an organic
electrochemical transistor (OECTs) for lactate detection and the study of a stable
formulation for its bioreceptor (Lactate Oxidase) were discussed, with the ultimate
goal being the real-time monitoring of lactic acid in sweat, during exercise. This is a
particularly important target species, as lactate concentration increases in sweat
during physical exercise, and it is a useful parameter to monitor wellness, physical
.tness and the effectiveness of exercise.[1]
The use of OECTs for lactate sensing represents an interesting and novel
strategy for future integration of this biosensor into a wearable platform. There are
several advantages on the use of OECTs compared to more conventional sensor
platforms, such as easy integration into electronic circuits and operation at low
potentials. In addition to this, the OECTs presented in chapter 5 were entirely made
of PEDOT:PSS, which makes them very low-cost and compatible with industrial
stamping processes, such as roll-to-roll production. The following section 8.2
presented preliminary results of attempts to improve the performance of the OECTs
through reduction of the sensor dimensions, which could also make it possible to be
incorporated into a completely wearable configuration.
However, further improvements could also be made to the incorporation of the
ionogel solid-state electrolytes into the transistor structure. An issue that should be
addressed in future generations of these wearable biosensors is the delamination of
the ionogel from the top of the transistor upon the addition of the sweat samples. In
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the current configuration the ionogel swells and curls when multiple additions of the
analyte are performed, causing the detachment of the ionogel, which compromises
the proper operability of the organic electrochemical transistor.
Several approaches can be pursued to address this problem. As high definition
features can now be easily manufactured using photolithography, the ionogels could
be patterned onto a defined compartment of the transistor, such as the gate electrode,
in which the enzymatic reaction takes part and is detected. Moreover, in order to
avoid delamination of the ionogel from the PEDOT:PSS gate surface, it would be
possible to form an interpenetrating network between the CPs and the ionogel
polymeric matrices. In fact, a valuable study would be to try to understand the
conditions, e.g. temperature and time, necessary for the ionogel precursor solution to
swell and diffuse into the PEDOT:PSS layer, so as to obtain a robust contact between
the ionogels with the CPs. Alternatively, other materials could also be employed for
the modification of the gate electrode. For example a redox hydrogel may further
improve the biosensor performance presented in chapter 5, in which a freely
diffusing electrochemical mediator, i.e. ferrocene, had to be employed. In fact, it
would be highly desirable to perform the immobilisation of the electrochemical
mediator onto the polymeric matrix of the ionogel backbone in order to avoid
leaching of active components from the sensor. This in turn may lead to a more
stable and reproducible biosensor response over longer periods of time, for example
sweat analysis during the course of an athlete training session.
However, the strategy proposed here should also consider the results obtained
in chapter 6. In fact, although the use of hydrated ILs did not provide improved longterm stability compared to PBS and choline chloride, those results suggest that a
further enhancement the biosensor performance may be possible. In fact, the use of
ILs in these type sensors is desirable for the same reasons presented for the barcode
micro-fluidics: the chemical and mechanical stability of the resulting ionogel matrix
over a prolonged period of time will be greatly improved. In fact, it is difficult to
create mechanically stable hydrogels even with a plasticiser, and many ILs inherently
provide this function (so no additional plasticiser is needed).
Finally, it is worth highlighting that other approaches can be pursued for the
development of wearable biosensors. For instance, integration of nanomaterials onto
fabrics can give new opportunities for the development of wearable lactate sensors.
In this regard, section 8.2 will discuss new approaches in which graphene and the
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contact stamping technique discussed in chapter 7 could open new possibilities for
the realisation of very low-cost, wearable chemical sensors and biosensors.

8.1

Wearable

Micro-fluidic

pH

Sweat

Sensing:

a

Promising Improvement
8.1.1

Introduction

Chapter 4 described a wearable micro-fluidic barcode for real-time sweat sensing
using a camera and the RGB (Red Green Blue) colour space. The promising
performance of this system makes additional development of the micro-fluidic
barcode sensor an interesting option, in order to explore whether its performance can
be further enhanced.
In terms of the wearability of the sensor, the second generation of the micro-fluidic
barcode presents a more compact and flexible format which increases the freedom
for the wearer during exercise and reduces discomfort to a minimum.
Improvements to the performance of the micro-fluidic system have also been
undertaken, through the use of a more accurate algorithm for colorimetric image
analysis. In fact, the system presented in chapter 4 had limited accuracy ~ 0.49 pH
units, when used during exercise. It is envisioned that the new sensor configuration
will improve the accuracy of the pH analysis towards 0.2 pH units.

8.1.2

Results and Future Work

To improve the wearability of the barcode, the sharp corners of the old device were
replaced by round edges, achieving a more circular configuration, as shown in Figure
8.1. This small modification reduces the discomfort for the wearer and at the same
time it does not affect the operability of the sensor.
In addition, the sweat absorbing patch area was re-engineered in order to
make it reusable. In this new configuration the absorbing material of the passive
pump system can be replaced at the end of each trial and, once substituted with new
one, the device is ready to be used again.
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Figure 8.1. Redesigned configuration of the micro-fluidic barcode with improved
wearability (top) and its integration on the forearm of an athlete (bottom).

In order to further develop the performance of the device, a different colour
space than RGB was explored, specifically the HSV colour space. Recently, it has
been shown that better performance in remote colorimetric detection may be possible
using the Hue component of the cylindrical HSV colour space instead of the three
components of the RGB space.[2] In particular, the RGB components do not respond
uniformly to induced light variation, such as shadow and changes in the ambient
light conditions, while the Hue component appears to be much less impacted by such
effects. These advantages can be particularly important if the device is to be used
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under different lighting conditions, for instance under variable indoor or outdoor
conditions during exercise.
Preliminary studies have been carried out on the performance of coupling this
image processing approach with the wearable micro-fluidic barcode sensor. The
calibration curves for the four ionogels that form the sensor detection area were
obtained by exposing each of the ionogels for five minutes to solutions of known pH
from 3.0 to 10.0 in 0.5 pH steps. The analysis of the colour changes of the ionogel
barcode was performed by means of an OpenCV computer vision library.
Figure 8.2 presents the calibration response curves of each pH dye-doped
ionogel when analysed using the Hue component of the HSV colour space.
Considering the great variation of the Hue values for the four ionogels, it appears
that the proposed method might be successfully applied for pH estimation in a real
scenario. Moreover, each pH dye doped-ionogel shows excellent correlation to a
sigmoidal regression model with a R2 value greater than 0.995.
Further improvements will focus on the development of an automated code
through which varying environmental light conditions can be normalised in order to
enable auto-compensation of light fluctuations, and minimisation of the noise in the
picture, which mainly arises from the athlete’s movements. For the latter issue it has
been shown that the Hue value is able to perform reliable measurements even when
pictures are taken completely out of focus, a particular characteristic that can assist
pH monitoring via the device during physical activity.[3]
More recently it was decided to develop a new technique for colorimetric
detection in real time, through the use of a video camera instead of a still-image
camera. The main advantages of using video cameras are the higher frame recording
capability, which can dramatically improve the overall performance of the system as
more data can be collected and averaged.
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Figure 8.2. Calibration curves, camera’s response, to colorimetric changes of the pH
dyes/ionogel: from top to bottom Bromophenol Blue (BPB), Bromodresol Green (BCG),
Bromocresol Purple (BCP), Bromothymol Blue (BTB) in the micro-fluidic device.
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Preliminary studies have been already undertaken, as shown in Figure 8.3
during a cycling trial.

Figure 8.3. Cycling trial where video camera was used to simultaneously monitor the colour
changes of 4 different the barcode in real-time (left). 4 different barcode placed on the lower
back and shoulder during recording (right).

Finally, it should be appreciated that using a video camera for continuous
colorimetric detection could provide a route to a more integrated BSN for sport
applications. In fact, state-of-the-art video cameras used to record sport events (e.g.
Olympic games 2012) [4] have been used to track the movements of the athletes and,
therefore, it is believed that they could be potentially used for the detection of onbody chemical and biochemical colorimetric sensors. Continuing technological
advances in this field have witnessed the development of gigapixel resolution
cameras, which could offer extraordinary capacity for image-based remote sensing,
including colorimetric chemical sensing and biosensing.[5]
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8.2

Electrochemical Sensing of Lactate: Opportunities
and Challenges

For the realisation of the next generation of sweat wearable sensors, lactate should be
considered as one of the main analytical targets. Based on the results presented in
chapter 6, future research with these devices should focus on the integration of the
lactate sensors into a wearable platform using a form of LOx that is stable in
hydrated Ionic Liquids (HyILs/LOx).
Initial work in this regard has been carried out in order to explore ways to
improve upon the performance of the first generation solid-state electrolyte OECT
sensors. For example, improved response time has been achieved through reduction
of the electrode dimensions (Figure 8.4-a). These improved OECTs also have
improved lifetimes in comparison to the system described in chapter 5. Moreover,
the parallel integration of a pump-less configuration [6] through a de-gas driven
micro-fluidic system is under investigation. In fact, taking advantage of the high
solubility of air in PDMS it is possible to generate spontaneous sweat movement
through micro-channels, by simply degassing the PDMS before use.
Chapter 2 gave a wide overview of novel materials that have great potential for
biomedical applications, such as ionic liquids and ionogels, metal nanoparticles,
nanocomposites and carbon-based nanomaterials. Since the discovery of graphene in
2004,[7] interest has risen exponentially in applications for this promising material,
mainly driven by its exceptional electrocatalytic, mechanical and electronic
properties. However, graphene is not normally water dispersible but its oxide form,
graphene oxide (GO), does form stable water dispersions.[8] Such stable GO
dispersions can be used as an ink for patterning onto plastic substrates and can
subsequently be reduced to graphene (reduced graphene oxide – rGO).[9]
Using a similar approach, Molina et al.[10] showed it was possible to
functionalise polyester fibers by dip-coating with rGO, achieving a conductivity of
23.15 3 cm-2 just with three rGO coatings. The possibility of obtaining highly
conductive fabrics, yet flexible, opens new routes for the development of wearable
sensors and biosensors. Very recently, a similar approach was employed to generate
pH, K+ and NH4+ sensors using cotton yarn coated with carbon nanotubes. [11]
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Figure 8.4. Picture of the improved generation of the OECTs, with reduced geometry
(channel 100 4 25 µm and gate 10 4 25 µm; scale bar 50 µm) (a) and initial experiments for
multiple detection of lactate (b). The two additions of lactate were performed using 2 µL of
PBS (pH 7.00) carrying 5 mM of the substrate.

Using this approach, initial work has been undertaken toward the
functionalisation of lycra fabric with rGO to obtain a flexible electrode material
which can be used for the realisation of an electrochemical lactate sensor on textile.
In particular, using state-of-the-art machinery, such as spray coater, it is possible to
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selectively functionalise lycra, as shown in Figure 8.5. The characterisation of the
material is currently under investigation.

Figure 8.5. Commercially available lycra fabric spray coated only on one side with rGO.
Spray coating was performed using water dispersible GO, which was reduced to rGO
using hydrazine (scale bar 1 cm).

The integration of such sensors in a wearable platform is one of the main
challenges still to be achieved following from the work described in this thesis. The
stamping technique for generating paper-based micro-fluidics presented on chapter 7
could be used to create micro-fluidic structures on textiles in which the
electrochemical lactate sensor would be integrated within the area of the microfluidic channel (ink uncovered area). A similar micro-fluidic device was recently
produced by Xing et al.[12], through the micropattering of textile using a fluorinate
based superhydrophobic coating. This promising approach of selectively pattering
textiles could provide a simple means for the future fabrication and integration of
sensors in off-the-shelf T-shirts.

8.3

Conclusions

The strategies discussed and explored in this chapter offer exciting opportunities for
the future progress of the area of body (chemo/bio)sensor networks. Fully functional
wearable chemo/bio-sensors are still beyond the current state of the art, but
developments in materials chemistry do offer new approaches to advancing the
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concept. In addition to the technical challenges of performing remote on-body
monitoring of key chemical and biological markers, emphasis must also be given to
the device wearability, and to the physical interface of the sensor with the wearer. In
that regard, integration of chemo/bio-sensors on textiles can provide better
performing devices, as they can be held in tight contact with the skin, which is
important for valid sweat sampling. Additionally, their physiological relevance of the
monitored sweat target parameters should be also established, for example, through
parallel studies of sweat and blood samples.
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Figure D1. Picture of the contact stamping apparatus. Rectangular prism made of aluminum
and a layer of a black ceramic material (left), stone pad saturated with ink (right).

Figure D2. Yellowish ring generated from the staining of Whatman grade 1 using Black
Noodler’s InkTM.
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Figure D3. A) Scheme of the fabrication of the PDMS stamp and B) steps involved on the
contact stamping of open straight channels for the experiments describe on Figure 3. WPDMS
represents the width of the PDMS stamp features, while W is the designed channel width.
After performing the contact stamping on paper, the generated fluidic structures are
characterised by Wsb, which is the stamped border width on the paper (with Wsb > WPDMS) and
Wsc, which is the stamped channel width on the patterned paper (with Wsc < W).
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